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Warning
Chief of Police Percy
of Douglas.

Bow-de-

n

Dauehertv, Auto Sales
'iniinclated Preaa.)
man, Murdered; Is One of
(By Tlia
I the Most Mysterious Blsbee, Ariz., Sept. 9. A ofletter,
the
purporting to be warnings
I ..Crimes in Police Annals.
intention1' of Mexican bandits to
P.

.1.

rsaii-rn- ad

!
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(By The AMoelntfd Frea.)
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on the Arizona
of Douglas, was
Chief of
'"e
Percy Bowden, of Dougla'
4
tetter, written in Span'
n
dated and had been
&
Kb
.oe
Douglas yesterday.
matHood and Bowden are
ing.
the
The ranches to be
by
letter stated, were
,ed
John Slaughter, Petp,. f.ti, John
.
nrirl
Ilnurnwl
W
located
George Stephens. Ov
millcs east
from fifteen to
of Douglas.
"The bandit?
ly are goifig
.
to kill Bowden
Hood," the.
t is best you,
letter concluded.
station fifty soldiers at each ranc'ft
to prevent murder at this moment."
of the
Jess Fisher, foreman
Slaughter ranch, was- murdered by
Mexicans on the night of May 4
pist. Jose Perez and Manuel Jr-bltwo Mexican employes oni the
ranch, were Inst week convlctqd' of
the murder of Mr. Fisher and
sentenced to- - life imprisonment in
the state penitentiary at lonenca.
Tho other ranches mentioned in
the warning, adjoin tho Slaughter
ranch.
According to Sheriff Hood, his
office was told during the trial of
Perez and Garcia, that, should
the defendants be convictoja, some
of their friends
would retaliate
with attacks on American ranch
ers along the border.
Sheriff Hood said today that, al
though doubtful of the authenticity
of the warnings, he had warned all
the ranchers against wham the pur
ported attacks were being plannea,
and would take every precaution
to prevent any possible

f
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Chicago, Sept. 9. Handcuff ed,
etrangled with a ropeof and his
the body
throat cut, the finding automobile
of P. J. Daugherty, an
salesman, in the Desplaines river
of the most
today revealed one in
Chicago po
mysterious murders
lice annals.
of
identification
Following the
the body, the police besan a search
comrn rari Ausmus. Daugherty's
may also
panlon, who it is believed,
Both were
mind murdered.
i
Automo-- u
employes of the Packard
r'hinoirn. Search
,
mnrtn for H. W. Church,
i
Northwestern raila Chicago and who
negotiated for
way brakeman,
automopurchase of a $5,400
thj
bile from Daugherty and who was
company.
the last man seen in his Car.
Left Home in the
Church, according to the police,
at a
met Daugherty and Ausmus
to Buy an autobank on Thursday was
said. Church
mobile. Today, it
he
left his home in tho tocar, saying
Eagle Rock,
was going to drive,
Wis. Officials of the bank said
there
that Church hadnono account
arrangements
and had made
car.
a
to
purchase
through them
When found, Daugherty s body
inches of water
three
in
only
lay
In the river, which is on the outbeen
skirts of the city. He had
head and the
beaten over thebruised.
Deep In
shoulders were
was embedthe flesh of the neckknotted
cord,
ded a twisted and
was
drawn tight, and tohisear.throat
addiIn
slashed from ear
tion a regulation pairon ofone police
wrist
handcuffs were found
of the victim.
a
year
Church camo to Chicago
Wis. At that time
ago from Adams, three-story
aparta
he purchased
ment building which he occupied
ut v,i. father and mother. When
early this morning, he
Church loft
aicrn nn the mail box re- that all mail be held for
Neighbors
further Instructions.
said that he told them he was go?
a
visit.
,
for
Adams.
to
Wis.,
lng
d
Quilt.
basement
ff
Searclv of the
Church's home, according to the
finding 'of
police, resulted in the
d
quilt, an axe and a
&
blood.
with
baseball bat stained
d
There were also two
ochats. Later two families who told
who
cupied the building and
two
the police they had seen the
salesmen outside of the Church
home yesterday noon, were taken
Into custody.
Search for Clmrcli.
'
The search for Church was extended to Iowa and Nebraska
Depoints by the police tonight.
was quoted
spite the fact that he
as saying that he was going to
Wisconsin, It was believed that he
was bound for the Pacific coast,
y
prpbably taking the Lincoln liigh-w&of tho car, a new
. A description
Packard "twin six" carrying Illinois license, number 165,692, wais
sent out broadcast with a request
for the immediate arrest of its occupants.
. The automobile in which Church
fled was described as a seven pas- (.Contlnuea on Page Two.)
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Hlood-sonke-

blood-soake-

blood-soake-

Washinirton, Sept. 9. Senator
Oscar Underwood, Elibu Root, Sen- ator Lodge and Secretary Hughes
will be the four representatives of
the United States at tho Washing- on limitation of
ton conferiice
armaments, it was officially an- nounced today.
The delegations of all nations
participating in the conference, in
all probability, it was said, will be
limited to four members.
Later it was learned that an
agreement has been reached among
the nations to limit their delegates
No limitation, however,
to four.
will be placed upon the number of
advisers. In the case of the United
States it was said that there would
TROOPS AKK REFTED
TO PROTEUr RANCHES probably be twelve, including army,
navy, aeronautical and political
Douglas, Ariz., Scud. 9. Colonel
of
A. V. P. Anderson, commander
Camp Harry J. Joneh here, refused
troops to protect the ranches until
he received orders from the Eighth
Colonel An
corps headquarter
derson said that me leuer migni
bo only an attempt on the part of
friends of the convicted men to
Every atfrighten the Slaupiters.
tempt was made Oo keep the letter
a. secret until the promise of troops
was secured but news of the threat
1
leaked out through the sheriff's of- -
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DRAWS
(By Tht Amocialrd Presa.)
VIVID PICTURE OF
Tokio, Sept. 9 (by the Associated
Press). The Japanese delegation
MISERY OF THE WORLD to
the forthcoming Washington
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(By The isKocliitrd I'reiM.)

Geneva, Sept. 9 (by the AssociatDiscussion of the work
ed Press.)
done by the council of the league
of nations during the past year was
continued at today's session of the
assembly of the league.
Henri LaFontaine, a Belgian delegate, drew a vivid picture of the
misery of the world," armed to the
teeth." Ho said he found no word
of hope in the report of the council. M. LaFontaine forecast wars
by which entire populations of
cities would be wiped out unless
the league of nations got into effective action.
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, of Norway,
pleaded for publicity and economy
in the league. He declared it was
Impossible to restore normal
conditions in the world until
Russia was put on its feet again,
Dr. Nansen appealed to the world
through the assembly for 30,000,-00-to0
which he said was required
buy ,2,000,000 tons of wheat to
save' Russia from starvation. He
declared Europe was menaced, with
the greatest disaster in its history.

lo

TAX FOR THIS FISCAL YEAR IS
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE AIM

conference on limitation of armaments, numbering nearly 200, now
plans to Bail In three groups, the
first on tho steamship Korea Maru
October 1; the second on the Shin- yo Maru, October 13, and the third
and most .important, on the Kash-im- a
Maru, October 14. The naval
group of the delegation, headed by
Vice Admiral Kanji Kato, will sail
on the Korea Maru.
This group
includes
definitely
Captain K
N.
Kamanashl, Captain
Sutsugus,
Captain Y. Ueda. Commander T.
Hori, threo lieutenant commanders
and two lieutenants.
The two chief delegates to the
conference are understood to be
Minister of Marine Kato and Ambassador Shlclehara. It is believed
that naval circles are urging the
appointment of Minister of Marine
Kato as chief delegate, pointing out
that he ranks next to Premier Ham
If the latter does not attend. M.
Kato will be accompanied by Captain Nomura, formerly naval attache at Washington.
here are devoting
Newspapers
columns of speculation on the personnel of the delegation, some of
them alleging that the choice of
delegates Is causing a profound stir
in government circles.

WOMAN IS KILLED,
IS FATALLY
LAWYER
ON STREET CAR
i HURT

(Dy The AMnpinlrrt Pkm.)
Boston, Mnss.,' Sept. 9. Mrs.
Ella Wells was shot and killed and
$100,000,000
A. Louis Altmeyer, a lawyer, was
fatally wounded on a street car today. Charles A. Wells, who was
divorced by his wife, within a day
or two, was arrested on the car,
"
charged with the shooting.
Be
;
Passenger said that Wells, sitting two seats behind hls former
wife, nd her lawyer, drew a pistol,
PRESS.)
(BY THIS ASSOCIATE!)
rested It on the shoulder of a
mini-- . tury Mellon maintains will be nec
A
Sept.
Washington,
young woman, on the seat between
to
ino
conauci
essary
government,
for
mum total tax of $3,200,000,000
ther.., and then fired five shots.
economies
effected.
are
provided
tho
Altmeyer died .in. a hospital.
this fiscal year, is the aim of
Neither the whole committee nor
members today
republican members of the senate the majority
finance committee in- revising the reached any ngreemont on specific EXPRESS LOYALTY TO
house tax bill, Chairman Penrose revisions proposed yesterday by
JAP HEIR TO THRONE
of Socretury Mellon. There was prosaid today, after a conference
,
longed discussion of some of them,
majority committeemen.
members
(By Th Annclatrd PrtM.)
This is approximately J100,000,r with tho democratic
000 less than treasury experts hav
TMo, Sept. 9 (by the AssoclateJ
launching their fight against retroexcess
lf
Tokio's two and
of
the
Press.)
measure
active
would
house
profits
repeal
figured the
. yield, but Is the total which Secre- tax, reduction of the income sur- million people today gave a charactaxes to 25 per cent and restora- teristic express of Japanese loyalty
tion of the transportation taxes at to Crown Prince Hlrohito, the heir
apparent, whose recent successful
half the present rates.
After the meeting of the major- tour of the Occident has appealed
j ity members, Senator Penrose said to popular
Imagination and undoubtedly aroused new and more
that while the republicans seemed democratic
interests in the imperial
to favor repeal of the profits tax
' FORECAST.
as of last January first, the situa- family.
Goto
Mayor
gave a popular reof
9.
as
New
tion was such that repeal,
Denver, Colo., Sept,
ITair. south,, unsettled
next January 1, as provided for in ception in honor ; of the crown
Mexico:
whom
the
prince,
people now recooler the house measure, might result.
lorth portion Saturday,
as the real head of the- emHitch-coc- lt gard
northeast portion; ,'unday, prob-ibl- y
Senator
the
day
During
to the illness of the
fair. . '
of Nebraska,
acting demo- pire, owingThousands
roared cheers
Arizona: Fair Saturday and Sun- cratic leader, attacked the propo- emperor.
of
es
the prince, with his
greeting
day, no important change in temr sals .to repeal the profits tax and democratic
bearing and easy oracut the surtax rates.
perature.
torical manner, addressed the mulActual revision of the house bill titude, voicing
satisfaction over the
'
TOCAL REPORT.
will be' undertaken' tomorrow by efforts at
,
Improvement
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
the whole committee,
Chairman in keeping municipal
Tokio's
with
place
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterdjy, Penrose- said.
cities.
the
world's
among
great
recorded hv the university:
Official treasury figures prea
mammoth
Tonight
procession,
85 pared for th commltee
show that bearing a hundred thousand JapHighest temperature
66 with the six
Lowest .
changes recommended anese lanterns, serenaded Pririce
29
,
Range
yesterday by Secretary Mellon, the Hlrohito's palace.
lit again adTO house bill would
Mean
yield $3,298,455,-00- 0 dressed the throngs, emphasizing
37
this fiscal year, or $16,000,000 the urgency of establishing world
Humidity at 6 a. m..
14 less than the house measure In Its peace, and alluding to the necesHumidity at 6 p. ni
None present fotm, and $2,785,790,000 sity of doing everything possible
Precipitation
22 for the enilendar
Maximum wind velocity
year 1922, or to contribute to the success of the
West $!5,D00,00
... Direction of wind.
less than the house forthcoming conference on limita,
-.,
bill.
x Character of day- Clear
tion of armaments.
I;.
,r ,; ,
1

Less Than
Is Approximately
Have
Figured House
Treasury 'Experts.
Measure Would Yield, but Mellon Says the
Needed to Run Government
Amount Will

.
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ON ARMAMENTS

(By The Aftgncfntrd Preas.)

New i'o.-k- , Sept. 9. One of the
most spectacular drug raids New
'
York has known ended today with
Root, Underwood
Petitions Signed Through the
mysterious suicide of the chief Hughes,
raider
and
Represent
Lodge
Ignorance, or Fear of LosFrank J. Fitzpatrick, head nar
led thirteen
the United States a.
ing Their Jobs, Miners cotic investigator,
agents in a gallant charge up the
Tell Commission.
Washington Conference.
gong plank of the Greek steamer
King Alexander and engaged in a
d
fight, in which vol- 4 REPRESENTATIVES
C. F. & I. COMPANY'S
leys of shots were fired, five sea-of
worth
FROM EACH NATION
CLAIM IS DISPUTED men wounded, $100,000
drugs and whisky seized and nearly
325 men aboard the vessel rounded
John W, Davis' Name Is
Witnesses Tell of Threats up for examination.
stepThe raid over,
Made Whsn They Refused ped Into a washroomFitzpatrick
on the BrookSuggested in Case the
shots rang out.
Two
lyn
pier.
ReSenator From Alabama
to Sign Requests for a
B'ltzpatrick was found dead, both
heart.
In
his
bullets
in
Turns Down Offer,
duction
Pay,
The suicide
completely mystiTheir
only
fied the Vidlng Partv(tty Tha Amioriiited Tresa.)
(By The Aaanrliitrd Prena.)
theorv waft that their chief, who
Washington, Sept. 9. President
Walsenburg, Colo., Sept. 9 (by they said had been worrying over
the Associated Press). Testimony his health, suuueniy iwraiim la- Harding today announced the full
that they had signed petitions for mented in the excitement of the American delegation to the limitaIt
tion of armament conference.
wags reductions without knowing fight.
consists of four members:
what they were signing or for fear
Charles Evans Hughes, secretary
they would lose their Jobs was
of state; former Justice of the SuCHARGED
given this afternoon by a dozen
the
of
miners of the Walfien camp
preme court, one time candidate
Colorado Fuel and Iron company
for the presidency and twice gov- at a hearing before the state in
ernor of Now York; lawyer by produstrial commission.
fession.
All the men who testified deElihu Root, once secretary of
clared they were opposed to the
war, later secretary of state, former
wage reduction nut in effect by the
senator from New York, lawyer,
company September 1 In several of
CO jurist
LOOT
the camps In this county and in all
and statesman of internain
district.
Trinidad
the
camps
The late Presitional reputation.
Statements Contradicted.
dent Roosevelt, his close friend and
by
This evidence
presented
colleague, once paid tribute to his
IBi Tha AiKnrliitril TrrM.)
Romilly K. Foote, attorney for the
by describing him as
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9. Formal attainments man
mine workers, was designed to
in puuuc me iu
the ablest
late
filed
today
contradict statements of Colorado charges T. were
S. Nance, a member of America."
Fuel and Iron company officials against
Henry Cabot Ledge, senator from
the state transportation committee, Massachusetts:
that the wage reductions had the and
floor
republican
former
teller
H.
Birnlo
Conner,
of
of
a majority
sanction
employes of
chairman of the foreign re
the International Trust com leader,
of the various mines.
time
committee:
lations
long
accusing them of conspiracy student
. Marceline Valdes and
George pany,
of international affairs and
of $1,361,18. The
bank
to
rob
thut
l,
S.
Lucero declared William
of many works cf an histori
informations were filed by the dis- iiuthor
superintendent of the Walsen trict
One of the informa cal nature. and Sane"
attorney.
to
advance
refused
had
"Safe
Lawyer,
mines,
Conner alleges em
ftsrar W. Underwood.1 democrat.
them money against their pay tions against
as oauee ana
from Alabama, lead
senator
checks wheii they refused to sign bezzlement, la.ceny
senior
Information
A
joint
grand larceny.
of his party in the. senate as ns
the petition for a reduction. They also
was filed against the two men er
was In the house of representatives.
declared they had seen other men
and
steal
to
conspiracy
oi doio
regarded by colleagues
get orders for money on that par- alleging
embezzlement.
In the senate chamber a
ticular
day, August 19, when a
was fixed at $2,000, parties
bund
Nance's
profesand
sane,"
Trin"safe
lawyer
by
miners' field day was held at
bonds were fixed at
Conner's
public and political
idad. Tliey wished to attend the $2,000 on tho second charge and sion and In
the
was
for
He
1892.
field day, tliey said. When Valdes $7,500 on the first. Neither was life since Versailles and the league
refused to sign Getchcll refused to able to give bond today and will treaty of covenant, with or withof
give him an order for $15, he de- remain In jail until tomorrow, it out nations
reservations.
clared.
district attorney's
the
at
said
was
These four will represent Amer"If you cannot do me a favor I offlce- the table at which will be
at
ica
can't do one for you." Getchell
Nance, the Informations allege, gathered four from each other nasaid, according to Valdes'
from the Interna tion represented.
obtained
money
Isaac Wall, "with a wife tional Trust company In sums
Confidence that both Mr. Root
and three children, testified that ranging up to several hundred dol and Senator Underwood would
Getchell had asked him to sign and lars through oaa cneuna mm i serve was expressed at the White
he refused.
(1 It'u
House. Senator Underwood's posi"Well, vou will have to work un
Conner was arrested a week ago
as minority loader In the sender tho reduction,",, he saye Get today - and Nance was arrested tion
ate was not. expected to preclude
chell told" him.
Leonard Le Lue, head his acceptance. In event It does',
hv
Tnoadnv
"I can quit," Wall says he re- of a Denver detective agency. Their however, it was Intimated unoffl-- .
plied and declared that Getchell
arrests followed tlio recent, head dally, that John W. Davis, former
told him he could quit right now.
of F.dwln F. Morse,
ambassador to Great Britain, might
He signed the petition, he said, be- teller from the same bank. Morse be the democratic member of the
cause he could not afford to be is alleged to have taken io,uuu.
American delegation.
without work and supposed a thirty
Twenty in "Supreme Body." ;
day notice would be given before SCHUMANN-HEINTho conference proper, or what;
IS
the reduction went Into effect.
might be termed its "supreme"
Did Not See Petition.
ANXIOUS TO SING TO body," will consist of twenty memSeveral miners employed at the
it was announced, each of the
Walsen camp testified that they
FORMER SERVICE MEN bers,
five major powers being reprehad signed the petition without
sented by a "big four."
he
knowing what it was. Wall said list
(By Th Aiwoclntfd I'ren.)
Only the "big four" delegation
a
did not see the petition, only
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 9. Madame from each of the five allied- - and
names.
60 associated powers will sit In the
of
Ernestine Schumann-HeinRobert Bowen, a negro, testified in her forty-firof profes general conference on armament
year
he came hero from Pueblo about sional life, when visiting El Paso limitation.
The delegation from
work. recently, declared that she did not China, which was invited
especialAugust 23 and applied for him
a
Getchell
gave
He declared
w'ant to retire.
ly because of far eastern problems,
nnner to sien and he signed it. He
le
American
of
the
"With hosts
will sit with the twenty delegate
'did not know what he was signing, gion calling me 'Mother,' I would It was said, only when far eastern
he declared.
If for nothing more than my problems are under discussion.
sing
All of the men who signed the boys," she said. "As long as I
of
Belgium,
Representatives
tho have strength, I will sing."
Holland and other nations, it waat
petition testified that when
reduction was put Into effect they
Madame said she aid not tnink explained, will occupy a similar
Armament questions, it
quit work. Several witnesses testi- the war would have any continued status.
was emphasized, would be left
fied to refusals to sign.
effect on German music.
d
In cross examination Fred Far-ra- r,
Americans are too solely to disposition of the suattorney for the Colorado Fuel big to fail to appreciate music. preme body of twenty.
that Nationality of musio should rot be
and Iron company, brought out durNo official advices regarding the
Robert W. Baer earned $258
for music is a quality makeup of the other powers' deleAndrew recognized,
said.
she
of
born
ing August. A little later
God,"
gations have been received.
Slate, with a wife and seven chilTlio Next Step-Aft165
earned
he
that
testified
dren
the announcement of th
Whan he took MINER'S WIFE FALLS
during August.
four American
delegates. It Wat
his check to the company store he
''baHEIR TO A FORTUNE said that tha next step would
received $1.01 In change, he said.
bodies.
of
selection
the
advisory
He explained that he owed the reTheir personnel, at least so far as
The wit(Dy Tho Aauiriiilril Pimm.)
mainder for groceries.
Is concerned,
ness declared that he could not
Fort Dodge, la.. Sept. 9. Mrs. the Unitedwill States
be limited to twelve
earn a living In his place in the Iljnry O. Hale, wife of a gypsum probably
a
or
fifteen, Including staff of army
mine and asked for a change.
miner In Fort Dodge, has become
The advisory
Told To Sign a PaKT.
the wealthiest woman and possibly and navy experts.
Superintendent Getchcll then pre tne wealthiest person In this city. personnel also will include one or
sented the petition to him. He said
She Is the daughter of Wallace more women. President Harding
he signed not because he wanted Farley, wealthiest citizen of Boone today received from Mrs, Gifford
but because county, who died last Friday. Plnchot the names of a half dozen
his wages reduced,
there was nothing else for him to His will filed for probate In Boone women regarded as fitted for sedo.
of his lection.- Names of others also are
left her
one or a yesterday,
Wllford Thompson,
more than $2,000,-00- to be submitted to the president
at
valued
estate,
number of men
brought from
Pueblo to the Walsen mine after
Her husband digs rock for the
of
mills
the Colorado Fuel American
the steel
TRIES TO SWIM CHANITEU
Cement Plaster comthere were pany. He has
and Iron company
been on strike since
Sept. 9. Henry Sullivan,
closed, testified that when he ap- July 1. Hale and his wife live In of London,
Lowell, Mass., set out front
plied at the office of Getchell In a humble dwelling In the gypsum Dover at 5:62 o'clock this afterwas told to sign a paper. He did
They have been married noon in his fifth attempt to swim
not know what it was, but supposed adistrict. over
across the English cannel.
a year.
little
it had to do with checking him in
on the Job. He did not know it
was a petition for a reduction or
wages,
Getchell did not explain what It
was about, he testified.
Thirteen witnesses wore present
ed by the miners. Foote said he
had 160 witnesses waiting but did
not expect to use them all.
No witnesses were put on by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company
to show that the petitions were
signed under proper representations and voluntarily.
A Gain of 45 Men.
Chairman J. C. Bell, of the Industrial commission, said tonight
89
that the taking of testimony would
be continued through Saturday and
35
that next week the commission
to
Trinidad
to
would
go
probably
near testimony on me situation m
Las Animas county.
E. P. Weltzel, general superin(BY THE ASSOC1ATKD PRESS.)
tendent of the company, announced
No direct word has yet been re
Geneva. Sept. 9 (by the Asso
men at work in ciated Press.)
a gain of forty-fiv- e
international ceived from Elihu Root, and th
Tho
Las Animas county. He said there court of Justice." on which the hope league council still considers him
were 233 coal diggers and a total of the
"
league of nations seems now a candidate.
of 696 men at work In five mines,
The American group of Judges
to be centered, was foreAbout one hundred men are at largely
of the at The Hague court allowed the
work here, but little coal Is belrwt most in theof the
league assembly time limit to expire without sendGunnison delegates
mined, he admitted.
remain so ing In a nominee. The delegates
and Fremont county mines are tied today, and likely ofwill
the court are here generally agree that an Ameruntil the Judges
ud. he said.
assembly ican must be elected to the court,
Officials of the UnUed Mine elected next week. The
will estab- and that he will be Mr. Root, if
Workers of America say the figures committee meanwhilework
on
disar- he does not officially decline, In
are exaggerated. They declare no lish a basis for the
block-adowhich case probably John Bassett
coal is being produced by the com mament, amendments and
Moore will be chosen.
pany In Colorado regardless of the
The election Is expected to bi' a.
The time limit for nomination
number of men they say are at
with
of Judges closes Monday
long one with many of the counwork.
candidates put forward by tries voting for favorite aona. It
The commission
held; a night
votes .to
different states. Five of will require twenty-on- e
session at which seven additional thirty-fiv- e
witnesses
testified. The night these have since been removed elect. If all the states now present
the
declinaaccount
at
on
of
list
from
the
assembly participate In tfv
testimony was similar to that of
election.
tions to stand fur election.
fered today.
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$3,200,000,000 MINIMUM TOTAL
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Two Bullets Through His
Heart f ollowing a Raid on
a Greek Steamer.
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NARCOTIC SQUAD HARDING PICKS
LEADER IN JV. Y.
ENDSOWN LIFE DELEGATION TO.
Frank J. Fitzpatrick

B

bj Carrier

Daily

10, 1921,

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, September
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to sat at the mcu school avditorwm at

bvrsvh has

Tho Jonrnal wonder If the Snnla Ee rallronil will prove as
"soft" ns Cliino Copper. Mr. Sully thought ho needed a champion.
He invested $30,000 in the Herald for protection ngainst hnvlnR
his mines assessed ns other people's property is nssossed. Hut n
phystclal valuation of these sunic properties Is frolng on right now
In spite of the Herald. Thnt pnper did its best for Mr. Sully, but
failed.
Now tho ITcrnld mn'kcs n bid for employment as the champion
of the Santa Fo railroad. Kven If thnt rond needed a newspaper
champion, the record of the Herald ns tlio defender of speelnl
We opine tlnit
interests would hardly encourage its employment.
ll
to Keep
tho Herald must look elsewhere for the
its press running.
That' pnper carried on editorial Friday nlffbt entitled, "The
Dawn of Freight Hate," which purported to quote iortions of a
speech inndu by the editor of the Journal before tho Business
Men's
association on Thursday night. In all of its
Implications tho edltorinl is essentially fatse. Sixty business men
who heard what was. said, know how false it is.
The edltorinl In question hcclns with an effort to put the
Journal editor "in bad" with labor. It quotes him quite correctly as
saying "a labor pnper, which you business men supported by your
It ' was n source of
advertisements, has gone OI,t of existence.
dangerous agitation." The Herald exclaims exultantly, "How does
this agree with Mr. Sogee's pet idea of, publicity?"
The fact was that a previous speaker had bronched the subject1
of tho open shop. Mr. Magoe counselled putlencc, saying that the
radical was losing his grip; thnt labor presented no defiant
solidarity at this time thnt demnnded nny aggressive combatting.
Ho then made tho above quoted remark to show thnt the hold
on the community of radical labor leaders was weaker than a
year ago. Ho expressed the belief that a saner lalior leadership
would pursue a course which would demand ' no open shop fight.
The Herald's effort was absolutely vicious in its purpose and
deliberately dishonest In its willful
Let It bo remembered thnt In the Inst weeks of the life of
the labor paper in question, the Journal allowed the tise of Its
plnnt to set thnt poller's tyie, becnuse It could not publish unless
we did. Wo had nothing to do with tho suspension of this periodical and. on at least two occasions, refused to put It out of husl-newhen we could have done so If we wished. The business men
backed it. It was entitled to live, if labor itself had not refused
to support it longer.
j
We do not caro to quarrel with our neighbor becnuse it attempts to Justify freight rates from Los Angeles, through Albufrom Los
querque, to New York, which lire less than the rate
The Herald is welcome to Justify so
Angeles to Albuquerque.
unconscionable a schedule If It chooses. It shows fine loyalty to
''
Albuquerque in doing so.
The
Mr. Magec made no attack on the Santa Fe railroad.
Journal Iws made none. Mr, Mngee did say that the rates Were
excessive and discriminating in ninny Instances; tHut the governComment hnd provided an umpire in the form of tho Intcr-stnl- e
merce Commission; thnt thoso feeling themselves aggrieved have
Is
to
who
as
decision
for
its
to
to
that
umpire
the same right
go
our business
right, ns wo have to go to tho Districtno Court to settle
hostility to tho railroads.
disputes; that such art Ion implied
Mr. Mngee sahl.that Hie Individual was helpless; that n traffic
Imroart was necessary to procure Justice to the community and
that he expected to agitate thut question sufficiently to brlner
about such an organlaitlon.
Answering the suggestion thnt the Santa Fe railroad probably
would engage in a bitter struggle to prevent readjustments, the
not antagonize tho public; thnt
speaker predicted thnt they would
settlement of, all disthey would seek nn orderly and amicable
better than to fight
putes. He said that railroads had learned contest
in Oklnbomn
'
the pnblic. Ho then said that a bitter
were four or five
"we
which
railroad
In
legislation
adverse
resulted
to
years trying to get repealed in order to enable the railroads
.
exist.".
'
manufactured He,
The Herald then adds this deliberately
paving the way for a
"Knowing this Mr., Mngee sold ho waswould
make
the ral roads
Mexico
that
New
popular agitation In
to
wince " Asa matter of fnct the speaker said he was preparing
to effect tho organization of a rate hureaa
agitate snfflccntly tho
rote
in
Mexico
New
of
interests
adjustments.
to fairly represent
He predicted that it could all be done amicably and deprecated
ogltatlon.
unnecessary
Mr. Hening has discovered that a rate bureau "ought to be of
business men of the community."
However,
great benefit to the to
procure the organization of such a bureau.
he has never sought
When another speaker makes a carefully considered and
effort to impress a" group of business men with the
necessity of such an organization. Mr. Hening says it is tho
"clonk for a vicious attack upon tho Snnta Fe railroad."
' ' Thus, every effort of the Journal or Its editor to add their
mite toward community bctteriuiicnt and the common welfare,
is met by such vindictive, malicious and untruthful spleen from
this organ of special Interests. In this instance outrlgtit lying ts
the chief weapon
Sixty prominent business men know how
deliberately false it is. The motive Is to kill the movement for
tho traffic bureau, which the Herald professes to believe "ought
to be a great benefit."
The Journal wants to treat the Santa Fe railroad kindly and
justly. But it intends to go ns far (and no farther) as is necessary
to procure Justice for New Mexico.
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DELEGATES TO LEAGUE ASSEMBLY

STILL CONSIDER ROOT FOR PLACE
AS H1TERNATIQI1AL COURT JUDGE

If He Officially Declines, John Bassett Moore
Candidates Have Been
May Be Chosen;
Put Forward by Different States; Monday
Is Last Day for Nominations.

s.

elgh-ty-ni-
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WILL "LOVE IN

BURSUM MEETING
T

BOOKED TO!

IT

De- -

liver His Only Address
Here During Campaign;
Authoress on Program.

;

u

Senator H. O. Bursum will review his work during his few
imonths in the senate and outline
the senatorial policy and plans for
the future In his address tonight at
the high schol auditorium at 8,
o'clock. This will be the only
made in Albuquerque by the
republican senatorial candidate before the election.
Margaret Hill MeCarter, Kansas
authoress, will deliver a political
address at the meeting, and Is expected to touch on a number lo-of
matters of political Interest to
cal women voters in connection
With the prpsent senatorial campaign. She la in close touch with
political matters in Washington
and In the west and southwest and
Js a speaker who carries great force
and conviction. She has particularly Interested herself in Senator
Bursum's campaign, as ho la one
of the staunch supporters of bc-l-an
number of national measures
advocated especially by the
women of the country.
Dr. David It. Boyd, president of
the local Bursum club, will preside
at the meeting which will be the
most Important Bursum gathering
to be held here during the campaign.
A number of handbills were distributed yesterday announcing the
meeting as September IS, before
the error was noticed. The meettonight at the high school
ing
auditrlum.
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MAN IS DROWNED WHEN
NAVY SEAPLANE FALLS

INTO POTOMAC

-

S

'

'

I

Washington, Sept. 9. J. I emof this city, a civilian
ploye of the naval aeronautical
testing laboratory, was drowned today when a navy teaplane fell Into
the Potomac river. The body was
recovered.
The plane, It was reported, ran
Into an air pocket when making a
turn and plunged Into the water.
Lieut Hugh W. Roughley, a reserve flier who escaped without
was the pilot.

y,

MARTIN IS EXECUTED
AT FLORENCE PRISON
(By The Associated Press.)

Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 9. Nichnan
Martin was hanged at the Florence
state penitentiary at 5 o'clock this
morning, ending a long legal battle
In efforts to save his life.
was convicted of having
, Martin
murdered
Arthur DeSteunder, a
soldier with
former Canadian
whom he was taking an automobile trip across country, near Yam-pa- l.
Ariz., on August 4, 1919. Martin had been twice reprieved.
Counsel for Martin now have an
appeal In his case pending in the
United States supreme court.
' Gov. Thomas E. Campbell yesterday afternoon refused to rrant
a reprieve to Martin.

A glimpse of the Miles cottage through the trees that surround it, and Mrs. Edith Beavor Webb Miles, photographed on the 6tepa of her home.
HI will make her happier than
erstwhile New York heiress and
While poets seem to be agreed
thr.t "love in a cottajte" spella
anything else in the world. Alsociety girl, believes thaf the love
and the little cottage that have
ways accustomed to luxury and
lifelong happiness, man; heirbeen provided for her by George
ease, the young woman now cooks
esses who have married poor men
her ruaband's meals, washes the
Miles, the humble superintendent
in the past have found it otherdishes, and without help keeps
of a ftable owned by one of the
wise. However that may be. the
their little borne spick sod span.
former Miss Edith Beavor Webb, wealthy families of Lake Forest,

(By The Ascoclittrd Fram.)
9.

An

f!
S

SMITH AND BURMAN GO
10 R0UNDST0 A DRAW
(By The Associated rreM.l

East Chicago, Ind., Sept. 9.
Midget Smith, New York bantamweight, and Joe Burman. of Chi
draw here
cago, fought a
tonight in the opinion oi a maof
newspaper
experts at me
lority
ten-rou-

ringside. One newspaper man gave
Burman a shade. Burman weighed
1194 and Smith entered the ring
at 120 pounds.
Mike Dundee, Rock Island, outpointed Terry Martin, New York,
in ten rounds. Martin weighed 119
pounds.
pounds and Dundee 121

CITIZENS NATIONAL BAM
at Albuquerque, In the State

of New Mexico, at the close of business
on September 6, 1.921.
RESOURCES)
a. Loans and discounts, Including rediscounts
$824,915.12
(except those shown in b and c)...
d. Notes and bills redlscounted with Federal
Reserve Bank (other than bank acceptances sold)
$ 85,819. S3

'"

$ 85,819.83

$539,095.29
88 39

Overdrafts unsecured
.
U. S. Government securities owned:
a. Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds
$100,000.00
par value)
b. All other United States Government Be- ,
curlties
85,600.00.

Sept. 0.
Slow, steady ruins which be- gan
falling early today
hnvo
throughout rcntral Texas wave
broken the Intens? heat
and drouth Unit p'V'vaUcd for
the past two months.
Austin,

Texas,

$165,800.00
14,307.90
9,900.00
7,911.68
48,046.89
19,906.54
'

39,170.06
10,770.64

414.26
5,000.00
'

$860,210.65

LIABILITIES.

.Capital stock paid In
Surplus fund
c. Less current expenses, Interest and taxes paid
Circulating notes outstanding
Amount due to Federal Reserve Bank (de-

-

$00,000.00
5,000.00
11,861.06
97,700.00

ferred credits)
Amount due to national banks
Amount due to state banks; bankers, and trust
companies in the United States and foreign
countries (other than Included In items

....

,
rediscount)
Liabilities other than those above stated (Inter- -

est Collected, Unearned)

tell

city.

ADJUTANT GENERAL IS
PROBING REPORTS OF
MINE ZONE DISORDERS
AM(Hlfltr4

Ellzabethtown,

111.,

Trent)

CHICAGO MAN'S BODY
IS FOUND HANDCUFFED
AND THROAT SLASHED
(Continued from Page One.)

Sept.

.

CHURCH IS ARRESTED
AT ADAMS. WISCONSIN
Adams, Wis., Sept. 9. Acting on
Instructions from the police at Chi.
cago, Chief of Police Charles Paulsen late today arrested H, W.
Into Adams
Church, as he drove
In an autottiebile.1 ' He was accompanied by his mother. Mrs. Edward
Church, wlio was" detained.
Church Is wanted In connection
with the finding of the body of D.
J Daugherty, salesman for the
Packard Automobile company. In
the Desplalnes river at Maywood,
Illinois.
When taken Into custody Church
denied knowledge of
steadfastly
the murder and declared his innocence. He admitted, Chief Paulsen said, that he was acquainted '
with the murdered salesman.'
Church's father, Edward Church
recently purchased a farm near
here and young unurcn said that
he had driven his mother here for
a visit. It Is expected that Church
will be returned to Chicago tomor
.
row morning.

Instruction

ot

Western School for
Private Secretaries
--

Albright
&

Anderson

d

SHIPPING

32,227.64

TO ABANDON SERVICE
(By The Associated Press.)
Denver, Colo., 8ept. 9. Applica-

e.

CLARK IS ELECTED,
Dallas, Tex., Sept. 9. Joseph F,
Clark of Tacoma, Wash., was elect,
ed fourth vice president of the
Brotherhood of Painters. Decorators and Paperhangers at today's
session of the twelfth general assembly of the brotherhood.

61,278.67
101,617.67

Miss Page Maifield.
Little Misi Page Maxfleld Is
shown waiting outside the officer'
cabin at Howden, England, to bid
bon voyage to her daddy. Commander Louis H. Maxfleld, U. S. N,
Just before he entered the ZR-- 2 to
command it on Its last and fatal
trial trip. A few minutes after
tills photo was taken little Page
saw her father alive foe the last
time.

Most Everybody
brings us their
Kodak Finishing.
WHY NOT IOU?

HANNA & HANNA
Incorporated
Master Photographers.

Coming from eastern Canada,
Mrs. Blackburn
a
homesteaded
quarter section In 1902. She had
two Holstein heifers, a bull and
$17 In cash. She lived In a tent
the first summer and In a sod
shack In the winter.
Her first crop put her, as she tells
the story, "on easy street." In ten
years she had a herd of sixty purebred Holstein cattle and was operating a prosperous dairy. A fine
residence had supplanted the sod
hut.
"I milked my cows, raised my
catle, cut hay and stacked it, all
by myself," said Mrs. Blackburn.
"I started on bare prairie with no
money and made good. I worked,
hard but the experience was

114 W. Central.

405

XV.

Central.

i

J

C. H. CARNES
SPECIAI Ihl IN OCLLAR

RKFKAtmoN.

107 8. Foartfa.

Phone

1037--

'3-J-

6

I

K4

7 Jf
5

6

K4

"

.

.

The above tells the talel
Where else can you receive

z.

16-O- z.

.

v ARRIVALS

Purity Brand Fig Preserves ....... . .". . (.
Scully's Pure Strawberry Preserves ...............

Scully's Pure Raspberry Preserves
Canova Peanut Butter. .. ,, . .
Half Pints Pompeian Olive Oil..,..,
Pints Pompeian Olive Oil . ..
Quarts Pompeian Olive Oil ... ... . . ........

Cnticcra PromotesGoodlfe

of the od4

t

,

NEW
12-O-

the-benefi-

quarter and half cents? .
You ALWAYS get th benefit of fractional
eUewhfiie.3
prices at PIGGLY WIGGLYuI you
Compare our prices!

65.

1

These adding machines af made expressly for
PIffGLY WIGOLY and are used exclusively by us.

J

.12

(si

16-O- z.

Treatments At night rub Cuticura
Ointment into parting all over the
scalp. Meat morning shampoo with
Cnticora Boap and hot water. Re
peat to two weeks
SMsWEMirnakrlftfl. Adiknt: "OatlnnU.

16-O-

bVSw at. OintaMBt KaxIKX. ftjiS).
IWCatiesm Soap W widnat
nt,

10c
15c
to 5c

FOR

.V.

STUDIO

V

....

"

THE

NAME PIGGLY
- 205 North First Street.
.

SI 9 West Central

35c
34c
34c
32c
. 38c
68c

....................

z.

LOOK

LIST

Better Kodak Finishing
.

er

If '6

12

The B ARNUM

!Z

Glass-Lumb-

BAI.llltllK.lt LUMKtCK CO
Son lb Pint Street.
fhoae 402

O.

4

.

So

.

Pigg ly Wi
Plays Fair

Hardest?.

Kolls Developed.,...,
Packs Developed.'!.
Printing, each

Wind Shield

day of shipping dynamite in violation of law. He was arrested last
October charged with transporting
dynamite to an accomplice in
Omaha. Evidence presented showed
the explosive had .been stolen from
a mining company. It was shipped
In unmarked
boxes by express.
wlntnesses testified.

TRADING CO.
Phone 73.

8?wd.

1

(By The Associated Frets.)
Edmonton, Alta., Sept. 9. Mrs.
Mary J. Blackburn, a pioneer wom
an farmer of Alberta, has Just added 1C0 acres to her farm near

PRICE

(By The Associated Press.)
Deadwood, S. J3-- , Sept. 9. Cam- IIlo Cacci was found guilty here to-

BIC1CI.JS

South

C20

ht

WOMAN FARMER IS
WINNING
SUCCESS
IN WESTERN CANADA

REDUCED

BROAD

OF LAW

tion has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission for
permission to abandon service on
the Colorado & Southern railroad
between Buena Vista and Romley,
Colo., it was learned here today.
Discontinuance of service would affect the towns of Elmoe and HanThe jawbone of a whale of aver
cock as well as those of Buena
The branch age size measures about seven feet
Vista and Romley.
in length.
road is twenty-eigmiles long.

I

Adjutant General Dickson was
told by storo keepers and farmers
along the route that all the miners
were believed to have returned to
their homes.

IN VIOLATION

PERMISSION IS ASKED

Ad-

Rosi-clar-

Make Your Days
and
Evenings Count

4
(B; The Associated Press.)
Austin, Tex., Sept. . Re- Phoenix, Ariz,, Sep. 9. Superior
from
Creodmore. n small
ports
Judge
Joseph S. Jenckes will rule
village south of Austin, state
on the petition of the
that several persons were se- - 4 tomorrow
Bankers' Trust company of Denj
rlously Injured and, several
an
order temporarily refor
ver,
thousands of dollars of prop- Gov.
Thomas
E.
Campstraining
city damage was done toduy
bell, State Treasurer Haymond
by a tornado.
Turn them to profit by attend- Tetoplionlo
Earhart and State Auditor C, W.
communication
was cut off
from selling
Fairfield
$1,000,000
Ing a course of Instruction In
and
efforts
to
entirely
get in
worth of tax anticipation bonds.
a Superior Business Traintouch with the town proved
Arguments on the petition were
?
unavailing.
ing School. Make yourself
made before the judge today.
worth more money and you
The state officials, comprising
the state loan commission, some
will soon get It
time ago contracted with the Bank,
In
era Trust company and two other
Individual
6 MEN HAVE NARROW
houses for the sale of
Shorthand, Typewriting, BookESCAPE FROM DEATH banking worth of tax anticipation'
keeping, Correspondence, Rapbonds. The state attorney teneral
WHEN LAUNCH BURNS later
Commercial
id Calculation.
ruled that the contract for
the sale ot those bonds violated the
Law, Commercial Geography.
(By The AmHsted Tttm.)
law authorizing the Issuing of the
Accountancy, Commercial and
Detroit. Mich., Sept. 9. 6ix! men.' bends and the commission attemptBank Machine Bookkeeping.
Including Phelps Newberry, son of ed to cancel the contract and
Senator Truman H. Newberry, and
SalesmanOffice Training,
on $1,000,000
for
nevblds
several prominent Detroit business worth of the bonds. The Bankers'
Secretarial
Advanced
ship.
men narrowly escaped death last Trust companp,
acting for the three
Training, etc.
night when the
gasoline
to
purchasers, brought suit
launch Klsmlt owned by F. Walter original
of the concancellation
prevent
Every Graduate Placed In
Guibert, burned to the water edge tract and compel the carrying out
a Position. Enroll Now.
In Lake St. Clair, three miles off of its terms.
Grosse Point, a suburb. After battling for more than three hours
against a heavy sea, the six men, MAN FOUND SHOT TO
in a small row boat early today
DEATH; SWEETHEART
reached the Grosse. Point club
house.
Guibert. badly burned
IS FATALLY WOUNDED
about the hands and with his lungs
scorched by the flames as he
Tijeras and Eighth
(By The Assoelated Press)
fought the nre aboard his craft,
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 9. Wilbur
Is In a hospital. He is expected to
Telephone 901 J
Grimes. 33 was found shot to
recover.
his
Miss
death
and
sweetheart,
The fire was caused by backfirLydia Stahlback, 22, of Fort Dodge,
ing of the Kismet's engine.
Iowa, was found In a dying condi
tion with a bullet In his right tem- jjle by a roommate of Miss Stahl
MlMttXJUKAPH
TRAFFIC ON STREETS
back's In an apartment house here
rv pew m i
TO PAUSE IN MEMORY
tonight. The police believe Grimes
OAKDON PAPERS
stwt the girl and then committed
OF OVERSEAS HEROES euicjde. Despondency over finant
clal conditions and the recent death
(By The Associated Press.)
of his father in Des Moines, is be.
Denver. Colo., fieot. 9. All traf- - lieived by the police to have
flo on the streets of Denver will prompted the act.
pause for two minutes twice tomorrow In honor of the memory of MONTANA IS IN GRIP
four Denver overseas heroes who
PRINTERS
gave their lives In the service, as a
OF AUTUMNAL STORM
BlM)l:iS
result or a proclamation issued toSTATIONERS
day by Mayor Dewey C. Bailey.
(By The Associated Press.)
The funerals of the men are to be
208 West Gold Ave.
Hefena, Mont., Sept. 9. With
held here.
snow on many parts of
or
rain
The men to be honored are Leo
low
T. Ieyden, Eben L, Smith, Buster the state and unseasonably
Montana, today is
u Ellsworth and Percy R. Preston, temPerj,turoe,
!
of
storm
t"he
first autumnal
aving
the year. Colder tonight with the New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
WIFE'S FEAT SAVES
Boilermakers and Welders
mercury near freezing is the
weather bureau's forecast for tho eiOO a Second St.,
Tel J1I05-- J
$6,000 FROM BANDIT state.
.68 of an Inch of
with
Helena,
(Br The Asaorinted Press.)
and a minimum temWindsor, Ont.. Sept 9. George precipitation
of J4 degrees, was the
Allen is $6,000 richer today be perature
wettest artri coldest place In Moncause Mrs. Allen had the nerve to tana for the twenty-fou- r
hours
perform a feat of legerdemain wtth Period at H o'clock this morning,
a bandit's pistol pressed against the
weather bureau reported.
her head.
The RocWes near Helena and
Kneeling before a safe In her the foothills were white. In the
home at the robber's command, forenoon snew fell In the valley
with a pistol at her head, Mrs. Al- here.
len opened the safe and swept
Into her lap. She then
$11,000
Lariest st"c ot new ana second-hanhanded the robber $900 with IS FOUND GUILTY OF
BloyclM In the rllj
Blcyele tires and
which he escaped in an
supplies,
sjxtwt repairing Lowest prices.
DYNAMITE

'

of mines and minerals, arrived today to investigate reports of disorders In the Fluorspar mining district as personal representatives of
Gov. Lem Small.
Arriving overland from Harris-burs
Equality, Kedron and
Ridge, In the coal fields to the
north, the investigating committee
found no trace of armed
strike
sympathizers, who Wednesday were
marching on this town, and

809,825.47

1,869.83

JOUftNALJ

TO MORNIN

Santa Fe, Sept. 9. The livestock industry is in critioal condition, United States Senator Bursum
stated before the New Mexico
bankers' convention which opened
here today, largely because of the
shipment of young stock to the
slaughter houses.
"There's great danger of serious
shortage if we continue- shipping
to the slaughter houses aa we have
In the past," he said, ''and then we
will be dependent upon foreign
supply."
He doubted If the livestock on
New Mexico ranges was 60 per
cent what It was a few years ago.
He said Union county, which he
visited, could absorb 20,000 head
right now, and "unless something
can be done to restock the ranges,
the large landholders are simply
going bankrupt"
Bursum said banks could obtain
loans under the agricultural credits bill on livestock collateral at
the rate of 75 per cent. This, he
said, would be hard for the cattlemen at this time.
United States Senator A. A.
Jones said the Fordney tariff bill
as passed by the house meant
barring foreign Imports and destroying foreign markets for excess
production In wool, cattle and other commodities produced In the
United States. He believed t he
substitute for the excess profits tax
proposed by Secretary Mellon, the
the flat 15 per cent rate for corporate incomes, unwise In that the
corporation making 5 per cent
would be taxed as heavily as that
making 50 per cent and "destroyed
the idea of the graduated income
tax," He said this would greatly
Increase the tax for corporations
making small earnings.

ORDER IS SOUGHT TO
PREVENTB0ND SALE

TEXAS VILLAGE IS
DAMAGED. BY TORNADO

jutant General Frank S. Dickson,
George Arnold, state director of
labor, and Robert Medill, director

.
Total
$860,210.65
State of New Mexico County of Bernalillo, ss:
i
d
I, H. O. Bunjes, Cashier of the
do
solemnly
swear that the above statement Is true to the best bank,
of my knowledge
and belief.
I. Q. BUNJES, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of September, 1921.
,
"
WM. WILCOX, Notary Public.
.
My commission expires August 28, 1923.
j,BeaI.)
Correct Attest:
A. G. SIMMS,
Pearls kept In darkness lose
A. L. MARTIN,
thels luster, but re'gain it on exC. T, FRENCH, Directors,
posure to the light.
above-name-

thii

Kar-ber-

60,000.00

SAY

senger touring car. both the body
and running gear being painted
dark blue. There were two wings
on the radiator cap and two mirrors, one on each front fender.
According to the police, Church
was 5 feet 4 inches high and weighed 128
pounds. He had dark
He
biown hair and brown eyes.
was 22 years old. Church was deIn
to
be
clared
appearyouthful
ance and his manner was described
as "Innocent."
It was believed
that he was accompanied in the
no car
,
.
by his mother.

cadet-at-lur-

Br Th

18.158.86
6,837.14

'

,

(Bj Tho Annoclatrd Trnt.)
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 9.
Frederick C. Funuton, Jr., 18 years
old, son of the late Major General
Funston, who has been appointed
by President Harding
to the military academy at
West Point, Is going to work hit.
way through preparatory school.
At present he Is employed in a San
Francisco department store, and
lives at home with his mother in

Young Funston said he had
preference as to cavalry, infantry
(Dj The Anodnt!d Prm.)
or artillery branches; all he wantBoston, Mass., Sept. 9. The auc- ed was plenty of action, anywhere,
tion blo,ck for men who are with- and the chance to follow in the
out work, but seeking It, was re- footsteps of his distinguished father.
sumed on Boston common today. A
The young man will enter the
woman
Miss Viola Harvard Military schol at Los
auctioneer.
on
the
hold
the
hammer
Rocho,
Angeles, September 20, to prepare
men, who were again stripped to for the West Point examinations In
the waist, related their several 1922.
abilities to labor and called for
In speaking of the president's
bids.
appointment of her son, Mrs, Fun'
The crowxl which thronged around ston said:
the band' stand contained many
misfortunes
have
"Although
women who took art active part in threatened at times to cut short
the bidding. Unlike the auction of the education of my son, we have
yesterday, work for a week or fought manv obstacles to continue
more at wages that carried ns high him in school. He culd not have
as $2B a week was obtained by gone to the Harvard school this
several men.
year had he not volunteered to do
The party of unemployed went any kind of work which would enfrom their West end headquarters able him to pay his board and tuito the common through the noon- tion while completing his course
day crowds in the business district, there.
"The master of the school has
gathering a considerable audience
as they went. The first three men promised to give him continuous
to be put up found Jobs nmong the work throughout the session and
bi.'.ders. two getting two weeks we are happy to know that Fred-tric- k
work with board, clothing and pay
will be well prepared to enat the rnto of J25 a itwk from a ter the United States
Military acadand another emy."
theatrical
With fond, clothing
$2B a month
a:id lodging for undcsrrlbed laboji
Many persons who took no part JURY COMPLETED TO
In the bidding contributed toward
TRY WYOMING WOMAN
feeding the workless men.
A fourth man, Angelo Rlecl, who
ON MURDER CHARGE
said he had served two- and a half
years In the Canadian- army and
(Ilj Tho Aflimrlflftd PrM.) V
was twice wounded, came up for a
Casper, Wyo., Sept. 9. With the
he
Job after Bleeping anywhere
of a Jury late today,
could find shelter for the last two completion
e
Ida Durham,
"Lady Barmonths, h said, frequently going ber of Burk Burnett," was placed
three or four days without food. on trial on a charge of first degree
An offer of work at $25 a month murder for
shooting and killing
with board ana clothing was the Jack De Lury
before a carnival
bid (hat brought him down from crowd here on the evening of June
the block.
17. The case is expected to last
oniy iwo or tnree aays.
The woman had followed De
he had
SNAPPED AS DADDY Lury to Casper, whorebollermak-er,
found employment as a
ZR-2
, BOARDED THE
and after seeking and failing
to secure his arrest for alleged
abuses In Texas and the destruction of her home in. Oklahoma, she
secured a gun and shot and killed
him at a carnival. The woman declared she had lived with De Lury
as his common law wife for several
years.

6,161.60
48,282.72

21 or 22)

Cashier's checks on own bank outstanding,...
Total of items 21, 22, 23, 24,
$ 78,940.82
and 25
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits)
...
subject to Reserve (deposits payable within 80 days):
Individual deposits subject to cheek.....
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30
days (other than for money borrowed)
Total of demand deposits (other
than bank deposits) subject to
Reserve, items 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, and 31
$342,053.01
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable
after 30 days, or subject to 30 days or
more notice, and postal savings) :
Certificates of deposit (other than for money
,
,
borrowed)
Other time deposits
,
Total of time deposits subject
to Reserve, items 32, 83, 84,
i
and 85
$162,796.34
Bills payable, other than with Federal Reserve Bank
all obligations
(Including
representing money borrowed other than

NAMED A CADET TO
MILITARY ACADEMY

one-tim-

r.....

Total
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.:....-.,..;- .
Furniture and fixtures
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank. ...
Items with Federal Reserve Bank In process of
collection (not available as reserve)
Cash in vault and amount due from national
banks
Amount due from state banks, bapkers, and
trust companies in the United States (other
' than Included In items 8, 9, or
10)
Checks on other banks In the same city or town
.x as reporting bank (other than item 12).,
Total of Items 9, 10, 11, 12
and 13
$117,893.13
Checks on banks located outside of city or town
of reporting bank and other cash Items...
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due
from U. S. Treasurer
:

.

rKOlTTH. IN
CKM'lUUj TEXAS JUIOILEN.

Ariz., Sept
Tucson,
nouncement was made today of the
ppointment by Governor Campbell
s
of Edward J. Flanigan, of Bisbee,
?
to succeed the late Judge Albert C.
Baker as justice of the Arizona supreme court. Judge Flanigan will
step into office on October 1, under the agreement upon which he
accepted the tendered appointment.
Flanigan Is at present residing in AUCTION BLOCK FOR
Bisbee, but will move to Phoenix
THE UrJEPiiPLOYF.D IS
Immediately after the date set for
his taking office.
RESUMED IN BOSTON

ct

Total ..'

FUNSTON'S SON IS

FLANIGAN APPOINTED
TO SUPREME BENCH

(Charter No. 11442.)
(Reservw-WstriNo. 11.)
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

-

...

RIVER

(By The Associated Press.)
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Captured at Roswell, Baca Gets Marco's "Official" Decision: Newspapers
Said to Have Confessed
and Fans Give ' Their ApDuran Killing, Go to Penproval to Alger's Style.
itentiary Under Guard.

Men

a,
Blza and Carlos
Rosat
Wednesday
captured
well after a pursuit lasting three
to have confessed to the
said
days,
murder of A. J. C. Courey at Duran
last Saturday night, passed through
"
last night, heavily
Albuquerque
in company with Sheriff
' manacled,
John Block of Estancia and B. T.
"Sims of Duran, who will place them
l 4M tha
rv at Santn. Fe.
. .. nonitoTitin
i
y
About a dozenj men from tne
particl- -'
neighborhood of Duran
pated in the chase of the two men,
'which lasted from Saturday tonight
Mr.
until Wednesday, according
Sims. These men were in the sad- COntinUOUSly
nlmnst
r,n fnct
,)i
for two days and two nights, eating
In tho saddles ana taking
I no
sleep at all.
ui.AnAvfl maAa trip trlD
mi..
xiie iwu jinouutio
from Duran to Roswell entirely on
last
foot, with the exception of themade
seventeen miles which they
no
men
had
on horseback The
-food for two days, they told the
ff
nftor their capture. Much
trail lay over mouir
" of the
tain country, and all of It was AltI1CUII (UlllB.
mv.
nkAIirfi nnnin began tne
chase early Monday morning, but
was compelled to return wimum
morning
finding the trail. Mondayoaum
a federal prisoner irumwith bloodnamed Hale, arrived
hounds, and the trail was taken up
asa'nuntil
morning
From Monday
morning the posse was
Wednesday
'
in the saddles almost continuously,
following the trails by the aid of
the hounds. The fugitives were
found in Roswell and arrested by
Juan Sandoval of the posse.
The posse was composed of
about ten men, besides Sheriff
Block. Among the members were
Rooney, Frank
E. T. Sims, "Doc"
Joe ' McCretzen, Jim
Strlckler,
Jim Wells.
Foley, Jesse MoCretzen, man
from
Henry Indies and a
Rooney's ranch known as "Red.
have
to
said
are
men
The two
signed a written conf essionv to the
killing of Courey, in the presence
of officials at Roswell. The killing
is said to have been accomplished
with the aid of three other
who have not been
named by the captives.

Francisco

Ren-..teri-

Why can't they' go straight? Marco looked square enough
to us and tho Journal gave him every chance to make pood as a
promoter. Last night spoiled It all. Marco will not do.
This gentleman promoted tho bout ; touted the man lie wanted
the public to bet on; dropped the referee, at the Inst moment,
who hnd been selected; took tho Job himself, and nindo Bncu
a gift of the fight.
TJio Journnl believes in the boxing game, but Insists jthat
promoters shoot strnlght. Marco didn't do It. He acted nshamed
of bis own decision.
It looked for a moment as through lie
might loose his nerve and not carry through his brazen design to
do the public.
Tho Journal has too much faith In tho Integrity ' of Chief
Gnlusha to ' believe that he will ever isnso another
promoter's
permit to Marco. If a repetition of last night's fraud nguinst the
public can not be prevented, the fighting game it.sel( must bo
stopped.

Mike Baca of Santa Fe got the
"official" decision and Billy Alger
of Phoenix the newspaper and punch that would bother a heavy
weight and he dosen't use anything
popular decision in the
go, which was the main bout of the else. Iso frills for Herrera. He
armscorns
at
the
last
the effort necessary to make
card
night
boxing
nee little play to the nose. He
ory. The "official" decision was
Alstarts them all ome where In his
because
popular for a moment,
buquerque likes Mike and would instep and lets them gather force
like to see him get along, but not through his back and out his arm
is placed.
to the extent of a decision over a to where the leather pad about?
nim
the only soft thing
faster, more clever, more experi- It's
in
He
the
started
three of
ring.
boxer.
enced and better
them and each time Mantoya was
Baca stuck the twelve rounds
tho receiving end, he went t'oma
fans gave him credit for it but he on
Herreraa only trouble is thit ne
stuck so close that Alger was pre- is
a l it anxious in putting on the
vented from finishing, it along finlfih'ng
touch when his man is
about the third or fourth.'
The foi'rth eff irt
getting
The opening round was good, broufht up
daisies and Montoya
both seemed .willing to give and took the the
in drea.nland.
count
take and some clever work was Flynn knocked "Dat'ling" Caon- shown. Toward
the end of the ey ou" In the middle of the second
round, however, Baca evidently de- round w.th a left croaa to the chin.
cided he'd better not take chances Tt was a "ood bout r.M it latert.
at open boxing and during ' the Bcb Jc'fer'es, l known to Albu
greater part of the remaining querque fans, refcreed thi bout.
rounds Alger was forced to use up Hob was scheduled, at the eleventh
hia energy pushing and shoving hour, to referee the main bout, but
and trying to get an arm loose so at. the thirteenth, Marco decided
he'd better do It himself. Bob Jeff-erihe could swing it.
has a reputation of popular
He proved clever at
and in spite of a continuous strug- decisions and has a way of making
use
to
them fight in approved style or
gle to get a mlt free, managed
it at times from a million angles, throwing them out of the ring.
but not with enough steanv to do
damage.
Baca went the full twelve rounds
and got the decision from Promoter-referee
Marco. Fans would
have thought Just as much of Mike
without the decision. He's a game
boy. but not in Alger's class yet;
possibly he may land there with experience and development, but it
win tnka' time.
It might be well to 'state that
Dan Padilla, who for a time was
associated with Marco and who, is
responsible for the attempted re
vival of the boxing sport in Albu
aueraue. fought shy of this partlcu Will Refuse to Recognize
lar bout and decided not to take
part in its promotion. It has been
Any Decision Relating to
Dan's Intention to use green men
China Unless It Is Repreonlv in rjrellminarv bouts, where
had
Padilla
nothing
belong.
they
sented, Is Edict.
to do with last night's lo.tt.
It was a valiant attempt on the
(By The AMnclatrd Tren.l
part of both of the boys and the Washington.
Sept 9. Formal
to
the
with
do
had
nothing
attempt
declaration of the Canton
"official" decision. It was a game ment of China that it willgovernrefuse
attempt of Baca's to remain In the to recognize any decision relating
ring for twelve rounds '.n .his, his to China reached by the washing-to- n
first fight against a man of class.
conference for the limitation
It was an uphill and almost paarmament unless "a delegation
thetic attempt of Alger's to get a of
of
government attends and
chance to fight and live up to his takesthisnart
In the work of the con
well earned reputation.
was made in a letter
For a while in the ninth he man ference."
handed to
Hughes today
aged to start the fireworks by back- by Ma Soo.Secretary
official representative
ing away and keeping at arm'B of the Canton administration.
The remaining rounds
length.
The communication, signed by
were about like the others.
president, and wu
would
like to see Alger here Pun Tat Senasasminister
Fans
of foreign
Fang
again matched with a boxer of hisd Ting
Canton
of
government.
the
affairs
own calbre and with dislnteres-ethird man In tne ring. The would declared that no settlement of Pa
like to see Baca here again in a per- - cific and Far Eastern rtrobleme "is
liminary which would develop into possible as long as China is not
a good bout and help develop Baca freed from policies which are de fined and elaborated in the twentyinto a finished Droluct.
The first preliminary between one demands and treaties, and fur
and
Kid
Herrera
125
the
ther worked out in the series of
poundws.
Joe Montoya was a
secret agreements, loans, conceswhile it laster, which was a trifle sions, concluded and granted by
over one minute. Herrera' has a Hsu Shih Chang's administration
In favor of Japan."
"All other questions are subordinate to these menacing policies,
of
the unchecked
prosecution
which involves an alien domination
of China with her man power and
natural resources," the letter

ftIO

-

ftIS CUT IE!

ELECTION OFFICIALS
FOR SEPT. 20 NAMED
At a meeting: of the county commissioners held yesterday morning
at the court house, election officials for the coming senatorial
election were named. Most of the
officials are the same as last year.
J' eh precinct will have one repub-In- lican, one democratic, and on
denendent iudge.
Pedro Rando wis named by the
commissioners as justice of the
peace at Atrisco, to fill the place
left vacant by the resignation of
Mr. Herrera.
No action was taken on the motion of A. G. Simms, made a
mor meeting, that the election officials serve without pay.

hum-ding-
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Better at
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SCHEDULED
.

.....

b.

b.

b.

b.

b.

b.

..... ....,....".

6-l- b.

.....

...........

SUGAR, 16 lbs.

for.

...

.$1.00

h
of a pound, only, V. ..Be
Cocoa,
Comb ii'iuey, 'ouch comb
. . , . .".28c
Sambo Pativake Flour, each pkg..
11c '
i
Delicious Brand Preserves,
ass
.37c
Delicious Brand Preserves,
ass. . . . .47c
..
Delicious Brand Jellies,
.33c
J. S. B. Brand Preserves,
. .
.
.38c

Liptoiis--

"

one-fift-

b.
b.

15-oz-

1-l- b..

.......
.............
...... ....
z,

15-o-

zr

TEN-ROUN-

D

BOUT IS CALLED OFF
(By The AuoHated Frm.)

'

Tho
Sioux City, Iowa, Sept.
d
bout between
scheduled
Babe Asher, A. E. F. bantamweight
champion, and Johnny Ertle, of fit,
Paul, former chalmant of the bantamweight title, in which the latter
camwas to start his come-bac- k
paign, was called off here tonight.
Lack of patronage was given as the
reason.
9.

.....6c

Wool Soap Flakes, per package...
Sodate, Soap, 16 bars for.
$1.00
P. & G. Soap, 16 bars for. .' .
$1.00
. . .$1.00
Crystal White Soap, 15 bars for. . . i
Golden Rod Washing; Powder, per pkg
,20c
Boss Patent Flour, 48-lsack
.$2.27
Boss Patent Flour, 24-lsack
....$1.20
Diamond M Flour, 48-lsack
$1.97
24-lDiamond M Flour,
sack
.$1.05
Swan Down Flour, 48-lsack
..$1.90
Swan Down Flour, 24-lsack.
$1.10
can.
. .. .23c
Crisco,
t .
can
S6c
Crisco,
can
; '. ;
Crisco,
$1.14
Blue Label Catsup, large size bottle
29c
Van Camps Catsup, large size bottle.
...28c
Van Camps Catsup, 'small size bottle....
18c
Van Camps Chili Sauce, large size bottle.
. .33c
Morado Peas, each can t
. ...
14c
Wassan Fancy Sugar Peas, each can
..24c
16c
Tinty Tot Fancy Sugar Corn, each can
Seal Brand String Beans, each can
,.121sc
J. S. B. Fancy String Beans, each can.
.34c
b.

T
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RUSSIAN PROFESSOR AND FAMILY
REACH WASHINGTON FROM SIBERIA

college.
Mrs. Roy McDonald and son,
Robert, have gone to Kansas City
for a visit with friends.
J. C. Baldridge, president of the
J. C. BaldridgeLumber company,
Is in the city from his residence
at Hollywood, Calif.. Mr. Baldridge
Is on one of his regular business
trips, .T.and to visit his son. Ken-at
neth
Baldridge and family,
$0 North Thirteenth street, and
daughter, Mrs. Roy Stamm and
family, at S2J North Thirteenth
street. Mr. Baldridge expects to,
remain1 several weeks.
Mrs. A. E. Bessette, of San Mar-cla- l,
who brought her daughter.
Miss Bernice, to the city to attend
St. VInceht academy, returned to
her home In San Marcial yester-

We

Sell

other Macaroni Products

1

All

of

CLEARANCE SALE

Final

of High and Low Shoes
for Women and Children
To buy shoes two pair at a
time and sometimes even
three spunds ridiculous, but.
when one considers the substantial savings to be realized on each paif purchased

during the final Clearance
sale, its not at all impossible..
This sale features high and
low shoes for women and
children, all so greatly reduced that prices are really
surprising.

Our entire stock of women's footwear placed on
sale in three groups :
GROUP

GROUP 2

1

$8.95

:

Regular $12.50 to $18.50

$5.95

Regular

GROUP
.

Regular

The most exceptional values are found in
Children's School Shoes at.

$1.98

SAN ANTONIO IS

GREEK DRIVEQM

eight-poun-

1(1
ei

E

y cm
E,

However, Suffer
Heavy Losses and Are Allowing the Foe to Withdraw Without Pressure".

Turks,

(Bj Th Aunclnlrd Frew.)
Constantinople, Sept. 9 (by the
Associated Tress.) Military experts here express the opinion that
the Greek offensive toward
the Turkish nationalist capital, has resulted in complete failure. The reverse has been due not
only to transportation difficulties
but also to bad generalship and inefficient artillery.
The Turks put up a stubborn resistance, driving back the attaelr-In- g
Greek forces and inflicting
heavy losses. The hospitals in Asare filled with
iatic
Turkey
woundod.
is
It reported that an entire
Greek division was wiped out during an attack at Chaldagh.
The success of the Turks, however, is a negative one, according
to the experts, as their forces have
suffered losses and are allowing
the Greeks to withdraw without
pressnre. The Greeks are expected
r,
east
to retire as far as
r.
of
An-go-

(

FARM HAND IS SOUGHT
IN COLORADO MURDER

rival in Washington.

.

ate Russian government was over
turned last May. He attributes the
Prof. Dmitrash, who to attached success of the Merkulov coup to
At Kahn's Stores in the latest and
most alluring of Trimmed Hats for to tha Far Eastern University of Japanese financing and Japanese
ladles. ThU Is a new shipment Vladivostok. Siberia, is the first hidden influence. The overthrow,
to reach the United according to Prof. Dmitrash, was
made by their purchaser who is
now In New York city making se- States with testimony as to tne accomplished by former Kolchak
lections from huge stocks,
actual happenings when (tie modyiitroops in Vladivostok

NEW ARRIVALS

--

ss

$2.98

Pronounced Success. '
The uniform success that has at
tended the use of Chamberlain's
Colio and Diarrhoea Remedy In the
relief and cure of bowel complaints, .both for children and
adults, has brought It Into almost
universal use, so that It is practically without a rival and as every-on- e
who has used it knows, it Is
without an equal.

Tho habeas corpus proceedings
instituted yesterday to secure tho
release of L, J. Brown, proprietor
of Brown's transfer, who was recently bound over to the grand
Jury on a charge of resisting an
officer wliile carrying a deadly
weapon, were continued until 9
o'clock this morning when a hearing was had before Judge M. E.

Inundated th streets In the
heart of the city over an area
shout six blocks long and four
blocks wide.

HEARING
ACTION
FOR HABEAS CORPUS

BROWN'S

Hlokey yesterday afternon.
Tho continuance was made to
enable the district atorney and
George Taylor, counsel for defense,
to look up certain points of law
regarding the exact provisions of
the statute under which Brown
was hound over.
The defense
mail tains that Brown was tried in
under
court
police
city ordinance,
under whleh resisting an officer is
made a misdemeanor, but that he
was bound over to the grand Jury
u uler a state statute.
This irregularity is claimed to be grounds
for granting the writ.
Brown was arrested by Captain
Pat O'Grariy and Patrolman Sala-zn- r.
when he is alleged to have attacked the officers as they werev
taking a stolen wheel from his
Shop. It is claimed by Brown that
he made no resistance until tho
officers started to remove a second wheel, which had not been
ntolon but on which the handlebars of the stolen wheel had been
placed.

.

RELIEF COMMISSION
REFUSED PERMIT TO
MAKE RUSSIAN PROBE

MRS. OBENCHAIN HAS
SEVERED CONNECTION
WITH BURCH DEFENSE

defense. He said, speaking
lawyer, he felt he "could

as a
easily

establish Mrs. Obenchain's innocence: it will be up to Burch to
shift for himself.
"I have never felt the two de-

fense cases dovetailed very well,"
he remarked.
Obenchain added that this decision was "the result of several
thlnrrs, but I cannot go into details."
"Does It mean Mrs. Obenchain
will change her story?" he was
asked.
"No.'4' he replied.

ACCOUNTANCY BOARD
HOLDS FIRST MEET
At the first meeting of the state
board of accountancy, W. V. Gano.
of Albuquerque, was electedi president, and R. D. Jones, of Roswell,
was elected secretary-treasure- r.
It was decided that the first examinations to be given by the
board should be held November 5
In Albuquerque, and that all applications for certificates should be
In the hands ot the board by No-

Denver, Colo.,' Sept. . Denver
police have been asked to search
for Rlonga Diaz, farm hand whose
homo Is near LaSalle, Colo. He is
being sought in connection with the vember 1.
All communication t. the board
murder of Jose Lopes, who was
found slain in a haystack near should be addressed to R. D. Jones,
Roswell, N. M.
Johnontown, Colo., last Tuesday,
A

ON

(Bf Tha Amwrlntrd Pruu.)
Son Antonio, Tex., Sept. 10.
Five persons are miSBingand
property damago estimated at
thousands of dollars has been
caused in the down town business and residential district
by an overflow of the San Antonio river and the Alazan
creek here early this morning,
which In described as being the
most serious flood here since
1913.
The water rose suddenly following rains of two days, with
a precipitation exceeding seven inches
The missing are:
Mrs. Alma Elam and two
children, A neighbor reports
seeing their house washed
away.
Charles Grant and wife.
Grant was seen to hand his
baby to a neighbor and enter
his house in search of his wife.
Neither has been seen since.
The river in the down town
district broke over the emSt.
bankments
protecting
Mary's street shortly before
12:30 o'clock this morning
and sweeping down St. Mary's
street Into Houston and thenco
north through Navarro street,

1

Prof. Dmitrash and his family,
photographed on their recent ar

d

CONTINUING

UNDER WATER; 5
PERSONS MISSING

Deputy Marshal Charles M. Kern
were given this sentence.
The men sentenced to thirty days
each are Juan Cabrera, Daniel
Munojt, Gulllermo Lozano and Ramon Moreno, All of the men
pleaded guilty to the charge. Moreno and Lozano will be confined
in the county jail here and Munoz
and Cabrera will be held at Santa
Fe.
John J. Lane, charged with Impersonating a forest ranger, was
sentenced to thirty days In the
county Jail. William A. Ross pleaded guilty to a violation of the Mann
act and was sentenced to sixty days
in Jail. Walter Marshal and SIsto
Valenzuela pleaded guilty to breaking Into an Interstate shipment and
were sent to federal prison at
Leavenworth, Kans., for two years
each.

Mrs. Margaret Barnes left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe,
where she will take stenographic
reports of the New Mexico State
convention
Bankers' association
there today and tomorrow.
Bob
Cats
,
Highland
played a tie
game with the Sooting Arrows
yesterday at the First ward school
grounds.. The score was 3 to t. The
two teams will meet again Wednes.
,
day.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. E. T.
d
Cooney, September 5, .an
boy.
Mun-stMrs. William A.
. Mr. and
left Friday aftemon on a vacation 4rlp to Texas. They will visit Mr. Munster's parents at San
Antonio and other relatives In a
number of Texas cities.
The Rev. 8. 8. Busell, state B.
. P. U. and Sunday school secretary, will preach both morning
and evening at the Baptist church
Sunday.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for A. C.
Dalmage, Mrs. G. Z. Patterson.
Normal
George G. Greenburg,
Hamilton, D. Gabaldon and G. A.
Kyle.
WV r".r .',-

$5.00 to $9.50

NO APPROVALS, C. O. D., EXCHANGES OR . REFUNDS.

FOUR BOOTLEGGERS
I
GIVEN THIRTY DAYS
(By The Amrlnied Trni.)
Los
Calif., Sept. 9.
IN FEDERAL COURT Ralph Angeles,
R. Obenchain of Chicago,
former husband of Mrs. Madalynno
penObenchain, indicted Jointly with
Thirty days was the stock
the Volstead A. thur B. Burch for the alleged
alty for violators of
In
federal
court
"murder
who
of J. Belton KennPdv, an
act
appeared
at Santa Ye Thursday. Four fed- nounced Mrs. Obenchain had several prisoners taken from here by ered all connection with the Burch

day.-

$3.95

,

$9.50 to $12.50

3

Children's School Shoes

Sivri-Hissa-

-

Ha

Sale

Eski-Uzu-

.

The Highest Cnuk Macaroni
Eft Noodles, Spaghetti and

The Greatest

1-

Mrs. A. O. Waha and daughters,
Barbara, Elizabeth and Anne, of
Portland, Ore., will arrive today
for a visit with Mrs. Wdha's parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Simms
of North Eighth street.
Miss Paula Postel has gone to
St. Charles, Mo., to atend Linden-woo- d

;

:

TRE

v,

Phone 353

Phone 541

Albuquerque, N. M.

RECEIPTS

.

109 North First.

Third and Central

;

er

.;'a'.

6:30 p. m.

Saturday, to
8 p. m.

Some Deny That There Is a
Slump; Othets Say Public
Will Not Build at Present
Figures, and Tell Why.

Lumber men and contractors
who met at the Chamber of Commerce last night to talk over the
building situation held widely different views as to the ex'ent and
RAIL
causes of the building (ilumo. After
much discussion of the oauses and
remedies, the meeting 1dJ.or.rn3d
without taking any action.
SOARED
Views of the situation varied,
from that of C. M. Barber, who
Btated that "there is not much
wrong with building in Albuquerque," to that of George Roslington,
OF
who expressed the opinion that
"there are almost no property owners in Albuquerque who are securing a return of more than 8 per
Were the Largest Since Last cent
in rentals on the cost price of
October and $17,000,000 their property," and that "no house
now being built in Albuquerque
More Than in June, Ac- will be
worth its cost price eighteen months from now."
cording to Report.
The meeting listened to discussions of the situation from all the
(Bj Tbe Ananrlnted trrnt.)
men present at the
Washington. Sent. 9. Railroads retail lumber
D. w. raw,
including
of the country had a net operating 5 meeting,
All
Income in July of $69,485,000, the Kenneth Baldridge and others.
were, agreed that prices on lumber
largest since last October and
were no nigner
more than in June, the As In Albuquerque
sociation of Railway executives an than in other cities similarlyon locatlumrates
ed.
insurance
High
nounced tonight on the basis of rehigh cost or labor in
ports filed with the Interstate ber yardsandandmilling
operations were
Commerce commission. The earn- cutting
reasons given tor tne
ings, a statement by the associa- among ofthelumber.
tion said, were at the annual rate prices
M. P. Connors, a partner In the
of 4
per cent on the tentative
of
valuation fixed by tho commission Connors Construction company that.
The Kansas City, told the meeting
for rate making
purposes.
for
in
he
had
been
Albuquerque
were based on
from 202 class one rail- about a week looking over tho sit
at a loss to explain
roads having a total mileage of uation, and wasnumerous
houses in
the fact that
235,641.
Fifty-seve- n
roads failed to cam the city remained
or
their oj crating expenses and tax- either th3 lathing, plastering
es during tho month, as compared some other operation being uncomoutin .Tune. Operat- pleted. He added that to an
with seventy-tw- o
ing expenses of .westsrn roads de- sider tho prices charged for build11.8
creased
per cent and other ing material here seemed very high
expenses' 26.7 per cent in July. and that he would investigate very
Their net operating income was closely before investing any money
with here.
$33,781,000 as compared
George Roellngton told the meet,
$9,104,000 in July 1920.
"The total operating revenues lng that he thought it necessary
for July," the statement said, for all tho persons in Albuquerque
a de- who were interested In the city's
"amounted $462,963,000,
crease of $66,000,000, or 12
per growth to begin a concerted move
cent compared with July, 1920, al- ment to cut prices on the Dasls oi
though the rates are now on a the pre-wprofit. He said that
the profit on many articles now
higher basis. Operating expensed
were $362,776,000, a reduction of was greater than tho cost of the
times. He add$151,000,000 pr 29.4 per cent. The article in pro-wnet operating income comparer ed, however, that he had all confifor
dence In Albuquerque, and would
with a deficit of $11,879,000
begin consrutlon within a few
July. 1920."
duys- of ten houses in Old Town,
for the use of his employes.
FIFTH U. S. MARINES
Mr. Roslington
urged that the
draw up
LEAD AS MARKSMEN AT building trades craftsmen
their 1922 wage schedule at once,
CAMP PERRY CONTEST and Charles Quler replied for the
master painters that there would
be no wage reduction in 1922. and
(By Tn AMorlnted
Unthat contractors could take it for
9.
Camp Perry, Ohio, Sept.
official returns tonight give first granted that the prices next year
place in , the
regimental team would be about the same as now.
match to therFifth jUnlted Statfs A schedule could be prepared witha
of 653 at 200 in two weeks, he added,
score
marines with
and 600 yards.
George E. Breece addressed the
The Wimbledon cun match at meeting, stating that in his opinJohn
to
went
1,000 ynrds
ion the retail lumber dealers were
Sergeant
A. Adkins, Lestervllle, Mo., United reasonable in their prices.
x
States Marines, who had seventy-siThe meeting adjourned without
bull's eyes. G. F. Farr, civilian,
date for another meeting.
of Seattle, was second. Farr made setting
seventy-on- e
consecutive bullseyes.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
He is 65 years old and his shoota
ing is said to be a record for
man of his age. He used the servATENCIO Funeral of Mr. Jose
ice rifle and service ammunition. Ateneio, who died Thursday night
at his residence on West Roma avenue, will be held this morning
42 INDICTMENTS ARE
from the residence 'to San Felipe
RETURNED BY GRAND
do Nerl church, where services will
bo held. Burial will be In Santa
JURY AT SANTA FE Barbara
Crollott is in
cemetery.
charge.
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. The United
MONTOYA Funeral of George
States grand jury today brought In Montoya, who died Thursday night
forty-tw- o
indictments, the greater at, his residence on North Broadpart for alleged fraud and forgery way, will be held this afternoon
in cashing war risk, insurance from the residence to San Ignaclo
One against Big John, church, where services will be held
checks.
Navajo, charged that he killed an Burial will be in Santa Barbara
Indian woman.
cemetery. Crollott Is in charge.

Store lloarat
:S0 a. m. lo

GOLDEN RULE STORI

Review

SICVAL CORPS REORGANIZED.
Washington, Sept 9. Reorganisation of the army signal corps on
the reduced strength basis, was
announced today by the war department. Organizations given inactive status included the Fourth
company,
signal
Camp Lewis,
Wash.

Journal Want

Ada

bring results.

(By Thn Aunchilpd Treu.)

!

Paris, Sept. 9 (by the Associated
Press). The newspaper L'Human-it- e
today prints what purports to be
the text ot the Russian note refusing to allow the International Rus- sion relief commission to send an
investigating committee Into Russia, preparatory to famine relief
work.
The newspaper's text of the note
of M. Chltcherin, the soviet foreign
minister is a direct refusal to receive the investigating committee.
The communication
says the
Russian famine is an excuse for"
and
what
forces
what
learning
means are at the disposal of the

"Instead or
soviet government.
bread, it seeks statissupplying
tics." it says of the committee.
M. Chitcherin's reply points out
that the American relief administration and the international or
have comalready
ganization
menced reliof work, as have others.
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MANAGER LOPEZ

WILL NEHF. DOUGLAS AND TONEY BE
COMBINATION?

THE DOPE COLUMN

SIGNS STAR

National League.
w. L,
SO
62
Pittsburgh
83

.......

S1TAFETEI
Bernardino Quintana Is Said
to Be the Most Promising
Player Ever Discovered in
New Mexico.

New York
St. Louis
Boston ......
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Philadelphia

64

75
73
69

61

.. 63

6"

61
65
74
82

TYLER-RUDOLPH-JAM-

.606 1 New York
.605 9 Cleveland
St. Ixuis
.655
.644
Washington
IS
.6
Boston
.462
Detroit
.393
Chicago

Philadelphia

I

83

49
61

.,,83
...70
...66
.....63
...64

69
66
73

.487

67

77

47

82

TUESDAY NIGHT

.426
.364

Views for Travelogue Film
Will Be Takpri During
W e e k; Martineztown
Fiesta to Be Filmed.
-

Deciding that Albuquerque offered a fertile field for travelogue
films and that justice could not be
done the many views in one afternoon, the camera men of the Burton Holmes film company will not
arrive here until Tuesday and will
devote all of Wednesday to filming
the many Interesting sights in this
vicinity. It Is possible that some
pictures will also oe taken Thursday, Friday and Saturday, as the
here
photograph crew will remain
over Sunday in order to film the
fiesta.
Town
Martinei
The chamber of commerce has
been in touch with the Burton
for several
Holmes
company
months, ever since it was planned
by the famous travelogue concern
to send a field crew to work up
scenes in the southwest this sum
mer.
Many views were taken at the
Santa Fe fiesta and the crew will
arrive here from that city. It was
plailned that they would only devote one afternoon to the local
pictures. A number of suggestions,
however, have been made which
has decided the company on' a
they
longer stay here, especially as Mar-tinwanted to film the fiesta at
Town. Scenes will also be
taken at Old Albuquerque and
aside from the most interesting and peculiarly Albuquerquean
scenes in the city.

rain.

Where They Piny.
Cleveland at St. Louis,
Detroit at Chicago.
Boston at Washington.
New York at Philadelphia.

TIMELY HITTING
RECORD WHEN HE
POLES A HOMER BY SOX DEFEATS

PIRATES' GREW
Chicago Trims League Leaders, 8 to 5; Giants Bunch
Bingles and Defeat
6 to 2.

Su-perb- as,

111

-

FROM

COBB'S TIGERS

n.

out-hitti-

IS

Mld-dleto- n,

n.

BEATEN

FOR DAVIS GUP
Fire Eliminations
Marks Initial Play in Singles Championship Tourney at Philadelphia.

Rapid

(By The AMorlntrd

r

!.

9.
Rapid
fire eliminations marked the Initial play In the fortieth annual
tournament
single championship
of the United States Lawn Tennis
association, on the courts of the
Cricket club today.
Germantown
beFifty odd matches6 werem played
and but
tween noon and
p.
one upset marked the progress of
the leading racquet wlelders of
into the
America and Australia
second and third rounds. A large
majority of the matches were won
in three straight sets.
The outstanding surprise of the
afternoon was the defeat of Norman Peach, captain of the Australasian Davis cup team, by W. W.
Ingraham of Providence, ft, ad-I.
Peach, who was. expected to
vance as far as a match with R.
Norris Williams' former national
champion, fell before the racquet
prowess of a player still in his
William M, Johnston of
teens.
of the
San Francisco, winner
championship in 1916 and 1919,
was also forced to play titular tennis in defeating H, G. M. Kelleher
Kelleof New York,
4,
her surprised the gallery of some
a
record
8,000 spectators,
first day
attendance, by forcing the play all
through the three sets. He was
steady and accurate in his service
and returns to his more illustrious
opponent; and Johnston had to battle for every point. Brilliant rallies and placement were frequent,
with Kelleher having a fair share
of the honors and the play was
even closer than the scores would
indicate. It was the Californlan's
greater experience and finesse In
these exchanges which won him a
majority of the points and the
match, although it would not be
said that he was ever in real danger of being eliminated by Kelleher.
,
In the other matches, tournament class and experience
told.
Tllden, Williams, Wallace Johnson,
Vincent
Washburn,
Shlmldzu,
Richards, the Ktnsey brothers and
the Australasians, Todd, Hawkes
and Anderson, all entering the second round with only fair opposition. Anderson started poorly in
his match against Lawrence B.
Rice of Boston, losing the first set
due tn part to errors.
He
steadied thereafter and by forcing
his opponent's backhand, won the
next three sets.
During the first round there
were twelve defaulted matches, including those by R. Llndley Mur.
ray, Ichlya Kumagae, Charles S.
Garland and S. Kashio. Six matches
went the full five sets, four required four sets and there were
close to twenty deuce sets In the
day's round.

Sept.

Philadelphia,

--

4.

.

i

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION".
At St. Paul,
Kansas City,
2;

At Columbus, 4; Indianapolis, 2.
At Toledo, IS; Louisville, 3.
fi; Milwaukee. 5.
'

At Minneapolis,

Now York. 14; Plillndelphla, 5.
9.
Babe
Philadelphia , Sept.
Ruth equalled his world's record
of 64 home runs and helped New
York to administer a defeat to
There were three
Philadelphia.
other home runs made In the
game. TIHie Walker had two and
Pipp the other.
R. H. E.
Score:
0
New York ..000 652 00114 1
6 15
3
010
000
103
Philadelph.
Batteries: Shawkey and gchang;
Naylor, Freeman, Keefe and Perkins, Myatt.
Boston, 5; Washington, 1.
9.
Boston
Sept.
Washington,
attained practically a tie with
Washington for fourth place by
kept
defeating the locals. Jones
Washington's hits well scattered
while the visitors hit both
and Erickson opportunely.
R. H. K.
Score:
000 040 100 6 9 2
.Boston
000 100 0001 10 2
Washington
Batteries: Jones and Ruel;
Erickson, Acosta and
e,

Plci-nlc-

h.

FIRST AMERICAN FOOD
SERVED AT PETROGRAD
(By The Annotated

RATE CUT OILY

Frew.)

Petrograd, Russia, Sept. t (by
the. Associated Press). The first
American food was served here
yesterday fo 200 Russian children,
who revelled in rice pudding, cocoa
and white rolls .prepared in the Initial kitchen of the American relief
administration in the heart of the
city. Other kitchens will be opened speedily by Carlton
Bowden,
who la directing the work.
Phoenix,
steamers
The German
Goteburg and Stella have already
arrived in Petrograd from Hamburg with relief administration
supplies.

(By The AmoclaUd

es

Prw.)

Pittsburgh, Sept. 9. Hard and
timely hitting by Chicago, while
Cooper was in the box, enabled
Chicago to win. After Barnhardt's
horn run hit with two on had tied
the score. Freeman gave way to
Jones, who held the locals safe until the ninth when he weakened,
relieved him. A
and Alexander
fast double play ended the game.
R. H. E.
Score:
Chicago . ...400 012 1008 IS 0
5 IS
1
000
001
..
.103
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Freeman, Jones, Alexander and Daly; Cooper, Adams, L.
Bigbee and Brottem, Gooch.

a,

BELEN SCHOOLS ARE
OPEN WITH SPLENDID
PROSPECTS FOR YEAR

Fred Toney, in action) Phil Douglas, left, and Art Nehf.
When the Boston Braves fought their way from last place to the
pennant i: 1914, Tyler, Rudolph and James formed the pitching combiCincinnati, 10; St. louis, 3,
nation which turned back the opposition.
Working in rotation with
Cincinnati, Sept. l. Piefrer was other members of the utaff
merely filling in the fourth day occasionally
batted out of the box in the sixth
these three hurled their team to victory. Toney, Nehf and Douglas
inning and Cincinnati won a lopsided game from St. Louis. Roush are proving to be McGraw's reliable hurlers in the Giants' late dash.
hurt his leg running bases and re- Will McGraw work them as did Stallings work his three in 1314 T
tired.
R. H. E.
Score:
3
8
S
St. Louis .. .000 020 100
vance what will be worn the comCincinnati . .030 016 OOx 10 13 .0
ing season.
Batteries:
Pfeffer, North and
Mildred Harris, aj Irene FletchLuque and
Ainsmith, Dllhoefer;
er, gives a finished
performance.
Hargrave.
The plo of the play is that Irene's
"B" Theater Mary Glynne and father tells her of his impending
Boston, 2; Philadelphia, 0.
David Powell are again at the "B" failure and begs her to stop her
Boston, Sept. 9. Scott held PhilInstead of exas the leading stars in "Ap charge accounts, butshe
adelphia to two hits, Boston win- today
reproaches
tending sympathy
also
for
the
pearances;"
repeating
second.
him. Dashing from his presence
ning. No visitor reached
The bon or Tarzan she
Betts' single in the sixth and Mon- last time
on
and
while untrips the stairs
roe's in the ninth came with two episode.
conscious Is carried to her room,
Theater
Louts
a
Lyric
"Habit,"
out. The only other man to reach
where In a dream an astonishing
production, is being repeat- sequence of events Is shown as acfirst for Philadelphia was King, Mayer
ed today with an
cast,
who was hit with two out in the headed
tually happening.
by Mildred Harris; bIbo resecond, but was caught trying to
Tho audience is not taken Into
two-pathe
Christie
steal. Boeckel knocked In Boston's peating "Seven
confidence until her
Bald
Pates."
comedy,
first run and Powell the second.
She dreams that Marshall has
R. H. E. In Pastime TJientei- Harold Lloyd, married her and while t the wedScore:
the comedy, "I Do," was a whole
2
2
000
.000
0000
Philadelphia
ding breakfast her father, deeply
show at the Pastime yesterday and In
OOOOOllOx 2
Boston
debt, commits suicide In the next
being repeated today; also re- room.
Batteries: Betts and Peters; is
And that Munson Induces
peating the "Numerals 813."
Scott and Gibson.
her to visit New York and Indulge
her
sartorial
desires by means of
MAIUORTK HI7ME IS
New York, 6; Brooklyn, 2.
a charge account, falsely assuring
A DARING FLIER IX
9.
The New
New York, Sept.
1'IClX'llE "APPEARANCES" h.r that there will be sufficient
York Nationals bunched hits on
left from her father's estate to
Cadore in the first and""on Ructher
Hume, one of the lead- pay the bill. Wonderful creations
in the seventh and defeated Brook- ingMarjorie
members of the cast of "Ap- are shown her.
lyn in the first game of a short pearances," a new Paramount picseries. Toney kept Brooklyn's hits ture made in England, which will HAROLD LLOYD HITS
scattered and was aided by two fast be shown at the "B" theater today
HIGH MARK AT THE
double plays. The hitting of Burns for the last time, Is an enthusiastic
PASTIME IN "I DO"
and Meusel featured.
filer. She has no fear apparently,
R. IT. E. and her greatest tleliglit is to fly
Score:
Only a wooden Indian could sit
Brooklyn ....010 001 0002 9 1 above the clouds and to listen to through Harold Lloyd'B newest AsNew York .. .200 010 30x 6 9 3 the roar of the motor while looping sociated
Exhibitors'
comedy. "I
Batteries: Cadore, Reuther and the loop.
Do!" and not double up with laughin
while
and
Recently,
rehearsing
Snyder.
ter. Yesterday's audiences at the
Kreuger; Toney
"The Great Day," she flew to Pastime
theater, where It will be
In order to appear at the re- shown
Paris
for the Inst time,
GREAT
THE
NATAUE
hearsal on time. It tool; three started today
laughing at the very beginWINS HARTFORD RACE hours to mnke the trip from ning, which shows Lloyd aa a
but Jtlss
Northolt,
Middlesex,
In love crossing a busy
Hume says the aerial voyage was young man
(By The Auoelated PreM.)
street, his mind evidently upon the
fretoo
She
short.
altogether
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 9. NataIn the air in fair maiden for whom he lias Just
lie the Great, driven by Walter quently spends hours
planes guided by former aces end purchased flowers.
Cox: Mary O'Connor, with , Fred 'is
enfnusiasCIc In recommending
They shouted when, a year after
Hyde in tho sulky, and Marlon' the sport as a panacea for worn out Lloyd and Mildred Davis had stood
Toddlngton, Billy Hodson up, were nerves.
before
the altar and said, "I Do!"
the winners of the final day's racIn "Appearances," Miss Hume they were seen wheeling a baby
here
Oak
this
at
Charter
ing
has the role of a tea shop keeper, carriage down the avenue, and the
park
afternoon.
and it is said to be one of the best carriage was found to contain
.
Mary O'Connor scored the only character parts she has done on It's too good to tell!
straight heat victory of the after- the screen. David Powell and
two nephews of the tender
When
noon, defeating J, W. a and Baby Mary Glynnei have the leading ages of 4 and 1 year .descended
Doll In the 2:07 pace. Natalie the parts. The story was written by upon them, the fun started In real
Great took the 2:07 trot after Wikl Edward Knoblock and the picture earnest for the
Inexperience of
Wikl, driven by Geers, had won the was,dlrected by Donald Crisp.
grownups Is no match for the mis-- "
first heat. Geers also won the first
of
chlevlousness
children.
When
heat of the 2:11 trot wKh Dudette "HABIT" IS THE TITLE
the-- burglar arrive it didn't seem
OF A FIXE PICTI RE
but Marlon Toddlngton was the
coukl have
NOW AT LYRIO THEATER possible that anyone
strongest of the field In the next
enough strength left to laugh, but
two, winning each handily.
"I
and
Do!"
wound up
did,
they
"Habit," which opened Its en- w.Ith a roar that has seldom
been
DECISION REVERSED.
gagement at the Lyrio theater yes- heard.
and being repeated today
Portsmouth, Va Sept. 9. Baseterday
is
Do!"
Harold
at
his
"I
Lloyd
ball Commissioner Landis has re- for the last time, is a photoplay
versed the decision of the Virginia of unusual dramatic appeal. Among best, whichIn la making a broad
view of the many good
league and awarded the first half its outstanding features la a scene statement
to Ports- In the atelier of a New York lm comedies- - he has made. Its high
season championship
cleverness
and whole
"?
mouth, it was anounced today. porteri in which the latesti fashions
.. ,T'a"ty.
well for his future
.u.
Uomeness
t. no mpincu
Rocky Mount was named by the me biivivii, rrk.
mtj u comedies. augurs
acted
were
Landis
dience
directors, but Judge
manifestly
Intensely
on protests that Rocky Mount had interested and Judging by their
comments the fashions were so far
tar exceeded the salary limit.
in advance of those already shown
In the regular fashion reviews as
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Moving Picture Funnies
to excite voluble feminine admiraJoplln, 2; Wichita, g.
tion. Certain it is that "Habit" will
Tulsa, 7 ;Oklar.oma City, 2.
be the Mecca for all women in this
Omaha, 7; St. Joseph, 0.
" ,
town who wish to glimpse In ad- Sioux City, 6 ;Des Moines, 8.
HE COOK FALLS AND

Theaters Today

all-st-

80

Belen, N. M., Sept.
schools have reopened for what
promises to be the moaj successful
school year in the history of the
village. All the high school teachers have degrees and all the teachers have had normal training. With
one exception every teacher attended a creditable summer school
this year.
The high school has over sixty
pupils enrolled and the grades
show an lncrease of at least 60 per
cent over last year's enrollment.
The high school faculty is as follows: Charles B. McClure. A. B.,
Ph. B., superintendent and teacher
of history; Margaret Schumaker,
B. S., domestlo art; Frank O. Hes-le- t,
A. B
English and Spanish;
Lculse M. Hopkins, A. B., commercial; Herbert C. Gilchrist, A,
B.. science and mathematics; Alvln
O Greeson, B, 8., manual training
and athletics.
The grades from fifth to eighth
inclusive are housed In the high
school building until the completion of the new public school buildings. The grade teachers follow:
Ruth Fay, eighth; Dora Berkey,
seventh; Eva McNutt, sixth; Mar-Ia- n
Kennebeck, fifth; Maria Ia
Castillo, fourth; Mrs. Minnie Cagle,
Bessie Padilla. low
high third;
third; Caslmlra Baca, high second;
low
second; Mercedes
Cora Blood,
Chaves, high first; Clara Swinney,
low first.
Helen Reynolds is primary and
musical Instructor.

UL
No reduction

City, 8t. Louis and Chicago.
According to Secretary Tomlinson, the companies will soon publish a complote synopsis of the reduction, which will probably be
effective September 18, the date of
tne expiration of the emergency
cut in rates which was granted
some time ago in an effort to allow the marketing of cattle and to
give growers an opportunity to
shift their stock to feeding grounds
wnere iney couia nave better

STOCKHOLDERS
GIVEN
RIGHT TO APPEAL FROM
ORDER OF U. S. COURT
(By The AMocinld
Colo.. Sept

Denver,

WASH THE

to Determine
If Mills
Would Be Successful.
The New Mexico Wool Growers'
association has been invited to at
tend a meeting of the committee
of the Sheep and Goat Raisers' association of Texas to consider the
advisability of establishing woolen
mills in the southwest in order to
better the situation of the wool
growers and possibly give wool to
the southwest markets at a lower
figure than at present. The invitation was received from George
M. Thurmond, secretary of the
Texas organization.
It is possible that one or more
representatives of the New Mexico
organization will attend the meeting, which will bo held at San
starting Monday,
If it Is decided that woolen and
mohair mills would be successful
will be
In the southwest, plans
made for the organization ot &
establishment
of
the
company and
mills at the most advantageous
points in the southwest for convenience to producers of Texas,
(
New Mexico and Arizona,
An-ton- lo

IEAGTJK.
Oakland,
Portland, 4; Seattle, 8.
Sacramento, 8; Salt Lake, 7.
Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
COAST

Vernon,

Stock-holde-

rs

9- -;

8,

0.

KOTTHKRX ASSOCIATION.
New OrAt Chatanooga,
leans,
At Birmingham,
Little
Rock,
At Atlanta, 2; Mobile, 4.
5;

1.

7--

The aporado, lost everything.
peal probably will come up before
the United States court of appeals
at St Louis thle fall.

LOADED SHELLS

New Prices in Effect TODAY, Sept. 10th.
We sell only Winchester Loaded Shells fresh from Factory
NO Orders Accepted Over the Phone or
Prices.
Made at Special
Quotations
Place your order today for Prompt or Future Dellvory,
Shoot Winchester Shells in Winchester Guns.

CO.

HARDWARE

WHITNEY

R. F. MEAD, MANAGER,

THE WINCHESTER

STORE.

LUMBER

'
GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY

428 NOHTU F1KS1 8TKKUT

THE HEN KriOWS SHE HAS A
SO SHE

GQOD PRODUCT

ADVERTISES IT.
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KA-DAWRK-

T

ZR-- 2

WHATHAdujE
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IT

frown

See tKe .little

Ken

Strutting about, advertising the fact that she has
just laid, a warm, white
egg, guaranteed strictly

DrSUPC

Bettpd

fresh, Sir.

.

the advertisements
pleasure and profit.
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General Tiew of ZR-- S shortly after
it exploded and dropped into the
II umber river and, below, all that
remains aboro water now.

compliments in the giant bag
remained above the water. There
were cut away by tho rescuers in
their search for bodies. Tho
ZR-- 2 broke in half and then extrial
ploded after a thirty-hou- r

Texas Wool Men Invite Local Raisers to Conference

l

9.

WINCHESTER

same fairness to the merchant that advertises. Read

Twisted ffirders and curled
wires with bits of fabric hanging
to them are all that can bo seen
now of the wrecked ZR-- 2 as it
lies in its watery grave in tho
Humber river, near Hull, England. When the big dirigible exploded and fell into the river the

rrm

of the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad company , today
were granted permission to appeal
from the recent order of United
States District Judse Robert TS.
Lewis, confirming sale of the railroad's property to present owners
On November 20,
for $5,000,000.
last, the road was bid In at a public sale. The purchasers also
agreed to assume certain outstanding obligations of the road but the
stockholders, many of them in Col- -

,You patronize 'the Ken thai
advertises. 'A c c o r d the

mm

by

TO

A

'

-

SlffiTinBffilaiaiftiwMiii

TO MEET

I

,

TWISTED STEEL FRAME ALL THAT CAN BE SEEN OF

IPC

will be made

the western railway companies on
cattle freight rates hauled only a
short distance, according to information received at the office of
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
association
Growers'
yesterday
from T. W. Tomlinson. secretary
Of the national organization.
The reduction will only be made
for hauling such distances as would
give a rale at the present rates in
excess of B0 cents per hundred
pounda For this type of freight
the rate will bei cut 20 per cent.
While the reduction will not operate to the benefit of shipments
into various sections of a cattle
community, it will effect a considerable reduction for shipments
to distant markets, such as Kansas

No Substitute Offered.
Rnir whnt von will about drug
gists offering something "Just as
good" because it pays a oeiier
that
profit, the fact still stands drug-onin
out of a hundred
ninety-nin- e
Chamberlain's
rnnmmnri
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy, when
the best medicine for diarrnoea is
asked for, and do so because they
know from what their customers
say of it, that it can be depended
upon.

HURTS HER. URiiT
0 SAD WE CANNOT

U

ASKED

.629
.617
.519
.489
.489

65

SHEEP GROWERS

Pet.

RUTH TIES 1920
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CUTTLE FREIGHT

Louis-Clevelan-

(By Daniel C. Ortii.)
Santa Fe, Sept. 9. Manager
Where They Play,
Romulo Lopez, of the local baseSt. Louis at Cincinnati.
ball team, haB signed up the most
Chicago at Pittsburgh,
youth- sensational anit'promlslng
Philadelphia at Boston,
.1
Vow
i
,w,
I.
j
Brooklyn at New York.
Mexico.' A player who Is liable to
be Teen Gallegos' rival for battl ng
mo fact
honors in a snort lime anunlflVfl
anv
fen
vnimcr nlnVPP
toam mnttpq nfm i i.hej
.ttlnn it tha man
of
team
In
most valuable
any
This young player la
the state.
Infilled
til nil.
Just
tfaKnnrdlnrt
friends and Is nly
Benny by his
school
an elghteen-year-oi- a a TlOtlVO nignKfinta
Fe
a
Via
km)
.. n
Krtt. linirlnir hppn horn In
(Br The AaMclnted Treat.)
en
a.
eighte
Philadelphia, Sept. 9. Babe
little
village
Pojua'que,
llllt noved
his .
tmm Run til l
Ruth today
equalled
COlO
l. v. 1.1c nanta tn AlflTtinflA.
world's record of fifty-fo;
w"-7.
l.wii...
he
attended
runs
New
York
home
where
the
for
ago,
a few years
Americans in the fourth inschool and played this year with
the high school team. After school
ning against the Philadelphia
vmeu
wun
Athletics.
closed he signed up
ond
anu
The Yankee slugger estabsnoriaiup
burg, playing
base for that team. He came dqw
lished the record on September
last
and
fiesta
the
to
attend
here
29 last year.
when fbdio unetsu, the
Ruth's home run was probSunday .otnhoi
nf the locals. was
..,iBH
ably the greatest drive ever
of
thumb
thfl
rtn
tin
t...
wit
'
i '
I'
nil. uy
"
hit at Shibe park. The ball
bis right hand In the last Inning
cleared the Somerset street
over mo
ni of
gloom was cast
wall of tho park. Peckln-paug- h
thoir thnusrht they
of
ahead
scored
ins..uinnii,
iuw'i anIHomaii
vpa without
him. The Yankees made six
against
catcher for Monday's game
In
runs'
the fourth inning.
wno knew
but someDoay iff
Alamosa,
.. n.ilnlana
nulo
tinned
u ....
rtoiinj'
ned
waa
nrnmntlv
tia
t
hur. la whnt he did in tn
The ftrst time at CHICAGO TAKES
Monday:
game
i .
man n.aa no third and ne
man
singled over short, scoring atthe
bat he
from third. Second time over
the
sent the first ball pitched
nice
center fielder's head for a man
a
bat
at
time
Third
run.
home
was on third again and once more
single
he came across with a clean
over second, scoring the man from
third. The fourth time up Pitcher
him
Salazar, of Alamosa, walked too
Hi
after two were down.
second on a passed ball and easily Thirty-Fiv- e
Runs Are Scored
scored when the shortstop threw
lo.v,
Grlephan's grounder a little base-ma42
and
Hits
Made, Setting
the first
bouncing away from was
three hits
New Record for the AmHis record
a
and a walk out of four times up.
erican League.
brought in
He scored two runs and In
all ror
two more, accounting
Emil
Grlephandled
four. And he
(Ilj The AMotlated rrtu.)
behind the
han's sizzling curves catcher.
Chicago,
Sept. 9. A new AmeriOld
bat just like a veteran
for total runts
can
league
Bert
Clancy. Gfrf?e and total hitsrecord
timers like
was established In the
Gaastra and Art Weiss, who
between
and Chicago,
Detroit
game
one,
see
a ball plnyer when they
runs were scored
when thirty-fiv- e
have nothing but praise for this and forty-tw- o
The game
made.
hits
Q"'""
wounderful young Plaser.
the sea- was a slugging match, Chicago
tana has signed to flnfth
Detroit. The locals obtainson with the locals. He can play ed twenty-twhits, five of which
has even pttchea were madeo
any position and
is
by Sheely, who cracked
for the high school team. Itthe
out a home run, a triple and three
not yet definitely known where
1
Prob- singles for a total of ten bases, and
locals will play him. but it
also scored five times. Cobb also
beable that he will help Grlego
a perfect batting average, in
hind the bat He will play in Al- had
and
the acquiring three hits, two walks Chibuquerque next Sundayto when
in six times up.
sacrifice
a
meet tne
local team goes.there
cago's hits were good for a total of
Grays.
thirty-fiv- e
bases, while those of
bases.
Detroit netted twenty-thre- e
R. H. B.
Score:
Detroit ....204 611 200.. 15 20 4
AUSTRALIAN
Chicago ...405 252 20x 20 22 3
Batteries: Leonard, Holllng,
Oldham and Bassler; Fen-ne- r,
Kerr,
Hodge and Lees, Yar-yaIN RACE
V.1

US

CREW TO ARRIVE

W.

Tcstordey's Results.
New York. 14; Philadelphia, S.
Chicago, 20; Detroit, 15.
Boston, 5; Washington, 1.
St.
postponed;

Yesterday's Results.
Boston, 2; Philadelphia, 0,
New York, 6; Brooklyn, 2.
Chlcagq, 8; Pittsburgh, 6.
Cincinnati, 10; St. Louis, 3..
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Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted lino 2. and so on. Fold each
section
underneath accurately.
When completed turn over and

the

BLADDER
flight previous to it flight to tho
V, 5, Score of American and

I

British navy

killed,

men, on board were
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way to a saving of money
or time, an increase of your
'daily comfort.
You can't a''i'd lo miss
a single ad. II. ad them all
'
Read them every day.

Advertising Is the lighthouse that keeps tKe family budget off the' rocks of,,
commerce.

Advertising it for YOU as much as the advertiser.

you'll find a surprising result.
Journal Want Ads bring; results.

r CATARRH
M

:

a'dvertisemen?,
Every
small or large, points the

-

"

"

So- -i

,

DEAD THE ADVERTISEMENTS
i

READ THEM IN THE INDEPENDENT

.
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ODD USE OF SILK
FRINGE IS SMART

BEAUTY CHATS
Bj

Last week we were talking about
the way to reduce. First find out
what you do weigh which you can
do, of course, on any pair of scales,
then find out what you should
This, of course, is more
weigh.
difficult but a great many pairs of
scales have 'little tables of weights
and measures on them. These ere

compiled by insurance companies
and are thoroughly reliable, the
only thing is that their allowance
of weight Is very generous. If the
table says that for your height and
K0 you should weigh 145 you can
be moderately certain that good
health and looks will be youra at
135 pounds.
If you cannot find one of these
charts send me a letter with
stamped envelope and I
will send you a copy of mine, which
was gotten up by the government
during the war.
The only thing left Is to find out
how much you are eating and how
much you.- - should eat. You can
guess at thts if you want, but the
best way is to do it scientifically,
and for that you should have
knowledge of calories.
Calories are not as complicated
aa they sound. They are nothing
at all but a unit of measure. They
have exactly the same relation to
food that a yard stick, or a ruler,
has to feet and Inches. A yard
stick measures distance, calories
measure food value. Calories are
only a means of making the subject
simple.
If you are gaining weight or If
you are maintaining too much;

READERS'

Mrs. A. B. H.: "When I boil
plain potatoes In salted water, then
drain off the water, to serve them,
I fold a napkin and put it over the
potatoes and then put the cover
oa tight In this way the potatoes
do not got dry as they do without
a napkin over them."
Reader Housekeeper: "I believe
more housekeepers would like to
know of the little fluted, parafflne
cups now on the market, which I
buy and put into the 'wells' of my
e
baking pans before pouring In the cake batter. By using
these, one does not have to grease
the pan; one never breaks the cup
cakes in getting them out; and one
saves having to wash a greasy pan
after the baking.
Small . paper
drinking cups may be used in the
same way, cut down half size."
Bride: "When I bake a berry pie
I always put my meat pan under
it, in the oven, so that if any of
the berry juice bubbles over. It
all all over the oven. It
won'tget
Is so hard to clean an oven! And
when I broil slices of ham or chops
I always do the same; that is. I
put the meat pan under the dripping meat .Instead of the regular
pan which comes for this purpose
with every stove and thereby save
the nuisance of scouring a large
dripping pan. If I broil only one
chop, I use a pie pan under it to
catch the grease."
Newly-Wed"We have no chafing dish yet, but we serve all the
delicate chafing-dla- h
dishes by
cooking them irr'the top of our
So
double boiler, over water.
many people think they can't have
chafing-dis- h
dainties because they
own no chafing dish. For a guest
cup-cak-

Lf

ill
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"

""
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THE WOMAN HE HARMED
Br JANE PHELPS.
AS A STORY TELLER.

CHAPTER 88.
"Oh, where was he?" I gasped,
laying my hand on Dick' arm, and
hi.trylng along beside htm into the
liuuse, mother prceedlng vs.
"Never nvnd now, Nan. He ;is

bat-t- r
here, and I think all rlgtit--bsee." He laid Junior on the
couch In the living room, and I
knelt down beside him atid unfastened ho soiled little jumper, the
same oa he had woro when he
wont to play in the sand pi.'e.
"He's asleep." mother whispered
.Hist bef ire te opened nti yes.
Mother, daddiel" he aild, then
looking duediy around, "I's conn
ut

'

4

IGoo'd

Cantaloupe, each 8c
8c

Ripe Tomatoes, lb

California Grapes, lb. 18c
13c
Bar as, lb
Colorado Potatoes,
7 lbs. for
..,.23c
Colorado Potatoes,
30 lbs. for.,
$1.00

SUGAR
15 lbs.

IVi lbs.
100 lbs.

for.... $1.00
for....$ .50
for.... $6.86

..40c
Snowdrift, 2 lbs.
Snowdrift, 4 lbs..,.,.,. .78c
Snowdrift, 8 lbs... .$1.41
Silver Leaf Lard
Silver Leaf Lard
Silver Leaf Lard,
10 lbs

...,.$1.75

Armours Corned Beef,
1 lb

Armours Boast Beef,

21c

home."
"Yes, dear, you arc at home with
daddie and mother and granny.
Now go to sleep again, and tomorrow you can tell us all about your
nice ride with the man in the car."
"All right!" He closed his eyes.
In a moment he opened them. "I'se
hungry," he whimpered, tears falling down upon his cheeks; although
he tried to hold them back. "I
want my supper."
"Of course he does, the Iambi"
mother exclaimed, and she hurried
to the kitchen, motioning me to re
main with him.
Mother will undress von anil
put you to bed and you can have
your supper in bed, just like big
folks do when thev are tired." I
told him.
"Oh, goodyl goodyl"
4. But he' was almost too aleenv to
eat when mother came in with his
supper, although she had fixed him
the things he liked best. We were
alt three terribly excited, very
anxious to near where he had been
and all that had happened. But
there would have been nothing
gamea py questioning nim then. In
racr, ne leu asleep with his tea
spoon m nis mouth.
After he was sleeping soundlv.
we uiKea over nis return.
"He was laid under that big bush
tui cuneu up so mat at first
nim." Dick ex.
scarcely tonoticed
us. "He must h
plained
HHieep wnen ne was placed there.
we can i ao anyining tonight, and
as be ia all right
I will walk un and
tell the polio we have him, and
uim mey oeuer waicn out lor any
see around,
characters
I'll call Mr. Peabodyineyand tell him.
and then some of the other fellows.
They have all been so kind, have
Buineo, aimost 19 snare our dls
tress
"It la so In small communities,'
mother returned, "people become
very close. Mora human than in
M Is
oig cities whr
hurry and

DISCOVERIES.

By Elolse.
Canton crene la th fgvnr.ii ma
terial for new fall frocks, whether
for the matron or the Jeune fille.
Black is the leading color, but for
the young girls many other shades
are popular. The simple frock is
the accepted mode. Straight lines
ana plain mooes bordering on the
severe are becoming more popular
every aay.
Here is a very pleasing little
rroeK for the young miss.
It Is
made of Canton crepe in a demure
gray tone. The blouse Is plain with
the neck cut over the shoulders
ana a rather full underskirt. The
only trimming on the frock is
fringe applied bo that it looks like
hemstitchlns. A single row adorns
the blouse, the short sleeves and
the tiny pockets, while a double
row trims the tunic.

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Oaris
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UXCLE WIGGILY AND THE

I'll get the bone out of your
tnroat," sam uncle wiggny.
"How?" asked the kingfisher.
"With Nurse Jane's buttonhook,"
answered the bunny.i
Down flew the bird. He was e
curious chap, with a crest of feathers on his head, and a long, sharp,
black beak which he used to catch
down under the
fishes, diving
water after them.
"Stand still now." said Uncle
Wiggily," and I'll soon have that
bone out of your throat."
The bird opened his beak as wide
as he could. Uncle Wiggily put the
buttonhook In the bird's mouth and
gave a little tug, as the nice dentist
does when you have so many teeth
that one has to be taken away from

you.
"There you are! The bone's out!"
cried Mr. Longears.
"Oh, how glad I am!" cried the
bird. "It stuck so hard in my
throat and tickled me, not to say
scratched me, that I didn't know
what to do. Tou have done me a
great favor, Uncle Wiggily, and I
hope I may do one in return for
you."
' No.
slowly-- , answer the bunny.
'I don't believe oh, dear!" he sud
denly cried. "Thero it goes!"
There was a little splash m tne
water.
"What is it?" asked the Wrd.
Did you drop the buttonhook?"
"No," replied - Uncle Wiggily.
"But I dropoed Nurse Jane's moving picture diamond ring. It fell in
the brook! Oh, dear! I can t get
her ring back for I can't swim or
dive in the brook."
This is where T come in
"Watch
laurhed the kingfisher.
me!"
He nerched himself on the rail
lng of the bridge and looked with
his sharp eyes down Into the brooK
Then he cried:
I see the diamond shining un
der the water! I'll get it!
With that down he dived and un
he came with the ring In his beak
lust as he often caught fish.
There you are!" r said to tn
bunny. Duttlne the diamond rln
down on the rail of the bridee
"Now we are even!" And th
king fisher flew awav almost be
fore Mr. Longears naa time
thnnk him.
Then the bunny hopped home
with the buttonhook and diamond
ring lest he might lose them and
Nurse Jane was much pieasea.
this teaches us that If you can
got molasses cake take chocolate
And If tha automobile tire doesn'l
run off by Itself to see what makes
d
the
play, 111 ten
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
the back plaster.

KIXGl'ISHEll.
"Just a moment TTnrln Wlotrllv!
Just a moment!" called Nurse Jane,
as the bunny rabbit gentleman
hopped down the front steps of his
hollow stump bunealow one morn
ing.
Are VOU COmlntrto lnolr fnr an
adventure with me?" asked Mr.
Longears, as he turned around and
waited.
"I'd like to. but I can't."Nnrsa
Jane replied. "I have to wash the
dishes. And If the cake of soaD
gets lost under a tea cup that will
be an adventure
for the soap!"
sne laugned.
"I should sav sol" chuckled TTn.
cle Wiggily. "But I thought you
wanted something.
l snoula say so!"
"I do", answered
Misa Ituttv
Wuzzy. "I want a button hook and
diamond ring. You can get them
both the five and ten cent store."
-wnat Kind of a diamond ring
can I get you at the five and ten."
asked the bunny in surprise.
''Oh, one that will do to wear in
the moving pictures where it's
dark," laughed the muskrat ladv
housekeeper.
"All right I'll do mv best!" FORMER MEMBER OF A
promised Mr; Longears, and away
MINSTREL' TROUPE IS
A SINGING MOTORMAN

1- -2
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BELIEVES SHE IS
REINCARNATION OF
"SAPPHO" AT 14
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Proposal Is to Make It a
Stopping Place on the El
Paso to Cheyenne Route,

lbs...

30c
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Juanlta CUvette.

white-washe-

Nine years ago Juanlta Clivette,
a toddler of five, came to her
mother's knee and lisped:
"Mamma, I have found myself.

Me-sil- la

GEORGE D. SHAW, Springfield,
"To say that I feel
years younger, twenty-fiv-

twenty-fiv- e

years
healthier and twenty-fiv- e
years
stronger expresses what Tanlao hag
dons for me better than any other
way i can put it," eald George V.
Shaw, veteran of the Civil War,
who now Uvea at 821 Walnut street
Springfield, Mass.
I am now seventy-eigyears
tuu ana i aon i Hesitate to say I
have never known a medicine tn
equal Tanlac. For fifteen years I
was subject to attacks of indigestion that were so bad at times I
would have to lay up for a week
or two. For a Ions time I llvrf nn
crackers and milk alone as nothing
else agreed with me.
"When I started on Tanlao I
weighed only one hundred and
seventeen
pounds and my
were thought to be numbered. days
I've
e

ht

Man.

been so wonderfully
built up, I
now weigh one hundred ancT forty-thrpounds and my stomach is as
sound as a dollar. In fact. I believe I could eat the old army rations again without it hurting me
in the least.
"I never miss a chancef
a good word for Tanlao saying
and I
would like to urge the boys of the
"Sixties" who are not feeling right
to give it a trial, for I am sure it
would put them in line again Just
-.
OS it VlDB rmn
r ur a tiiaii ui
iit. T..
mS9
to have no physical ailment,my
to be
well and strong and enlov Ufa
he did twenty-fiv- e
years ago, iscer.
tainly something to be thankful for
and there Is nothing too good I can
say for Tanlac."
Tanlao is sold In Albuauerana hv
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.
ee

,
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Veteran of Civil War
Still Hale and Hearty

SCHOOLS FILLED

i

$K

TUBERCULOSIS

,,,.,.

Brand...,. ...,22c

table Compound
Steena, Miss. "I was all run

s,

ARTESIA PUBLIC

baby...

Was Finally Made Well by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

Fink-ham-

MILK

......

(JR YEARS

.

.
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(By Tb Aiaoclated PrM.)
Indianapolis, Sept. 9. For the
fourth time since the Grand Army
of the Bepublla was organized In
1868, it will convene in Indlapo-H- s
September 25 to 29 for its an
nual meeting. No other city has
had the encampment more than
three times.
Previous encampments were held here in 1881, J833
and 1930.
On the opening
day; Sunday,
past commanders and national officers of the G. A. R. will occupy
pulpits in the local churches and
Mondeliver patriotic addresses.
day the credentials and executive
committees will meet and that
evening a reception for the veterans and members of affiliated organizations will be held in the
state house by Governor Warren T.
McCrary.
The first buslnoss session takes
Other
place Tuesday morning.
business sessions- - will be held
and
Wednesday
Thursday, On
Tuesday evening greetings between
the G. A. R. and allied organizations will be exchanged.
The veterans' annaal parade will
be held Wednesday afternoon and
the annual campflre comes that
nlRht. The encampment closes
Thursday afternoon with an automobile trip to Fort Benjamin
headquarters of the Fifth
army corps area.
Har-riso- n,

merry-go-roun-

12-lb.-

WOMAN SICK

down
and nervous with female trouble and
my sides pained
me so at times
that I could hardly
C. of C. Is Told.
walk. I sutlered
for four yearswith
(SiMtrinl Cormpondonra to The Jonn.nl.)
it, Then i saw
Las duces, N. M., Sept. 9. Maj.
your advertiseCarl Spatz of the Eighth corps
ment in the papers
area, stationed at Fort Sam Housand I began takton, Tex., says In an' official com's
ing Lydia B.
munication to the Chamber
of
Vegetable
Commerce that Las Cruces appears
Compound. I feel
as an intuimodiate station on the
stronger and am
able to do most of
air route from El Paso to Cheymy housework now. 1 recommend
enne, Wyo.
Compound to my
"Intermediate stations," he adds,
?our Vegetable
and you may use this letter
"are those cities that are on aircare
if
do
so." Mrs. W, H.
to
you
ways at approximately twenty-iiv- e
miles inturvala. These intermediBlake, Route 1, Steena, Miss.
ate stations should have a municiHow many women, overworked,
pal landing field and markers."
tired and ailinj?, keep up the ceaseless
Major Spatz says the purpose of
treadmill of their daily duties until
his letter is to aid the developthey are afflicted withfemale troubles
ment of aviation and national airas Mrs. Blake was, and are run down,
ways and to bo of every possible
weak and nervous. But every such
assistance to Las Gruces In placing AVIATOR IS FINED
woman should be convinced ty tha
it on the first airway map of. tne
United States, adding:
ON LIQUOR CHARGE many letters like hcra which we are
constantly publishing, proving be"Undtr the provisions of a spe's
cial report from the national adyond question that Lydia E.
(By The Amiorlntrd Prru.I
Vegotab'e Compound will
visory committee for aeronautics.
Denver. Colo.. Rent.
Rilwnrrl
which has the approval of tho pres- J. Brooks. 2? .years old, an aviator overcome such troubles, and write
ident, the chief of air service is and socially prominent in Pnnver to the Lydia E. Pinkhnm Medicine
charged with 'prompt establish
and Greeley, who was arrested last Co., Lynn, Mass., in regard to their
ment of national continental
June tn Greeley on a chnrprn of health.
with transporting
and, In
gallons of Illicit
states and municipalities, with the whiskey from five
Penver to Grenlev by
establishment of local airdromes, airplane, was fined $25 and coets
fields and other necessary today by Federal
Judgo pobcrt E.
facilities.'
Lewis.
Dr. Glasi hn pnjitin
Twenty Routes Charted.
Brooks was fined 1 173 In Greeley
"In furtherance of this project, shortly after his arrest by Lieu- proof ha Is able to cum
by lnhalatl'in
twenty proposed routes have been tenant Stockton of tho Colorado tutferculiBlt
In any climate.
charted, covering tho most impor- rangers. Brooks was arrested for
For further Information
tant usually traveled routes in this the federal government bv Deputy aiirlren TUB T F.
five United States Marshal Lola Ander- INHALANT CO., MASON
corps area, which comprise
states: Arizona, New Mexico, Col- son and brought to Denver In the nuiLDiNO. r.os anob- t.ES CALIFORNIA. '
orado, Oklahoma and Texas.
her.
"The Importance of these air- airplane by
Is
ways
beyond argument and their
establishment may be said to' be
the fundamental consideration tn
tho development of aeronautics as
a national asset, both for war and
peace. The plan for their organization and development
as outlined by the chief of air service is
their
ultimate
and
comprehensive,
development will continue, over a
long period of time.
"In tho ultimate development of
this project every city and town
of importance will have its landing field, with meteorological and
radio stations and other facilities
necessary for the successful flights
of aircraft across tha country for
commercial and general purposes.
It is obvious that it will be a long
time before the routes can be finished. The first step is the es;ab- lishmont of a municipal
landing
field In each city and town that Iks
in the path of the airways."
K(HuireiiK'iit.s of tho herv.ee.
Outlining tho requirements of
the service, Major Spatz says t'ne
field should be at least 60U yards
The ground shall be of
square.
such nature that an automobile
e
If
can be driven at a speed of
."
miles an hour over any part
of the tield. The ground should
be well drained and free from high
grass or bushes and have no obstaJ
M
cles such as buildinKs, trees and
j
tt
hlRh wire lines adjacent to it.
Markers in the shape of a trian
gle, nine feet on each side and two
feet in width, painted white, are to
be placed in each corner of the
Id. A circle, twenty-fiv- e
feet in
diameter with a band two feet in
width, Is to be placed In the center of the field. The circle Is to be
formed of gravel and small rocks
placed In a ditch so tho top of the
circle will be flush with the level
of the ground. The stone Is to be
Tho name of the
town Is to be painted in large letters on tho roof of the Santa Fe
railway station. .
"Here is an opportunity to place
Las Cruces on the map in a big
W.
way," commented
George
Frengcr, chairman of the Industrial committee of the chamber of
commerce. "There are several good
sites in Las Cruces and one near
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at

Who, or what, is Sappho?"
And to this day Juanlta, now
big girl of fourteen, has not wa
in her belief that she is
vered
X
21c
Sappho.
"I am as old as time," she says
"I have been since the beginning,
Park.
I am still
Once I was Sappho.
"The establishment of airways Is
Sappho, reincarnate. Why, then the first step, as Major Spatz says.
should I not sing my songs?"
In the development of aerial trans
Boss Patent, 48-l. . $2.35 UUHIf,
"I guess tou are right, mother.
Juanlta has written thousands of
Commercial airplanes,
Boss Patent,
he said., then hurried out, while
verses m.?re than two thousand or portatlon.
designed for the comfort and safeand I aat and speculated as
.$
them In the past sixteen months. ty of their passengers, will follow.
Boss Patent,
.70 mother
to what could have been the reason
And 'tis said they bear a close re.
"As the means of
Boss Patent, 6 lb..
.40 of Junior's abduction,
and also nf
semblance in diction, Imagery and developed from stagetransportation
coaches to
48-lhis
return.
Larabees Best b. $2.28
theme to the lyrics of Sappho, the organized railroad companies
"Now. dear, tell daddie all about
she never saw or of today, so will the aerial trans,
which
lyrics
Larabees Best 24-l- b. $1.17 your
nice ride in the automobile.'
heard, written thousands of years portatlon pioneers, who are today
Dick said after breakfast, giving
Wolfe's Premium.
ago by a Greek woman whose fighting for existence and recogni
48-lb- ..
name, her parents believe, she had tion, grow into tha organized aerial
$2.05
.
"A man's aaked ma to rn. and
never heard before she calmy pro transportation companies of toWolfe's Premium,
said he'd take my pall and shovel
nounced that she was she.
morrow.
24-l- b
UIU IU IH.KI9
(Br Tha Awoelatad Pmt.)
$1.05 .mutner.vuw.and he wouldn't.
Juanlta's father, a reformed
"Our military committee, headed
York
Said
8.
New
New
York.
48-lb.Sept.
..
Diamond M,
curio
conducts
a
man,
newspaper
$2.03
ne a go next time."
Maj. J. C. Waterman, will co
has a singing motorman. He Is Leo shop at Sheridan Square, New by
with Major Spatz and the
operate
What else? Tall SmAAlm all h.
Marks, once a member of George York.
service in every way that is open
said," Dick, urged gently, motion-ln- g
minstrels.
Primrose's
to
them.
We want Las Cruces desfor mother and me to let Aim
Ho runs a surface car up and
suena to getting the storv.
ignated as an intermediate station
down Seventh avenue, and when'
on
the
first
air map, of th coun
"He said little boys could go first,
ever the tratfio clears and things
. .13c then mothers," Junior took up the
Libby's, tall . .
try.''
are rolling merrily, he bursts into
thread
his
cf
story. "Then, daddie,
often riae
Libbys baby.
song. His passengers
6yec .nu mumoouo
went awiul fast,
blocks beyond their destination for
Van Camp, tall.
13c awfuL I was most
another instructor to be secured
scared. Than
the pleasure of hearing him, and
Van Camp,
soon.
my shovel and I cried so
.6y8o hadropped
the traffio cops are always looking
The Central school, with Mrs.
aton
made
the
automobile
and
St. Charles, tall.
13c he went back and
car. unce in a wnus an
tor
nis
Ethel James as principal, and the
It for me and
got
but
him,
reports
Inspector
bt. Unarles; baby. . .6V3.e
West Side school with Mrs. F. A.
B.oppea cryin . '
e
Leo goes on singing. It's
Wilson as principal, are crowded
Ana men " rieir mm mnrtw
13c
Carnation, tall
favorites that he sings.
"Then he went awful tmt ani- for
lanter quarters.
TO
Leo explained he had left the
Carnation, baby. .jSVic and I was scared some mora. And
The high school with the lararest
was a good
because
stage
motoring
I
I
to
said
wanted
come
home. Then
enrollment in its history, Is planEagle
stead lob the year around, witn
i
at a Dig House and
.
Oho
ning an extensive athletlo year.
something definite in the pay en.
me stopped
some sunner. and nut m.give
tn
to
The
Comenendeace
Jon null.) Prospects are very bright for a
(Special
weeK.
of
end
th
every
bed. I didn't have no While, and
veiope
SllAAemlir
football team. Such stars
Artesla, N. M Sept. 9 The Arte- - winning
he made me aleen in mv hirt hi.
Cole, Clyde, Bullock,
Stoldt,
cried.'Tfiere
sn public schools opened on Mon as
BOYS ARE SPANKED IF
uiue up quivered att the Insult,
Sloan and E. Kl&pfenstein. 0f last
"Go on, tell daddfia what you did
en
with
day
the
will
be
team,
morning
largest
recruited'
year's
by
ne nopoed over tha finM. anri
THEY MOLEST STORKS rollment known In
when you wte up.
several vears. such men as Teager, Welch, Mor"I had brekf us, and then we went through the woods. It did not take
ris,
school
town
I.
in
House,
Sterling,
to
Every
is
filled
Jackson,
him
to
some
long
more, awful fast no
nam'
All 40c pkes
buy the buttonhook for '
(Br The Aiioclat.d Preu)
29c but
capacity. An unusual Interest In Klopfenstien and many others.
I didn't lose my shovel again, uroe jane, but when It came to Angora. Sept . The stork is Its
All 30c pkgs
manifested
the
nunlls
and
by
21e so he didn't stop. Then we corned tha diamond ring, 'that
nnt the most conspicuous object in this being
''
The Ideal PorgarlTe,
a house and we had dinner wit quite so easy.
ztc pKgs..
17c towoman
city, the capital of nationalist Tur purants.
As a purgative.
The
local
school
com
Chamberlain's
board.
Some
of
the
a
diamonds
a
and
man
on
little boy,
sparkled key. There are storks nerched
All 18c Pkes
12Uc and they had, cows andand
posed of A. C. Klenath,
Martin Tablets are the exact thins; rechlckies and too much, and some did not spark- - every housetop. ' One solemn, huge Yates,
All 15c
Strong
enough for the
ouina vnr. tnn lorn. pair has built its nest on tne state- Russell Mrs. F. A. Manda, Dr. C. quired.
.iiuu.ii.
dogs, and then we Tided some more,
and Mrs. Bert Smith, have most robust, mild enough for chil
and. that's alt cause then I was and others too small. But at last ly column erected long ago, under
All 10c pkgs
hera wif you and mother and the rabbit gentleman picked out a the Romans, to honor the Emperor secured the best aua.lf.ed corns of dren. They cause an agreeable
Scotti is still.
12 Vac grandma."
fine diamond, set In. a ring. It
mat could be obtained. movement of the bowels without
Others have their nests teacners
Eve:ythlng has started with a vim any of that terrible griping. They
K was evident ha could tall u sparkled just enough, and not a bit Augustus.
root
of
on
the
the
parliament
.
and determination on the nart of are easy anu pleasant to take and
nothing more, afe Dick nut him luo niucji or too lima An 1.
Several huge pairs in tr.a autnormes
down and hurried out Wo were no Just the right also, and not a bit building.
to make this school agreeable in effect
habit the roof of the Hotel Huriet year
the most successful
nearer aolvlng the riddle of Jun- iuo targe ar too small.
(Liberty). Small boys do not throw tory or Artesla schools. in the his
u
"I
win
honefursa
Jann
dlsannearankna
ior's
hafnra
than
lit.
stones at them, nor do the men
44c But we had him. back
Shillings, Mb..
The total enrollment will exceed
was said Uncle Wiggily to himself as he shoot them.
six or seven hundred in a few
hopped along on Ills homeward
.86c cumiort enough for the which
Perfect Skoildan andArm'
Shillings,
present
The storks are supposed to make weens.
e
was
ne
way.
But
we
school had an
must
find
a
he
little
out
whv
Hills Red Can,
crossing
44c Was taken or ww never
to Arabia, to Medina and the enrollment ofhigh
over a just
trips
brook
bridge
165
when
on
saw
he
nunils
fenl
will
th
gotWna Sputa th
Mecca. The Tumisn opening
Hills Red Can. ...
86c wis aDOUt him
toft, pearly
mother a d a bird flittering around on a branch holy city ofabout
Hay. Over two hundred
is
white sotxearanu
that
stork
the
superstition
btiub
over
is
wa
after
water.
tne
in
a few weeks, as
had taflked over what
49c
.iujjk
expected
Couraud'f Oriental?
Folgers, 2-in
its
seen
weeds
if
red
carrying
"Oh, dearl Or, dear!" cried the
Junior had told us.
cream mx-e- n
many are unable to enter until tha
to the
$1.21
shoulders and anna.
oira. "What ever shall T rinf" nd flight, this is a sign of death to the apple, picking and alfalfa seasons
polgers,
t. out we
"W?, .ot on,v
life
the
if
beholder
of
and
Coven
akin
he
Chocolate Cream,
seemed
in
long
blemltbee,
a
deal
of
nnin
42c I replied, as T hnmil m will,"
ar
great
over. The high school facul-t- y
hnv
win not rut oh. Far
grass is green.
closely. "I never could let him out and trouble.
consists of Miss Alma Givens,
unocoiate Cream.
superior to powders.
Anatolia is a naradise lor Diras. city
"Who are you and what,!s the
of the house unJess we did." .
3-superintendent of schools: P.
$1.20
Sent 75c hi
matter?" asked Uncle Wiggily. - The Turks never sheet them nor A. Adams,
nrlncinal and athletic
Trial SiM
destroy their nests. The little boy director; Miss Anna Kemp, EngDon't forget that Tnternatlnnnl the"I am a Kingfisher bird." was with
maxwell House,
if
TOOT.!. Of 11X3
his slingshot is spanked
answer, "and I ate a fish, but
lish; C, H. Rhinehart, mathematPoultry Food fonio tones up the I have
House..
. Maxwell
.
SON
a
Hence
mischief.
bone
found
in
stuck
them
doing
ics; C. E. Newhouse, science; Miss
system of hena so they will be in I can't get it down andmyit throat.
KewYork
raaxwen House,
won't they flourish in 'abundance, with Ethel Bales,
dome
stio
N.
good condition to resist disease and come
science;
un! Oh, I'm choklngl I'm their only enemies the eagle and P. Pasooe,
manual trninlnerr Mta
iay moro eggs. Successful for 80 choking!"
the magpie.
Jeanne McCaleh. hlstnrv nnd Tot.
Sold by Vaio Bros.. 307
"If
you'll
fly down on the rail of
Mrs.
Marv
in;
Mastersnn. RnnnluhNorth First stgeet. .....
this bridge wlrere I can reach you
Journal .Want Ads bring results. Mrs. Mabel Jler, commercial, and1
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Armours veal Loaf,

G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
BEGINS ON SEPT. 25

MAY

SPATZJDVISES

supper I make a Welch rarebit
for instance, and nut it On Individ.
ual plates, on crackers, then bring
these p?ates Into the dining room."
M. L.: "Here la my hushand's
ittvoriie tomato relish, which has
a rather 'hot' taste: Tomato Relish: lg ripe tomatoes skinned bv
blanching, then put through the
1
iooq cnopper; s red peppers,
smca onion (chop these two vege- iiuies small also); 2 cups granu
lated sugnr, 1 teaspoon mace, 2
mumspuoiis grounu cinnamon,
2
lesspoons allspice,
tensponn
sruuna cloves, 3 teaspoon mustard unprepared, 1 teaspoon celery
1 ieKit,on
ginger, 1 teaspoon
salt and 2
CUPS Of vineenr.
Simmer these ingredients together
or 2 hours, then turn the mixture
into not, sterilised jars and seal
wnue not."
"Juwt try my
original recipe for ADnle Chut
ney: Peel, core and chop 10 sour
aj'i'ies, aiscaraing seeds, seed and
cnop 2 green peppers and peel and
chop 3 large onions. Put thesp all
into the preserving kettle, add 1
cup seedless raisins, 1 cup brown
sugar, x tablespoon salt, 1 cup of
vinegar and 1 tablespoon mustard
seeds and lot simmer for 30 min
utes. Then turn at once Into hot,
sterilized lars and seal while hot,
A Mother: "I kept
washing and
Ironing my little girl's drosses con
stantly until I hit upon the idea of
making her a Cow Girl's' costume
(It Is just like a cowboy's suit, only
wnn sKirtsi.
My nusonnd then
made her a small tent of canvas
for the back yard and she play
nappny almost all day, dressed In
this little khaki dress! It has been
such a help to me, for now I have
only a few llRht dresses each week
to wash for her."
Reader-Subscribe-

CUES

BE'

By LA TIHA A. EIBJOIAN.

weight you are eating too many
calories.
Therefore you wilt reduce If you eat fewer calories.
Next week we will talk about the
specifio number.
MlssM. F. Soft kid curlers Vill
not step the hair from growing.
Reader. The electric needle will
destroy the hair in the mole.' but
it may take successive treatments
to eradicate the mole.
A. B. B. There is no vtay to
hasten the coloring, after hate has
been bleached.
It will take irom
three to six months before thei hair
will look natural.
E. D. Your system lacks some
thing and that accounts for thie thin
nails. It may be lime, butj your
doctor should be consulted. The
yellow spot on the lace come from
a sluggish liver and they willl disappear when you correct thin condition.
Tou always rlssi when
Margaret
being introduced to a lady "who Is
older, or on who has acquired distinction In any way. To a .group,
who is standing, you would i.lso do
this. Tou are much more sure of
being' correct if vou make a. habit
of rising and greeting each person
no
Delngr introduced t)o you,
than if you retain your seat and
merely give a cold recajmltion.
There is something about tjhe for
mer, that puts the friendsMn on a
basis of cordiality, which is a great
help to your hostess.
Fatsy. The eyelasn tonne is an
unusually good one. Yes, tBie druggist will mis it for you. Tour colors will be dark blue,
all the
brown rose, pink, deep yefllow and
black.'
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BY NOON TODAY

IF YOU CAN.
Bring them in, or phone them, it you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
4 o'clock up to do:-ln- g
Saturday afternoon,-frotime is the congested period and you
may
not be able to reach the Want Ad
Department
by telephone after 5 :30 p. m.

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

September 10, 1921.
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TAKING FROM THE POOR.
The Journal feels in duty bound to point out
to the voter the objections which it holds to amendment No, 4, submitted to the people ftr their action.
The republican convention approved" this amendment. We assume, therefore, that Senator Bursurn
Is not opposed to it. We say this in fairness to the
senator. He Is in no way responsible for the Journal's views.
We would like to be in favor of. any legislation
which seems to have as its moving purpose some
recognition of the great service rendored by the
soldiers of our various wars. AVe will favor any
sane and equitable relief measure, for their benelit.
Our debt to them cannot be paid In full by anything we can do.
To this measure we have several objections
which should appeal as strongly to the service man
as to any one else.
If we are to attempt relief for the service men
we should help, first, those moat in need of help,
then, if we can do so, extend the help to the less
needy. This proposal exactly reverses that theory.
The provision of this amendment authorizes
the legislature to give service men an exemption on
In other words, the ordinary
12,000 of property.
tax payer has the right to hold $200 in property,
Thb service man
which is exempt from taxation.
would have an exemption of $1,800 more than that
amount.
If all men who served In the war had property
of the aggregate value, each, of $2,000, this provision
would confer upon them an annual bonus of about
$63 per man. If all had the property necessary to
avail themselves of this It would constitute an anFor a poor
nual cash bonus of about $2,600,000.
state like New Mexico to attempt any such load
It could not be
would be economically suicidal.
done.1 Still, the Journal would prefer to see that
undertagen than to see the present plan adopted.
It would be equitable between service men, at least.
But this proposal give, to the service man who
Is fortunate enough to have $2,000 in property, a
bonus of $63 per year. To the service man who
has nothing, it gives nothing. Therefore, instead ot
those
helping the fnen most in need of help, it helps
on
least in need of it. The whole theing is a fraud
the average service man, discriminating in favor ot
his more fortunate brother.
There is no way to arrive at the amount ot
property which will be exempt under this provision
if it is udopted. We suspect it will amount to abo it
This would mean about - half million
$15,000,000.
dollars a year of taxes from which service men were
exempted. If we feel we can afford to distribute
that sum among these men, let us pay the 60,000
service men in the state a pension ot $10 each.
o
Then we wiU not be showing favors to the
of
rept.
the
among them at the expense
arThis whole thing is an absolutely unfair
themselves are
men
service
the
as
as
far
rangement
it.
concerned and they should be the ones to "swat"
In princiare
wrong
privileges
Indirect special
the truth of
ple. They always hide from the people
taxwhat is going on. To exempt $1(5,000,100 from cash
ation is equivalent to collecting $50v,000 in
that cash. But
by taxation and then distributing
the
fools
people. They
It
different.
it looks very
fail to realize Its full import.
We have no sympathy with that provision of
man
this amendment which requires that the
owner
of the
fide
bona
the
be
the exemption
$2,000
property. If a service man, actually havir,0
will
in property, is entitled to an exenyitkn which
other
be equivalent to a $63 soldier's bonus, then any
war Is
man who rendered equivalent service in the
Is penhe
If
also.
soldier's
bonus
to
a
$63
entitled
is
alized out of getting it becouse he is poor, it
over
rank discrimination against him. If he can take so
the property of his father, or mother, or brother
that the family can benefit by receiving the $63, why
should he not be permitted to do so?
"To him that hath shall be given. To him that
' hath not shall be taken away even that which he
well-to-d-

pro-curi-

hath."

sense or
Such a doctrine is repugnant to our
are
We
it
against
Justice and fairness.

THE LARGEST CITT.
Few questions are more frequently asked the
i
Information bureaus of newspapers than "What
anthe
years
For
many
city?"
world's
the
largest
swer was simple: "London." Then the Greater New
York arose, taking in not only Brooklyn, but Staten
Island and the Bronx and other outlying districts
tot- and became the world's metropolis. LCndon and
lowed suit, Increasing her area and population, ancomes
the question became confused. Now
nouncement of the census taken this year which
7,476,168, an increase
gives London a population of
Last
in the last decade of nearly three millions.
New York a population
Greater
census
gave
year's
of less than 900,000 increase since 1910 or 6,621.151
The present area of Greater New ork
inhabitants.
695.
Is S15 square miles and of Greater London
Newark and other cities
Clty..Hoboken,
Jersey
American
of New Jersey are as much a part of the
as many
metropolis, from a standpoint of location,
the
communities allotted to London are a part of
included in the
British capital. They can never be
statement ot New York's numbers, but a large porfor
tion of their population inhabfts the big city
In
.many hours daily. But mere size
as formerly. Quality
longer looked upon so desirable
had
la considered more than quantity. If Pittsburgh
In the census
far
rank
would
higher
she
her du.
prostable than she does today. Her comparative
and in the
perity Is reflected in her bank clearings
The mere population
products of her industries.
whole story of any comthe
tell
not
do
figures
her sister cities.
munity's relative Importance among

io

i

FREIGHT

extent. A corporation commission, without authority and without adequate appropriations, has been
powerless to help. The adoption of the corporation
commission amendment will be a move In the right
direction.
We are confident that New Mexico and Albuquerque are being retarded in growth, by a discriminatory freight rate. Yet we are without tho
concrete facts to prove this.
association
The Business Men's
made a move in the right direction Thursday night
when it provided a committee to make plans to raise
$1,000 with which to procure expert help in making
an Initial Investigation. We are confident that men
an Investigation will develope facts wl.lch will .lead
the people of the state to establish and maintain a
permanent traffic bureau to protect their rights.
The Journal does not wish to heckle the railroads. They probably think their rates are Just. If.
after an Investigation, New Mexico business men
think otherwise, there is no injustice or antagonism
to the railroads Involved if we go to the umpire, the
Interstate Commerce Commission, which the law
provides, and there contest the Justice of the
x
treatment accorded us.
That is a business proposition and should be
way. It will be unundertaken in a business-lik- e
fortunate if it becomes necessary to create any heat
in order to get fair relief.
Once Geraldlne Farrar wrote a piece for the
paper telling how to keep a husband. The question
now is whether the same press agent wrote tho
plecj about how to put the skids under hubby.
No reports to the contrary having been published. It may be presumed that the pumpkin pie crop
will be as bountiful as in the past.

RIPPLING RHYMES

L'EXVOI.

-.-

That all the songs the birds make, and the scent
Of summer flowers that bloom along the streams,
Will come to me an earthly sacrament
.

dream:
To light and glorify my tfllTIAg T HhA!l
lteST
T
OITTIA
li.lln.rA tha OW...W
L WUU1U
Utiles
The whisper of a voice I once held dear.
u,
ti., in
age-lon-

'"

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
OH, YES! A MOOXSHIXER JIG I
Some of those who went to the city-co- n
trolled markets to sell a fat pig did not come home
ost.
again dancing a Jig. New York Evening

By WALT MASON.

HOW MANY PEOPLE IV ZION?
Wilbur rjlcnn Volivn has prohibited baseball In
Zlon, and if he keeps on his career as a killjoy he
will try to prohibit balm In Gilead. Detroit Free
Press.

WE'RE GOVERNED B A THOUSAND.
We'll have to (five poor Alaska statehood If we
don't want her thoroughly ruined. She Is being
governed by thirty bureaus at Washington now.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
RUT THEY HAD NO "BABE" RUTH!
Th T.HH Rook Cnzettn savs It's probably true
ancient Greeks played baseball because they
the
that
were always talking about a Homer. Also they probably knew how to Hector the umpire. Washington
f
Post.

ONE!
HE IS THE
The Oklahoma representative in congress who
to settle
crave
who
Is dodging brothers and fathers
with him personally for his letters to beauty-conteBRASS-FACE-

James Jarvls Jinks Is in his glory
vhon he's relating anecdotes; all
things remind him of a story, and
men who listen lose their goats, for
all tho tales he tells are hoary, and
bluo mould on the surface floats.
Ho surely sees when he's beginning
a dreary yarn that Adam knew,
that fellows quit tholr cheerful
grinning, and look morose, distraught and blue; ho ought to
know that he Is sinning by handing out a yarn or two. This Jinks
has many kinds of merit, and well
might rank with honored males,
had he neglected 'to inherit his
passion for bewhlskered (ales; that
graft the people cannot bear it;

all story bores should be in Jails.
It's strange how bores will keep
on boring, when they must see
they make men tired; the orator
continues roaring till through the
transom he Is fired; the frenzied
bard Is bent on soaring when sawing wood is most desired. Sometimes when I get busy talking I
mark a hearer, heave a sigh, or
wipe the tears that come
around the corner of his eye;
and then I know my conduct's
shocking, I'm so ashamed I fain
would die. Then I reform until,
forgetful, I launch upon another
spiel, and seeing some poor victim
fretful, the currents of my soul
congeal; I then proceed, remorse
ful, sweatful, to kick myself with
my right heel.

or

of cattle "Copper Faced
girls, named his herd
was It "Brass Faced ?" New York Herald.

LITTLE

4s,

4s,
4s,

4s,

3s,

tii'ANIbli-tii'EAKlN-

first-clas-

WANTED

NEW YORK METALS.

12c.

BENNY3

1212c;

tNOTB BOOIC

.........

lets wat, lets each rite a will say-In- s
we'll leeve them to each other
in case eitner ot us gets miiea
or enything llgke that
Wich we did. Arties will being:
Ladles and gontlemen to whom
It may , concern, I hearby sware
on my dying will that if I am
found ded or permanetnly uncon-shls- a
for eny reason Benny Potts
can have my red and blue kite ln- clooding the tale and string com- r.
bined. Yours truly, Artie Allxand-eAnd my will being:
This Is to sertify that If I am
ran ovod by a ice wagin, fire engine or so forth, or fall off of a
roof or out of a window or down
a clevater shaft or bo forth, or
brake my neck y having a safe
or a ice box or a piano or so forth
come down on it, this Is to sertify
that my lepal cuzzin, Artie
can have my rubber band
ball. Respectively, Benny Potts.
Wich after we had rote them
Artie sed, But heck. G wizz, these
aint eny good unless we get a
to sine them, and I sed, G,
tbats rite, 111 get ma.
And I took the 2 wills up to ma's
room ware she was darnir.g holes
out of socks, handing her mine
ferst nnd saying, Hay ma, will you
sine this as a wltnlfis?
Wich mar red it and then lumped up ail IxQited and tore it up fli'd
then (?he made some armatle spirits
of ammonia and quick drank It and
then she gave me 3 fearse cracks to
start with and another one every
time I started to ixplane, nnd she
wouldent leeve me go out eny more
all day on account of axsldents.
nr

wlt-nl-

THE MARKETS

3637e;
3032c,

...w...

71
New York Central
76
Northern Pacific
38
Pennsylvania .
.
13
Ray Consolidated Copper. ..
69
Reading,
Republic Iron & Steel...... 49
20
Sinclair Oil & Refining
77
Southern Pacific
21
Southern Railway
78
Studebaker Corporation
36
Texas Company
70
Tobacco Products
120
Union Pacific
77
United States Steel
49
Utah Copper

DUN'S WEEKLY REVIEW.
New York,' Sept, 9. Dun's tomorrow will say:
With a continuance of the favorable tendency lately noted, the general business situation Is gradually
assuming a more encouraging aspect. While recuperation from depression Is still delayed in various
phases are
quarters, the hopeful
now less dlff'cult of discernment,
Is
and confidence
slowly gaining.
The recent rise of cotton prices, although causing some uncertainty
and hesitation In dry goods channels has had beneficial influence
south, where strengthening of financial conditions is being affected
in improved collections and an Increased absorption of merchandise.
Developments in other agricultural
sections also Indicate' a'turn for
the better and activities are enlarging In certain manufacturing
centers.
After
many months of
decrease, the slight upturn in August pig iron output adds to evidences ot reviving production and
this feature may become more
pronounced later.
Weekly bank clearings,

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

stock new high prices for September
to further and December
on the present
nrnfosfiinnnl nrBRSUrfl in the first movement of the Chicago board of
but
half of today's active session,
trade today, while May touched
new ground ror tne season, ihcio
rallied briskly later wnen conn-deearly, ow.
buying by pools more than was a break around
In
n a Haarl-- h pnnRtmctiOn DlaCed
neutralized bearish aggressions.
of
forecast
on the government crop report but
Secretary Hoover's
business Improvement, the Increas- it was more than recoverea inter,
ed production reported by mills at May advancing 6 cents over the
leading industrial centers and fur- ooenlng. which was the low mark
ther relaxation of money rates, as of the day.
indicated chiefly by freer offerings
The news, with tne exception oi
a DAv.rnmpn;' renort. was bull
of time funds, were among the factors which prompted curtailment ish, the drought In Argentine beof short account.
ing the leading factor. According
ssing to
The untoward event of the
Buenos Aires cables, tne aroutsiu
MnlPftfl rfl.inS COm6
an
of the dividend on Continental Can was offset by declara- shortly fears of heavy damage are
tion of the regular Chandler Motor expected.
.
..
disbursement and payment of divi
ODJIIOHIMV.
dends oy , wienie riaie on mo over the opening and Bo over the
low of the day; December closed
preferred and common shares for
over the opening ana
1918
and 1919. All classes of
afterin
the
stocks participated
over the low.
.the
then
the
being
noon,
1.UIII wa.
trading
"lil hinoA hv tha advance
hmnriestt of thn current movement. in wheat and closing prices showed
o.
and
xne raw
Baldwin
Eaulpments,
gains of 94 o to
and while
Locomotives, General showed more activity
American
bearish
governPressed
on
Car
and
the
American
lower early
Electric,
Steel Car, were most prominent, at ment report, later advanced vo
or two to live ponus.
Buying
above yesterday's finish.
gains
atAftlAL
- Mttnra
rnnnom oils and was mainly
of a local character but
at
Investment
some
trailed
pur
was
shares
along
unclassified
there
.
an irregular pace, out tooa special- chases.
Oats showed some Independent
ties were handicapped by another
in h .kphhIoti and with
nut in rofinerl Kiiirars. Ralls were
inactive. Max broader trade advanced to a new
strong but relativelywere
maae to- high on the present movement, De
imum quotations
a up at the finish.
e to
ward the close, despite extensive lng
d
for profits and call
Provisions were easier on
realizing
Mi
6
5
to
house
from
selling,
commission
per
money's advance
cent. Sales amounted to 700,000 which offset to a great extent the
advance of lOo to 25c in hogs and
shares,
Mixed conditions prevailed In the buying of October lard by packers.
Weakmarket.Closing prices:
foreign exchange
Dec,
$1.83;
ness In French and Belgian rates
Sept.,
Wheat
were ascribed to offerings from $1.35.
and
Corn Sept., B5c; Dec,
London. Sterling held firm
German and Austrian bills rallied ' Oats Sept., 3 8c; Dec, 41 c.
Scandiand
Dutch
but
Pork Sept., $17.60.
slightly,
navian remittances forfeited part
Lard Sept., $11.12; Oct., $11.20.
of their recent advances.
Ribs Oct, $8.30.
were
the
anionTjoI tractions of the bond list
'
NEW YORK COTTON.
features
strongest
on the better outlook for
Ralls
and Industrials
New York, Sept. t. Cotton fu- subjected

nt

2c

.

THE KNICKERBOCKER CRAZE.
(From the Peoria Transcript.)
When the publlo isn't worrying over business
conditions, unemployment and winter coal, it is
asked to worry over women's wearing apparel. The
short skirt, the shorter skirt and the longer Bklrt have
been debated ad nauseam. Under incessant drives,
promoted partly by adventuresses and partly by commercial agents, the country. It would seem, has beet
"fed up" on skirt talk. But not so.
The knlckerbocker. whose advent was long fore
told. Is knocking for admission, yand women and girls
in the large cities are finding elation and profit in
"daring" their way through the boulevards and shops
In the hope ot breaking the ice for their new fad.
Their success is assured and the younger set may
be expected to give the new dress a commercial
status.
Artistically, no objection can be foundcom-to
knickerbockers.
Arguments in favor of their
fort and utility are overwhelming. The public, long
accustomed to seeing women half clad on the stalse,
the ballroom and the bathing beach will not comKnickerbockers
plain If they put on knickerbockers.
mean more clothing and less nudity and that Is a
consummation devoutly to be wished.
Nothing concerning women longer shocks the

have been decoratpublic. Magazines and newspapers women
for several
ed with pictures of almost nude
years. So general has the disrobing habit become
New York
in
actress
centers
an
that
in cosmopolitan
by wearing a gown
created a sensation the other day
s.
shoe-topwhich extended from neck to
If women desire to wear knickerbockers, let
or
them affect the style without further innuendo
invasion of the public morals. The practice of In
men nn what thev think of changes
women's wearing apparel Is getting on the nerves or
sensible people. Women dress for women, not lor
The skirt mania has nearly exhausted the P?bI;
Let the women wear what
bllities of endurance.
they will and let the agitation cease.

day-pa-

.tlnua.
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65c

bulk fat cows and heifers.
6.25; canners and cutters,
strong to higher,
$2.503.60; bulls$3.85
beef
4.25;
bulk bolognas
5.50
mostly; veal
grades, $4.50
calves steady, heavies dull; bulk
n si 2.50 to Dackers;
stockers and feeders steady.
Hogs Receipts 15.0UO. - warKei
slow mostly 10c to 16c higher.
Bulk of sales. $7.00 9. Z5; lop,
J9.25; heavy weight, I8.uw.uu;
medium weight, $8.759.25; light
weight. $8.759.25; light light.
$8.259.00; heavy packing sows,
smooth, $6.90 0 7.75; packing sows,
rough, $6.60 7.00; , pigs, $8.00
strong;

1

zr

1

Oeore

"

'

Matthew

:

'

'

AdamsTrade

i"

ROuM and board tor thirty dollars
in private
home; preferable
school teacher or girl employed.
Ad
drens P., csre Journal.
FOR RENT Pleasantly furnished room.
for one or two young men, near uni
123 South!
versity; board If desired.
Cornell.
Phone 1325--

.....

iili.. i iarge,
airy front room,
suitable for two, SI 3 per week, with
415
also sleeping porch.
phone 1578-R- .
DELUUH'lFUL SLEEPING PORCH and
bedroom, with board, In furnace-heed home; reasonable; also table board..
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1422-I HAVE NOW VACANT, delightful canvas porco, with room and board; hUo
glassed-l- n
steeping porch; reasonable
rates to
nvalescents; best board; priVit North Maple. Phone
vate home.
good board;
South
High,

f

1995--

WELL lui mailed Iront room, with very
best board, In private family; room is
extra large and well ventilated, with
double bed; suitable for man and wife,
or two working men
623
preferred.

N. M.

WANTED

Beef Bteers steady
to higher. Top, $9.00; other early
sales, $4.007.00; other classes
few cows, $3.354.b0;
steady;
canners, $2.002.25; odd vealers,
310.00; practical top, $9.60; few
stocker steers, $4.50 6. 25.
Market
2.000.
Hogs Receipts
very uneven, steady to 15c higher;
to
mixed
packers
best lights and
and shippers, $8.60;
mixed
loads,
many
$8.15;
weights.
$7 008.00; bulk ,ot sales, $7.25
$8.60.
best
8.60; stock pigs steady,
Sheen RecelDtS 2.000. Killing
class fully steady. No choice western lambs here; best offered, $8.25;
feeding lambs around 25o lower; .
,
early top, $6.25.

DKESSMAKIND

of all kinds, expert lady

Miscellaneous

N'i ED Washing and ironing to
home.
Phone 2347-Second-hand
WANTED
bath tub.
Vv

A

275-pou-

PHONE

1651 .J, for carpenter work. C. WANTED
To buy horse and spring
Roberts.
I5 East Santa Fe.
wagon. Call at $1? East Tljeraa, Mike
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. Ricca.
Phone 1171-- J
Any kind of work
WANTED
Watches, clocks and jewelry
WILL DO FIRST-CLAS- S
to repair. 117 South First, phone 817-- J.
carpenter work
for 17 per day, or will do tha work Br,asstleld, the Watch Man.
rrrone
oy contract,
WANTED Six good fresh milch cows;
FOR HOUSE OR
ROOF
PAINTING;
good horse weighing about 1,000 lbs.;
first-clas- s
work:
ressonnhl. nrlne. good spring wagon.
1310 North Fourth.
Ceorge T. Brown. 1020 8outh Rmsdwav WELDING
of metals;
AND CUTTING
UKKUHE
or having your
J3UILD1NQ
also welders' suDPrlea and carbide for
house repaired,
our sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1905-phone 8S4-figures may Interest you; no v Job too MAX BARGAIN 8TORB. at 115 South
large or ton small.
First, will oav the hlahest nrtesa for
,..
nit
a.n.n.K.nrf Inthln. afiAMB
Poultry-Egg- s
P..

Denver livestock.
Sept. 9. Cattle Re
Denver,
steady, aeei
ceipts 600.. Market cows
steers. 15.60 e.7 6;
ers, $4.606.25; caives, stockers
9 25;
bulls, $2.00 3.60;'
and feeders. $4.506.00.
luu.
Hogs Receipts
steady to 16c higher. Top. $9.00,
Market
4,000
Sheep-Rec- eipts
Lambs,
250 to 50o higher.
8 15;
ewes, $2. 503.00; . feeder
lambs, $5.60 8.00.
BOUT IS CALLED OFF.
St. Louis Mo. Sept. 9. The proposed boxing match here September 16 between Bob Martin and
Hugh Walker, has been called off.
of
It was announced today, because
the serious Illness of Martin In New
'
York.
The Key That Unlocks the Door to

a

l.ivui.
and
of eighty-fiv- e
The me
of
age are not tne
ninety years
but thin, spare
rotund, well-femen, who live on a slender diet. Bea
as careful as he will, however,
man past middle age will occasionally eat too much or of some
article of food not suited to his
constitution, causing Indigestion or
dose
constipation and will need a move
ot Chamberlain's Tablets to. tom-achis bowels and invigorate his
When this Is done, there Is
no reason why the average man
should not live to a ripe old age.
LAWK

d.

h.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

White Leghorn hens, cheap.

1004 South' Arno.

FOR SALE J&leven young White Leg201
horn hens.
North Walter.
FOR SALE Fryers, 10c pound; freuo
ranch eggs. 1700 West Mountain road.
FOR SALE Five very fine pure-bre- d
Embben geese.
Nlpp's Ranch, phone
2421-RFOR SALE Broilers, fryers and nice let
also ' laying
hens; dressed or alive;
'
hens.
Phone 1816-- J.

LEGAL NOTICE

furniture. Phone 15$.
FINISHING It IS
BETTER KODAK
better. Return postage paid en mall
orders. The Barnum Studio. I1IH West
fentrsl, Albuquerque, N. M.
HIGHEST, cash price paid fur secondhand bicycles. Bring us your old wheela
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trading Co., 2:0 South Second, phone 716.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES
renovated. 13.60 and up.
furniture repaired and packed, stove
repaired. Ervln Bedding Co., phone 471.
w ANTED
t:areful Kooaa iiaisiuua,
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna. Master
Photographers.
CITV HOMESTEADERS?
YES!
Certificates guarantee $1,000 to
$M0O and complete protection In old
age, total disability, accident, surgical
operations and 'maternity, and your
family at death; easy terms; noth'ng better. Address
E O. RUFF1J4. 1325 East Central, City,

EXKCCTKIX'S NOTICE,
In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of J. P.
'
Girard, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 6th day
of September, 1921. duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of J. P.
Girard, deceased, by the Probate-Cour- t
WANTED Agents
of Bernalillo
County, and
over
having qualified as such Executrix,"
all persona having claims against the West to represent the Red Arrow
service. Address Albuthe estate of said decedent are Kodak finishing
hereby notified --and required to querque or E. Las Vegas plant
present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within the MATTRESS RENOVATING
time prescribed by law.
MAITHUSS UbNUVATIM). 3.u and up.
JULIA M. GIRARD,
(Seal)
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur--1
nfture packing, ttnvM repaired,
Executrix.
Pbuti
471.
Ervln Bedding Cttmpanr.
1921.
Dated September 7th,

By, Gene Byrnes

Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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DOtE.Pli5PLt

the
The Journal has refrained from agitating debecausce It has not the
situation
rates
freight
discrimination
tailed information concerning specific
which to base a compaign
against New Mexico, upon
of publicity.
en Initial
To procure such data would require
haps
Investment by someone of a considerable
sum-per-

$1,000.

We feel Sure that this state Is being discriminated against to the extent of several millions of doto thit
llars a year. The people are
'

'"

'.'

Y.

'..V v.-- :'

H:

Y

--

Y"

'

Y Yvd:,;

take

,
tailoring. Beading and embroidering
AtP
Phnne 7A1-specialty.
dress Postofflce 17A, city.
PLEATlMi. accordion, side ana box.
15
mail orders. N Crane.
North WANTED
Clean fruit Jars, cheap, and
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 8J4.
Concord grapes.
Phone 1368-- J.
HEMSTITCHING and all kinds of LOAN WANTED of $2,000, or more; wilt
and
done
at
the
9
braiding
pleating
first mortgage. Phone
pay
per cent,
'
Williams Millinery, corner Broadway and 13-Gold, phone 1073-WANTED
The fifteenth of September,
a good burro; reasonable price. Phone
CARPENTERING

a

KATES.

'

'

DRESSMAKING

1,100.

mtSMA,S

RANCH

52(1.

T1ILAROSA,

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, Sept. 9. Cattle-Rec- eipts

i"""

VIEW

AM lu l' urnishtjii ruum m private GOOD M'lWS FOH 11EALTHSEEK.ER3
family, first-clas- s
neighborhood; meals
We will reduce our rates, September
preferred; no sick; several weeks. Phone IS, to fen and IBS per month;, modern
room 11. Alvarado Hotel.
board
accommodations and first-clas- s
with nurse seivtce; make reservations
MONEY TO LOAN
now. Casa tie Oro, 613 West Gold.
MONEl to loan on good real estate; FOR
Furnished
HEALTH SEEKERS
VV.
H.
f00, 11,000, $2,000 and up.
rooms with sleeping porohes, hot and
M (Million.
cola running water In each room, steam
MONEY TO LOAN
On watches, diabtnt. excellent board, tray service, call
monds, guns and everything valuable. bells, large sun bath house; trained nurse
Casa.
Mr. B. Marcus. Ill South First.
in attendance, prices reasonable.
09 and HIS West Gold.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches de CTo.
furnished
rooms.
and gold Jewelry! liberal, reliable, oon FOR RENT
NIcoly
Identlsl. Gottlieb at Beer. I0S North First
with or without bath; Just across from,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- - the postofflce; hot water heat for win
monds. watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos, ter; best ot home cooking, served family
automobiles. Lowest ratea Rnthman'i style; ruom and board. $50 toor $65 per
ticket;
117 flntith
to f
nte month, board by meal, week
Plrst . B"nd.
meals, 50 cents. 410 West Gold, phone
n--

Fat
19,000.
Sheep Receipts
lambs steady to 25e higher. Bulk
two
fat natives early, $8.60 8.75;
decks come back westerns to city
butchers. $9.50; western lamb top,
killers
bulk. $9.00 9.60;
$9.50;
taking second cuts, $7.60 down;
fat sheep scarce, strong.

nr
--

81

UHANU

THE place to recuperate; modern accommodation.
Phone 2407-RBOARD AND ROOM For one or two;
rates reasonable; good home cooking.
320 South Broadway, phone 1D78-Room and sleeping porch.
FOR RENT
with board for convaleecenls; gentle
men only, private home.
Phone 214S-W- .
FOR RENT
Nice rooms with steepu,tf
porches with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, ell South Broadway, phone

W

8 75

Journal Want Ads bring results.

South Fourth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with
firat-ciaa- s
table board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
"""mIRAMONTES tlM THIT MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons.
Phone Z400-J- 1
EXCELLENT BOARD and loom, beat
furnished, Hi monthly. Phone 1893-511 South Broadway.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
healthaeekcrs; few reservations now
available. Phone 22.18--

am makes
1
i
v.rtitLuifu West Coj per.
and repaired Ribbons fur every maHOME SANATORIUM,
Ex
chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
CONVALESCENTS.
FOR
IDEAL
123 Smith Fourth
phone 9(t-- J
PLACE TO GET WELL; BEST OF
MONTH.
PER
(10
EVERYTHING;
WANTED Rooms

$4.25

Inter-boroug- h.

M?L?S?

MOOsl

V

cl-tere-

(Copyright 1821 by

"

oc

4c

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
""

4.

OP TRADE.
Wheat sold for

Chicago, Sept. 9.

you

list them with- us and ret rent. W. H.
MrMIHIon. 206 West Gold.
9.
Butter
and
WE WANT houses to sell; If your price
Kansas City, Sept.
is ngnt we win nnd a buyer for you:
eggs unchanged.
results count and we get them. J. D.
Poultry Hens lc higher. 17 0 Keleher.
211 West Gold.
Phone 410.
22c; springs lc higher. 22c; others
WANTED
To buy before November 1.
unchanged.
four or five-roohouse; modern; unless you can offer at a bargain price for
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
cash don't waste your time. Address U
J., care Journal.
Chicago livestock.
WANTED
To rent furnished house or
Re
9.
Cattle
Chicago. Sept.
bungalow containing at least two baths
steers
beef
Heavy
ceipts 2,600.
and two
sleeping porches;
dull, steady; others strong to high- willing to pay liberal rental. Address
bulk, box 123. care Journal.
er. Top yearlings, $10.60;
she-stoc- k
steady to
9.00;
$7.00

....

CHICAGO BOARD

if

A.Vi'ED

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

$4,580,-609,47-

(By The Associate Press.)
New York, Sept. 9. The

market was

DON'T THEY REDUCE OUR CASH?
The Detroit News, which asks why a producer
of oil is called a reduction company, should converse
who are
with a few persons in reduced circumstances stock
In
so situated as a result of having bought
owning numberless producing wells.
companies Courier-Journal,
Louisville

THt

4s,

Old Mexico gentleman wishes
tn find anv .,..l,ln
nhntn.r.nhln
retoucher, or teaching Spanish; willing
no
io
9.
travel; speaks
Copper-Ste-ady.
New York, Sept.
Engusn. Koom 8.
also Improved, but Liberties showand Dodge Hotel, North First.
spot
Electrolytic,
BOOKKEEPER-ACCOUNTANT
ed mixed gains and losses, inter nearby,
desirea
later, 12
temporary or permanent employment;
nationals easing on the irregular
of
full
capable
taking
charge,
rendering
Total
Bales, par
Tin Easier.
exchange market.
Spot and nearby, profit and loss and financial
statements,
value, $12,400,000.
$26.50; futures, $26.75.
tax reports, eta Any references required.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Closing prices;
Address rnoesseh, 718 South Broadway
27
American Can
Lead Firm. Spot. $4.60.
WANTED Expert stenographer, exper-lence- d
American Smelting & Ref'ff.. 36
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis deIn various lines.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 47 H livery; spot $4.25.
railroad and trafflo office of big motor
107
American Tel. & Tel..
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
concern, wants employment In Albuquer37
Anaconda Copper
que. 1233 East Thirteenth avenue. HDait- Foreign silver 63 c.
85
Atchison
ment
Mexican dollars Unchanged.
Denver, Colo.
88
Baltimore ft Ohio
WANT-I- D
To operate motion
picture
83 H
Bethlehem Steel "B"
machine or other work In morning and
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
39
California Petroleum
evenings, to earn board In order to at112
Canadian Pacific
tend high school. Have had experience
Chicago, Sept. 9. Butter
29
Central Leather
electrical and mechanical work. Ad
higher. Creamery extras, 41c; In
55
dress Edwin O. Doane, Quemado, N. M.
Chesapeake & Ohio
33
firsts,
standards,
My cuzzln was erround yesttld-da- y Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 26
seconds
23
SPECIAL NOTICE
and we tawked about diffrent Chino Copper
Re- Eggs Market unchanged.
61
mun-kie- a
Steel
Crucible
as
weather
sutch
;. 8 celpts 8,420 cases.
subjecks
feel mutch like peeple and Cuba Cane Sugar
OILDEnSUSBVE
ELECTRIC CO.
Fow's,
Poultry Alive, firm.
74
weather it would be convenient or Great Northern pfd
16 26c; springs, 26c.
34
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
unconvenient to have 3 legs in a Inspiration Copper
64 cars. MarPotatoes
Receipts
CAN save you money nn electrical
44
race, and Artie offered to swap Int. Mer. Marine
ket slightly weaker. Idaho whites, WE
service, call up and get our estimates
20
me his new kite for my rubber Kennecott CopfJer
Minnesota Red river 1720
$3.26
3.40;
West Central, ohon. 1720. J
114
band ball. Wich I wouldent, and Mexican Petroleum
Ohlos, $3.003.25; best sand land
21
Artie 'sed, Well then I tell you Miami Copper
2.25.
$2.00
WANTED Houses
Ohlos,

st

ME

New York, Sept. 9. Liberty
WANTED Position
For Rent-Roowith Board
bonds closed
$87.26; first 4s,
KENT
fOH
Bleeping porcn U)d Bnard.
second
4s.
$87.90
$87.90;
bid; first
In
TJ07
I
rear.
South Walter,
asl Onlral
Z87.94; second
$87.94;
liAKUEH will wurk in bumei or nunatu. ;fcoli iliT 1,'urmaln.a room; bo.ru if
third
92.oe; fourth
1&06-609 Mouth High.
reasonable.
Ph.
Devlin,
desired,
rlums;
$88.08; Victory
$99.04; VicGOOD BOY. not Kolng to achool, wlahes TAlil.U HOARD
All
alS
$99.04.
tory
work of any kind. C. C, care Journal.
West fruit.
Phone 1472-s
W'A.Vi'KU Job driving truck or touring FOR RENT
Room and steeping porch,
NEW YORK MONEY.
with board. Ifi3rt East Central.
car. Henry Richards, Blttner House,
221 W.
b un
phone
Willi board,
Itoome
i
tirey- lc.
New York, Sept. 9. Prime merwest uolo
sione Kuoms, a 18
man.
furnace
cantile paper, 6 to 6
per cent; FOB EXPERIENCED
2210-me
or see
at 311 North OR lihNT Sleeping porch wILh board
phone
exchange Irregular; sterling de- Seventh.;
Daniel Ford.
523 South High.
and room; garage.
mand, $3.71; cables, $3.72.
W'B AUDIT, CHECK.
CLOSE and GOOD HOME COOKINO
OPEN,
Time loans Steady. Sixty days.
sleeping porcu,
& ZANU
books.
WILLIAMS
keep
1027
front
no
Forrester.
sick.
6
room,
5
90
to
days and room I Mellnl building. Phone 701 w
per cent;
FOR RENT
to 6 per cent.
Room
six months, 5
ana ooaid. with,
lady steuogl aptier.
s
board. 410
Call loans Steady.
sleeping porch;
High, last
seven years' experience In law offices Knst
Central.
loan and offered at, 6
per cent; and commercial,
wants work In Albu FUR
RENT
5
Large furnished room, rates
low, ruling rate and closing bid,
Address
Barela
Mercantile
querque.
for two people with table board. 217
Ksn Rafael. N. M.
per cent,

3s.

THE STORY TELLER.

Alix-and-

HE'S WHERE THE POWDER "AIN'T!"
Bergdoll is lost, but he ought not to be hard to
find. Search the few countries in Europe where
there is no fighting or prospect of fighting. Toledo
Blade.

'irr r

CLMS3IFH3

pfd.......

When I am dead, Beloved, when I am dead,
11COM
JUO IB UUUb,
AI1U Sill lilt?
... IUI
a
HttlA ii
n - id thrllRt
nil"-ii i j TYitnHa
' hnllr
Aim1 CLUi J v;rfa tUa
nf mfn. jinri flea.
fnim
I like to think that all those things I love
The April sweetness ana tne autumn mm
Will still recur and comfort me again
And send their fragrance to me from above.

1

Oct.,
19.60;

LIBERTY BONDS.

)38c;

VERSE OF TODAY

im-us-

tures closed barely steady.
19.65;
Dec, 18.83; Jan.,
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March, is. bo.
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1921 by the International News Service,
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SO NO SMOKE WILL
CIT IN

ThE HOOE.

ITjS
ilr-Yr-

WONDERFUL BUILDING
SITE.
of a block In the
residential
section a danfinest
dy location for that fine
One-four- th

-

Phone

6 aerfs on main
ditch, fruit
garden, alfalfa, chicken house.
no
There
is
better land any where
features and is
sleeping porch, built-i- n
an American neighfive acres, fine land under ditch. borhood.strictly
Good
terms.
Alfalfa. Fifteen minutes out on

FOURTH

Realtors.

Second Street and Gold Avenue
Phone 640.

Apartment

modern apart
FOR RENT Four-rooment. Phone 1362-FOH RENT Apartment completely furnished at 621 Bouth High.
apartment
I'OH RF.NT Two-loohousekeeping. Phona 1444-.
apart-mentamodern
FOR KENT furnished,
216 North Beventh.
FOR RENT Furnished heated apartment, close In. 838 North Fifth.
FOll KENT Two small uparimente.
completely furnished. 1006 Weat Central.
rurnlshed apartFOR RENT Four-roo1018
ment ; no children. Phone 1701-- J.
North Second.
FOK RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath. 401 South 8eventb,
phone 1644-FOR KENT Furnished apartment, two
rooms and sleeping poroh, modern.
Phone J128-fOR KENT Two furnistied looms tor
light housekeeping; aauus; no sica
724 South Second
FOR KENT An exceptionally well arranged apartment, four rooms, nicely
furnished, close In. 41 s woutn tnirn.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished modern
three-rooapartment; two sleeping
porches, $45. 05 Bouth Broadway.
modFOR RENT Desirable three-rooern furnished apartment; beat resi
.T.
dence section. Phona 8ns
FOR RENT Two large modern front
rooms, well furnished, on car line. 702
North Third, phone 1223-Furnished
apartments;
FOR RENT
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
worm cecona.
Hotel, si
modern furnlsh- FOR RENT Two-rooed apartment; no eicic.
mi west
KODinson
west
one
block
Kent;
psr.
and a
FOR RENT A three-roofurnished
apartment, modern.
801 South First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy
office,
three-room- s
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
and sleeping
porch; furnace
heat; no sick, or children. 400 South
Seventh.
FOR RENT After September IS,
four-rooapartment; heat,
hot and cold water and garage included.
Hayden Apartments, phone 1808-new modern furnished
FOK RENT Ol
glassed-i- n
sleeping
apartment, large
Apto sanatorlums.
convenelent
porch;
1316 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
lojo-.central, pniine
FOR RENT Furnished apartment; three
rooms, glassed sleeping porch, "bath,
garage; all conveniences of private home;
Coal.
422 West
now vacant.
Apply

5 p. m.

Livestock

FOR SALE Two fresh milk oows. 1423
South Broadway.
George Blake.
FOR SALE Bay bursa, first reasonable
offer takes him. soane, 1301 Nor to
Flrat.
fourteen
FOK
bull,
SALE Holsteln
months old, weU bred. C. C, Shirk,
north of town.
Foil HALE A No. 1 Jersey cow; will
1210 Norih
be fresh In December.
Twelfth.
FOR SALE Jersey cow, four 'years old.
fresh October Is. Call 104 West Santa
Fe avenue.
thirteen
FOR BALE Rabbits;
good
breeding does, three splendid bucks; all
at 11.60 a piece. 828 East Banta Fe.
FOR SALE Three pedigreed New Zea-lan- d
does, one registered buck, one
hutch. Call 718 West New Tork, after
8 p. m.
Jersey cow with
FOR BALE Young
waek-i.l- d
calf, and two milk goats;
alio fine New Zealand does and two
bucks 717 Bouth Arno.
FOR EXCHANGE Sheep for oattle; 1will trade my bunuh of fine Ramboullette ewes for Hereford oows at the rate
of four awes for one cow; 160 rams also
for sale or trade.
Sheep can be seen at my ranch, en
mil south of Raman. McKinley county.
Railroad station Gallup; postoffic address Evon Z. Vogt, Ramah. N. M.

DDINTIMP.
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mil printers'
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cleaned;

parte

work,

and

Pfaone

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT
Has three apple trees, two shade
t,aae ttViorrv traps. alfalfa. In
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addi-- 1
oou.
iu
tion. fnce oniy
then $10 per month. A savings ac
count ana investment.
VV. -IiEVEKKlT-ZlAI- ,
l'hono 640 to See It.

tn

'
A REAL HOME'
New Mcdern five room stucco
bungalow white enamel finishn
built-i- n
One glassed-ieatures.
sleeping porch, furnace, garage
Will take car as first payment,
rest like rent.
914 WEST MARQUETTE,
--

Miscellaneous

SALE

tl

4.10-- J.

West Gold Ave.

Modern Pressed Brick
in Highlands

Six rooms two glassed-i- n sleeping
porches, corner lot, sidewalks
heating plant and modern lt
every particular. Easy terms.
m

adobe,

supplies

(us ran teed,

SALE Portable

25

horse-pow-

boiler.
Inquire 610 North Third.
CONCORD
best for Jelly.
GRAPES,

e

Room

Realtors.

Third and Gold..

Real Estate, Insurance, Loan
809 V. Gold. Phone 670.

'

I WANT
To hear from owners oj moderately
priced homes who want
to sell for
cash, Address
Investor, care Journal.

FOR RENT
FOR RENT

tall

Five-roo-

2327--

Dwellingt

m

McCCjI'UHAX,

riionc

442--

J.

furnisned

"

WANTED

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. milled same day
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. ' Address work to
THB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegss
Albuquerque
a representative ta TO'JH
want
(We
territory.)

HELP WANTED
Male.

WANTED
house, WANTED

Four-rooFOU KENT
unfurnished
house;' steam heat, hard wood floors,
garage; no sick; no children.
Phone
m2-W.-

.

....

Phone

--

VO"

r

W- -

; v

$2,000 '

..
full-siz-

Salesmen

toomsheaTno WANTED- - Five high-clasalesmen;, do
IOK KBlNT-offinot call It you can't praduoe,' Call
water above Matson's store, Central
from 10 to 11 a. m. Franklin
or all avenno. Inquire J, Korber's Auto
Co, J2
Welt wojo,
B, ft

Errand boys.
First-clas-

s

The Economise,

Buys a brand new four-roohouse In the Fourth ward. Modern with built-i- n
features. Just
what you want for your new
home. Ready to move into. Small
cash payment
and balance
monthly.
J, D, KELEHER,
211 W. Gold.
rhono 410.

& Co(

and Gold Avenue.
l'hono 640.

Second Street

auto

mechanic.

FOR SALE
3ood home in Fourth Ward, hall
block from Central avenue. Six
large rooms. Price, $6,30i.
Four-roobrick bungalow,
completely furnished. The price
Is only $4,500.
We Want Houses
to Sell,
m

j

Guth ridge & Bell

I

314 W. Uold.

Mcintosh Auto Co,
WANTED
High school .boy for work
North
every Saturday morning. 8X
Sonr.th
FOR RENT -- Room,
tor-samill. Aj-nl- v
WANTED
roum
Edgsrraao,
'i oiusio. fiiulshed
jvtt
McGaf fey Co- -. Chamber of Com
512 North Second.
merce building.
houser
Two rooms
light
man who FOlt RENT 800 North Mlgnm.
I ANTED
young
Spanish
keeping.
filf
....I.. miA -- aria Cnunlah ftllrtTltlv.school
4l
rooms.
Furnished
KENT
FOR
one hour each
evening; high
South Walter, phone 1667-- J.
Aauress uox a. i ..
student preferred.
Furnished room; board if
care journal
FOR KKNT
desired. 60 Bouth Hltfh.
farm tenant for
A long-terWANTED
farm and grailng land, in ex- FOR RENT Furnished" front room, bath
cellent mountain valley 24 miles from
y.nmctlng, 710 West Lead.
Albuquerque; good opportunity tor cat- FOK RENT Three furnished rooms
convalescent
desirable
tle; would consider
modern. 1011 Nortl) ITKrst.
If a capable orchard man; would also FOR KENT Front room suitable for tw.
, aih- torn vnAri houses on land.
'
gentlemen. 827 North pi inn.
Address H. B.' "Hammond, giving refer
i.ilMaHEU rooms; hot water beat; no
ences and experience, box eaa,
sick; no children. 414 west nnver.
N. M.
FOR RENT A pleasant front room m a
resaale
modern nome. ozj
pw".
WANTED
Housekeeper. Inquire High FOR RENT Furnished front room, $16.
.
land Pharmacy.
411 South Seventn, pnono siis-wWANTED
Experienced waitresses. Lib Jxtit RENT One Ao Iiair unlurnisned
1
No.
Cafe,
erty
noma, like new. 124 soutn conn
Ap
WANTED
Experienced saleslady.
housekeeping
RENT Furnished'
FOR
ply at nosenwaios.
and sleeping rooms, sow soutn neoonu.
A competent
saleslady at FOR RENT Furnished fuont, room; gen
WANTED
once.
Tne Economist
tleman only; no sick, it. soutn i nira
work. Mrs, FOR KENT Lovely
Woman for house
WANTED
furnished- - room;
o 1 u nr.., T aA
v , I..
soutn wsner.
preferred,
lit
gentleman
"The
MAKER.
WANTED
Competent
FOR RENT Two nice, olean rooms
Hat Shop, 309 Bouth Fourth.
housekeeping, close In. 40 west irot.
WANTLb A cook. Apply Mrs, O. N.
iITM'r H'ni'niahMtl. Ilium uilu RiLi..
803 North Kigntn.
Marron,
enette. 1724 West centual. rnono im
Cook and housekeeper, tor Liiu birMTnna vnod tvita-rooWANTED
aDart
two. Call at 1210 south Edith.
ment on first floojy i worm necono,
IVMrnnn
tO' work half dttV P5r
Sousekeeping
Furnished
RENT
.
401 South
each week. Call at 707 Soutn mgn-rooms.
Seventh, phone
WANTED
Girl for general housework, 1144-824
North
rooms
for light.
half
for
day. Apply
FOR RENT Pleasant
rnone
housskeeplng. near Sanatorium
Girl to do general housework. U28-WANTED
deslraile
two.
front room,
Apply mornings. FOR RENT Vsry
for family of
831 North Eighth.
private entrance; close to meals; no
WANTED Uirl or woman for general sick, ii soutn Arno.
i.r.naairrk: no cooking. Grand View FOR BENT Nicely fiirnished .front
room, adlolnlna batht ladles only: no
Rsneh, phone 8407-RjNortn intra,
VvSPTTSI) Woman U help me on ranch. sick.
Mrs, Frod V. Matteson, Crown Folnl, FOR RENT Nicely furnkthed bed room.
mq-crwest
N. M.
sol
private entrance, adjoining Dam; no
njorae.
101 South Arno!
A good cook for small tam- sick.
WANTED
....
town.
1.. mil., from
FOR RENT Nice large Oront room, well
ii.
8408-R- 8
or
boa
478,
phone
city,
ventilated. In modern tome; close to
postofflce
WHI HE IDLE, wneu you can attend meals, 108 South Arno.
the Modern Business College for lie IMPERIAL ROOMS Motv olean rooms.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
per month; open all day. 618 West Can- tral,
Theater, SUM West Central.
WANTED
Girl or woman for general FOR RENT Nicely furnished room In
housework and do cooking; will pay
modern home, oloae
In: gentleman
10 North
iri.od wages.
Apply
preferred; no elck. Phono JS15-K- .
ELGIN
rooms and
HOTEL Sleeping;
EARN BOARD Room and $10 a inoniu
housekeeping apartments, 'by the .day
while attending school; catalogue free. week or month. 601 H west centraf
Mackay Business College, 806 Vi . South FOR KENT Two modern
.rooms
Main Street, Los Angeles.
lor housekeeping, near high school;
no
IstO-J,
sick.
218
Phone
North
Arno.
Male and Female.
A pipe organist for the Con- FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch;
WANTED
private entrance, near car line; gen
gregational pipe organ. For particu
tlemen only; no sick. 419 East Iron.
lars pli'.ne 17!7-FOR
RENT Furnished room In private
WANTED Stenographer and bookkeeper
bungalow, furnace heat- - close In; for
for a bank; bookkeeper and stenographer for a mercantile house; stenographer gentleman; no sick. 618 'West Sliver.
for general office work. Albuquerque FOR RENT Room with illeeplng porcn,
privets family, fine location, for one or
Business College graduates preferred.
two ladles; no sick,
Ninth.
Call at Albuquerque Business College.
18 upward,
partly fur
for Postal Mail FOR RENT Three
CLERKS,
mod
nlshed
for
housekeeping;
light
Examinations
Service.
1130 month.
ern. 808 North Eighth,
Phone 887-- J.
September, Experience unnecessary. For
R.
a,
nf Instruction, write
FOR RENT One
desirable room in a
private home, close In; umpioyed gen
Terry (former Civil Service examiner).
26 Continental Bldg., wasnington, v. j. tleman preferred; no elck. SJ07. West flold
FOR KENT Nice, large, well ventilated
room: private entrance! adjoining bath,
FOR SALE Ranches
In modern
no glclk; so children.
FOR BALE OR REN'i bmall raucu. Phone 1114. bouse;
Phone 2402-JI'OK KENT Two nicely kurnlshsd mud- 100 acres best agricultural
SALE
FOR
'
ern nouseaeepirnr roomti; no pick; no
house.
land In Union county: five-roo101 South
exoellent water, t2,00. Address owner, children; also large garate.
box XZ, care Journal.
housekeep- FOR RENT Nice two-rolFOR SALE Trade or rent, eighty-acr- e
no
Ing apartment, close Ink no-si- ck:
house; fine
ranch, water, five-rooWest
small children.
Lead, phono
Ill
place for chickens; eeven miles east of 2001-1730-town. Phono
TRADER Fifteen acres FOR RENT Furnished tofm, new housj,
HERB, MR.
good location, furnace heat; suitable
in suburbs of Los
oultlvated land,
onas, good land, two dltohes, only fl.OM); for two; reasonable; boitrd' convenient,
will take Ford car for part payment us Nona uapie.
Shelley Realty Company, 111 West Gold. FOR RENT Large, handsomely furnish- prone 459-ed, well ventilated bekl room; balh,
FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and hot water beat; centrally located. 121
one-ha- lt
miles west of Barelas bridge, West Coat, phone 1744-- r.
on main ditch, new adobe house and WOODWORTH
Ifurnlshed, nice
Newly
mile
garage, water In house,
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
from school house. Phone 2404-Jmenta, by day. week or month. Rcduoed
FOR SALE
ranch, one summer rates. Ill South Third.
miles from Los Lunss, N. FOR RENT- - Rooma partly furnished with
and one-ha- lf
M.t all fenced and under ditch part in
sleeping porches,- to lailles and school
In - pasture; good
cultivation, balance
girls only) referenoss (required: close
re
house, four largo rooms down stairs,
in. lit South Third. phbm 181-In one room; good out buildings;
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grapes FOR RENT Furnished i pom; good place
to sleep day or nigh
or tor young
and berries: two good wells of water, one
and one-hamiles to depot; will give man to eiudy. Apply Mrs. Bandies, 614
reasonable terms. Address Los Lunaa, H North Sixth, between I skid I. or after I
8. , ,
X., Sua I.

fi

I4r

,

ments

821 E. Silver.

Pour-roobrick, large porches,
fine location, $4,250. Seven rooms
lot,
garage, shade trees
large
close In on carllne, $6,000. Five
rooms, hardwood
floors, garage
m

I d.dUU.
W. H. McMIT,IJON,

(Realtor.)

808 West Gold.

J

A

ITiotie

1522-1-

?.

Real Kstole and InsorRnce,
Phone Ids.

"

Immediate Possession.

With or without furniture This

is the largest little bripk house
vou can find. Four rooms, bath,
glassed-i- n
Bleeping, glassed sun

hardwood floors, etc.
Garage,
Located on nice corner lot In
Highlands, south front. This Is a
nice home- and the price is only
$4.B00. Wo insure anything insurable.

parlor;

Leverett-Za-

& Company

pf

Realtors.
Second Stroot and Gold Avenue
Phono 640.

VALUES OFFERED JiY

GOOD

& Company

mawm

Second Street and Gold Avenuo

frame house.
This is what
the material and lot cost.
Tou save the labor.
A beautiful
$4,000
pebble - dashed bungalow,
on West Iron. Hardwood
floors and new garage.
Can be had on very easy
750

$

Two-roo-

$350 cash

FOR SALE

five-roo-

modern house. Hardwood floors, lawn, trees, six lots.
See Owner at 1211 S. Arno.
Five-roo-

m

m

Five rooms, modern, on

$3,750

OWNER,

corner of North Fifth
street. Garage. This is one
of the best bargains In

town. Can be had on very
easy terms.
houses
Two, three-rooon an elegant lot. North
Eighth street; each rented for $20. Live In one,
your chum in the other,

$2,500

At 1211 South Arno.

FOR SALE

terms.

Houses

brick
FOR SA LE
North E.llth. Phone 2401-R-

bouse,

m

terms.

Five-roacement
block house, modern, basement
under half the house. Hardwood
'loors, garage and thicken houEe.
Would consider good cur as pari
payment.

FOR SALE

Five-roohouse, modern in every respect, with
fireplace, breakfast roum,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
on '.wo
Double garage,
full lots, on South High.
$500 cash, balancu like

$4,000
on

Hosidenoe, 711 North Fourteenth street; nice location. Inquire
within.
110 S. Third.
Phono 354-FOR SALE Modern rive-roohouse;
can buy from owner by calling at 624
North Sixth.
FOH SALE By owner,
modern
home, fine location. In Fourth ward.
FOR RENT Rooms
Phone 2361-t jti itENT lurmshed roum.
FOR SALE Bargain, income property,
Copper.
corner Gold; nine large rooms, like
FOU HEN'T Furnished room. 222 North new, three porches. 124 South Edith.
Fourteenth.
FOH SALE Five-roocement bungu-loroom.
strictly modern; lot 60 by 800;
112
FOH
KENT Furnished
1439
or
cash
time.
West
garages;
North Edith.
Foil KENT Two furnished rouius tor
FOH SALE
house and
housekeeping. 617 West Silver,
hundred
sleeping porch, for seven
NEWLY
furnished steam-hoaiand good four touring car. Call
dollars
rlth board; no sick. 821 North Fourth. 243.
FOH
KENT Nicely lurnlshed room, FOH SALE Four-roomodern frame
olose to town and shops, 823 Bouth
house; best condition; good location;
ritth.
Fourth ward. Address J. J. O., care
FOR BENT Two front rooms for light Journal.
housekeeping; no children. 108 West FOH SALE By owner, five-rooframe
Silver.
bookcaso,
stucco; has fireplace, bullt-l- n
FOH HENT Three modern, furnished china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
711
rooms,
South Phone 1S03-housekeeping
FOH SALE Nice home, furnished; corBroadway.
ner lot. 100x142; a good business goes
FOit i;i;.j Three rooms, furnished f r
no sick; no chil with lt; 5,000. Address Bungalow, care
'Kht routekeeplng;
Journal,
M9
dren.
North Fourth.
CUl SALE
lly the owner, brick house;
FOH KENT Two
housekeeping rooms
good income property; frame cottage in
with sleeping porch, front porch, bath hack
corner lot, 68x142, 818
and
garage;
1511-and IlKht. Phone
Nor'h Second.
FOH KENT
Two rooms and sleeping
Five-rooFOH SALE
itouse, modern,
porch, furnished for light housekeep
glassed sleeping porch, two screened
ing with gas. 808 West Silver.
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving
FOR BENT Sleeping room with u.o of city. 521 East Central.
bath; employed gentleman preferred. FOH SALE Seven-roosoliu brick;
714 East Coal.
Phone 1S24-splendid location;
big lot; bullt-features
and
water
hot
heat; built for a
Ft'll hENT Two bed rooms with use of
I215-sleeping porch, to ladles employed. home; priced right. Call
FOH SALE Five-roo4tt Nosth Eighth, phnna 1118-- J.
brick, two large
porches, shade and good lawn anl
FOR
RENT Three rooms .furnished.
payment, balwith sleeping porch, hot and cold garage; car taken ae part2112-ance on termo. Phone
water. 702 South High. Phone 23E3-sacrifice.
wonderful
FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished rooms FOR SALE At
Have you 85,800 cash, for a 17,600
with large closets and close to hath; modern
close in:
all
home;
conveniences;
no sick.
420 South Edith. Phone 1007. no
terms. Address J. A., care Journsl.
FOR BENT Front room, four windows.
Four-roobrick bungalow,
FOR SALE
12.50 per week; use of kitchen or hoard
with
sleeping
porch, two
If desired; one or two persona, 110 East screened glassed
garage,
completely
porches,
Sliver.
furnished; Fourth ward; terms. Address
FOR RENT Large, sunny and nicely L. C, care Journal.
furnished
sleeping rooms; furnace FOlt SALE A
modern house,
on fifty-foheat; close In; gentlemen only, phone
lot. In Fpurth ward; has
922-features, lawn, walks
fireplace, built-i- n
on terms. J.
FOR RENT Clean, comfortable, light garage, etc: price 14,750,
and airy furnished roomsr reasonable A. Hammond, phone 1522-house.
ratee; one block from Santa Fe shops. FOH SALE By owner, Ave-roofull basement large
120 South Third.
attic built In
buffet and book cases; furnace host;
FOR ' KENT Two large unfurnished fine location. Fourth ward, shade, lawn.
rooms for housekeeping, on first floor; Address W. P. T., care Journal.
lights, bath, toilet and steam heat; 115 FOR SALE Beautiful
new
per month; next door to Taylor's store,
modern pressed brick home; corner
on Flssa, Old Town.
lots; hardwood floors throughout; bullt-l- n
features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit
BUS'.NESS CHANCES
trees; terms; owner, 821 West Silver.
best location in FOR SALE Will
FOU BALE tiarage.
sacrifice new four-rootown.
Phone 179.
brick bungaluw, with sleeping
acreentd-l- n
front
and
FOH SALE
porch,
Small grocery store, doing porch
1202 modern and completely furnished; price
good
business;
cheap rent.
, 84,500; terms. Call at 111 North
North Arno.
FOR SALE
Half Interest In good pay-In- g Eleventh,
business; 1150 will handle. Ad FOR SALE New modern bungalow.
Fourth ward; five rooms and sleeping
dress Box 80S, cars Journal.
.. .t. I.a.
r, a
I.... iwa, la.aa aim.'.
?Ok BALE One of the best business
linen closet fire place. Urge screened
end
properties In Albuquerque. Ill South
ptircn orr aiicnen, witn or witiiout new
First street. Inquire At Savoy Hotel
furniture; never used by sick; reasonable price; easy terms; might take cer
business.
FOR
SALE Good paying
tw parr first
rrmne
Chevrolet roadster Included, 1150 cash.
balance monthly. Address Box 44, care
PERSONAL
JournaL
Do""Yo1TWA,NTT5''i3Al
FOR
SALE 6mall
business, small SEE J.
ESPINOSA, No. 1, Woolwortb
amount of capital required; good busl- Phone 466.
building
nsss for healthseeker.
For particulars SPANISH
and
conversational
taught,
address R. 8. care Journal.
business method: native teachers; in
FOR BALE Dental office In good town dividual Instruction; lt Interested write
and good surrounding territory; no Spanish, care of Journsl.
competition; reasonable; good terms If SUPERFLUOUS "HAIR
permanently
ieiirj. Fosmmce box 4Z, ciovis, N. M
moved. Multiple needle. Susan cnil- FTiH SALE
Butcher chop outfit: One tenden,
Artelectrlo needle epeclallst.
Brecht Ice box, 1x8x10; meat block.
Beauty Parlor, 411 East ceutrai.
meat rack. Imperial aausags mill, new; Aseptio
I7S-W- .
Phone
wood meat oounter, new; Toledo ocalee.
MOTHERS Would you like to go out
All at bargain prices. Call at
for a few hours In the afternoon If
tive Store, 8(1 West Silver, phone 417.
you knew your baby or small child was
A TWO-S- I
OUT BRICK rooming houve
reliable woman at a reaoared for by
between business center and railroad sonable cost?
Fori appointment address
corner lot; tl rooms. Mrs.
shops, on
M., care Morning Journal.
10 of them furnished;
a money maker,
WHAT WORRIES VOUf
price tor house, lot and furniture only
Address P. O, Box LEARN to make things com your way.
81,100; part terms.
In
486. City.
love, health or money; no long, tedl-- ,
but lust what you need now.
ous
SELL OR EXCHANGE Your bustnets, Just lessons,
send your hlrthdate and your free
home, farm, ranch, anywhere; hunwill offering.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J..
dreds of buyere In north and east writ- 1124 North Second street, Albuquerque,
ing for healthy locations In the south- New llexlco.
west. Bond your loVest net price, full
description, to bo mailed these thou- FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
sands of homsseekers In a printed list
Phone 104 J
Register at once. Free Information Bu- roH KKT flam.
TtX,
FOU BSNX OtttKui lit ISO tb ZbUl
reau, U Jexas Bt, El

J, L, Phillips, Real Estate,

FOH SALE

rent.

$4,250

$1.900

A

modern

stx-roo- f4

house in Fourth ward.
has Just been newly decorated throughout the Interior. This home can
be had on very small
terms.
Four-roohouse with

two sleeping porches on
West Iron $250 cash and
$30 per month. A snap.
Three rooms and two
$3,750
on
sleeping
porches,
Tenth street, modern in
every respoct, en terms.
We are glad tc. show you any
of the above at any time.
117 West Gold
I'hone 507.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Al'rutiiSKta.
iOHX W. W1LHON, ,
Attotswy.
Rooms IS, IT and la, Cromwell Building.
Phone llsS-J- .
P1IY8K
AM)
UK, 8. I. BURTON.

HUKUKOMS.

Diseases of toe Stomach.
Suite. . Berr.ott Building.
UK. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Ear, Noso and Throat,
Barnett Building.
Phone 111.
Office Hours
I to 11 a. m., and i to 8 p. m.

ik.
mak;ahi:t caktwkiuhi,
Office Oram Bldg.. Room 18. Phone
Residence 1)2
Phone

171

Ssst Central

ill.

SHERi0A"N7TO,

W, M,

.

1'raotlco Limited to
GENTTO. URINA.MY
DISEASES,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
tVaesermaa

In

Laborulury
Ulug.

Citizens Rank

Connection.
880.

Phone

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor,

M.
201

19 end 20 Armljo Building.
8. HSGK, I). C,

Phono Connections.
Chiropractor.
West Central.
Uwmi )2 and tS.

FOR SALE

Furniture

FOR SALE

llousier kitclieu cabiuet. Hi
North Fourteenth.
FOR SALE Electrlo sweeper, large base
burner and oil heaters. 123 West
Phone 322-'
FOH
bookcase,
SALE KHlige,
chin.
closet bed and other household articles.
1004 South Arno.
FOH SALE Una Moore's
cir
culator heater; also some odd pieces
711 South First, phone
of furniture.
122S--

FOR SALE Dressers, dining tables.
chairs,
refrigerators,
porch swing.
chlfferobe, wardrobe,
Singer machine.
roll-to- p
desk. Ivory dressers, desks and
chsirs, shotguns, rifles, everything In
125 South First
used furniture.

TIME CARDS

a

Fo,

Phone 230

310 West Gold Ave.

rr

lf

RCBBER

GENERAL AGENTS.

stuccood brick bungalow, consisting of five rooms,
bath, large pantry, cemented
laundry, fruit cellar, built-i- n
kitchen cupboard,, clothes chute,
two seats, two
china cabinet,
book cases and'colonadbs, brick
fire place, hardwood floors in
living and dining rooms, furnace
screens end
electric fixtures,
shades.
PRICED TO SELL
Three rooms, two screened In
porches, $2,000, Terms reasonable.
LOTS
Lot in University Height on
Stanford ?tre?t. Keasonable.
RANCHES FOK SALE
Thirty-fou- r
acres, thirty in cultivation, under ditch, four and
miies jut; four-roohouse, barn chicken bouse, milk
house and forty fruit trees.
IlEXTALS
If you want to buy sell trade or
rent, see
White

one-ha-

and

A, C. STARRS,

ft

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; $10
per month.
THEY ARE SELLING DAILY
YOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
.
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't deiay but get
yours today.

HOME

the least

FOR SALE
Seven-roomodern brick and
y
stucco
HOME, hardwood
finish throughout, fireplace, bullt-l- n
fealties, plenty clothes closets and
stora&e room; itood lot, five minutes
from postntuee and situate in belt
residential section of the Third ward,
price right at 15,500, (2,500 cash,
balance I er cent. See

Savings Account and
Investment

A

BUY

e
tire; all adjustmade by us.

Oversize and
Overservice

j

1

Leverett-Za- pf

Beautiful brick home on East Sil
ver avenue on lease, $85.00 pei
month. This is a beauty with lawn,
garage, etc.

Phone 1023.

that

thousand-mtl-

NEAR UNIVERSITY
$6.nnn
modern, heat
$5,260
modern, heat
modern, new. . ...$4,760
modern, new. ... .$3,160
$2,750
modern, heat
J. A. HAMMOND,

$3750

FOR RENT

Leverett-Za- pf

M

' WANT

iF

YOU LIKE HOME

e
house,
Buys a good
lot. shade and fruit trees, good
etc., located on,North
terms art rigni.
Eighth street. The
H. F. GILMORE
Rpal Estate and Insurance.
l'hono 412-V214 W. Gold.

TH,K,

NOTICE
Tires are a seven

MAJESTIC

The best tire for
money In the state.
Tire Repairing
Ketreadlnr".
niGnLAN'l, TIKK X
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold.

657

Realty Co.

LOST AND FOUND
FOR BALE Five hundred shares of City
Elect rio Railway, below par. Dr. R. LOST Large
red .buck,
Wednesday
U Hust, N. T. .ymljo
;
Reward If returned to (17
morning.
building
South Broadway.
LOST
Elgin watch, gold hunting case,
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
ladles' model, dropped' from chain;
Root Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks. finder return
to Journal; reward
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottsgs
Paint i Valspar Enamels, for automobiles; WILL the party who picked up package
containing Hudson seal collar, WednesSatisfaction
Homestead, Floor Paint
assured, Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co, day, from counter In Lathlm's Grocery,
401 West Central, phono 1057-- J.
please return to store; reward.
RjgNT-ffic-

brick, In splendid
cation, east front, lawn, trees
basement, furnace all for $5,500.
3ood terms.
Building lots, one on West Silfew on
ver, one on Luna placo,
East Silver, some very desirable ones on the Heights. Now
ts the time to buy vacant property, you will make money on lt.
204 W. Gold.

Bandy's Ranch, phone 2408-Jbrick houe
FOR SALE Second-han- d
wagons and FOR KENT New
nicely furnished; two glassed-i- n sleeping
light rigs, chenp.- 1202 North Arno.
vacant October 1.
Phone
porches;
FOR SALE University books and young 227
man's clothes. Phone 821 or (IS Wen
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant
Copper.
houses with us for rent We give
Genuine diamond ring; will them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
BARGAIN
&
sacrifice for cash. Address "R. H.." Co., phone 640.
care Journal.
RENT
FOR
Several nice modern
FOR SALE Best strain of English wolf- cottages, with glassed-i- n sleephound pups.
C T, Bender, East ing porches, on car line; rent reasonable.
Vaughn, N. M,
Apply at 1218 South Edith.
three-rooRENT
FOR SALE WHITE sewing machine. FOR
Furnished
modern cottage, with glassed-l- n
terms casn.
sleepperfect condition,
808 East Coal.
817
and
at
East Paing porch
garage,
APPLES Cooking apples for sale at cific; inquire at loot South Edith.
I2t North Third; please bring your KOll KENT Modern apartment house,
seven rooms and bath, two screened
sacks and boxes.
t'cJR SALE Threshing macnine and porches, well furnished and close In, Inroom 20,
Armljo
Fordson tractor. In good condition. quire John Lehner,
building,
P. O. Box 412, City.
- phone 477.
FORhome
at sfS
RENTfaghlflcent
acre-oi20
Write
l
11 ONLY, holds
lease.
Bouth Walter; completely furnished;
w. u. stepnenson,
for particulars,
six
beautiful
hot
water
rooms;
furnace,
San Antonio, Texas.
heater, glassed sleeping room, pretly
FOR SALE A- -l
and A-gauge re- - gas
-etc
lawn,
Co., 207 West
City
Realty
, 700
West
Marquette. Gold, phone 867.
peater'shotguns.
Apply after ( p. to
FREE RENT
60c
FOR SALE Fruit Jars, quarts,
OWNERS of ranch, eight miles from
118H
doien;
gallons, 76o dozen,
town, offers free the rent of a good
West Silver. Phone B69.
house ana the use of all land needed for
FOR SALE Large slae Columbia grapo- - ponltry raising, to responsible party,
phone and excellent violin: a bargain. who will reside In the house, and prevent
Call at 821 East Central,
trespass.
Apply Baldridge Lumber Co.
FOR SALE Red Star wlckless oil rings,
tour burners and oven; good condition.
AUTOMOBILES
Phone
evenings.
ED Used Ford coupe, at reaaou
BUY YOUR GUN
before the seasun
able price. Phone 2400-Jopens; fifty shotguns and rifles to FOR SALE 1U17
Ford, cheap for cash.
select from. 118 West Gold,
Call after o'clock. 1300 North First.
ElTo trade seventeen-Jewo- l
WANTED
8
FOR
SALE
Bulck touring car;
gin watch, gold case, for rifle, revolver
first-cla- ss
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co..
or shotgun. 828 South First.
oity.
FOR BALE Standard sewing machine; FOR SALE
Chevrolet touring car in
In fine condition; a bargain, only 87.80.
good ooodltlon, 8200 cash. 821 South
See It at 406 South Beventh.
.
Arno.
t
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; aleo fresh milk In gallon FOR SALE Some extra goo usea cars.
sasy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 808
lota Swayne'e Dairy. Phone J916-West Central.
FOR SALE Three slightly used vacuum
In good condition, will trade
ROADSTER,
Phone
cleaners, at bargain prices.
for city lot or will sell on easy terms.
4.09-Star Furniture Company, 111
-Aaaress
Koaaster," care Journal.
West Gold.
FOR SALE Two Bulck iignt sixes, lala
New shipment of attractive,
FOR SALE
models, 1780 and I860: Ford speed
228 North
low priced, Navajo rugs.
200; Ford truck, f 190. 118 West
and 117 North ster,
Elm, phona 8128-uoia.
1780-Mulherry, phone
FOR SALE OR TRADE One-to- n
truck.
FOR SALE 5,000
pounds flrst-vlas- s
In good mechanical .
will
Turltsy Red winter seed wheat. Phone OOnstdeP heSVV tam In condition;
,- 1t
Innmu
8414-Ror address W. J. Hyde. Ala
iiv
ai
imrteentn
Mexico.
New
meda,
FOR SALE 1018 Ford speedster, first-claFOR SALE Handsome saddle, made to
mechanical condition and 'good
order: t'.ed only tnce; or.dle end spurs tires, top and
windshield; best buy :n
8
a
to mutch; heavy saddle blanket;
town.
Brasfleld
Motor Co., 217 North
big reducon from oo't 124 Bouth Arno. Fourth, phone 888-- J.
FOR SALE Three compartmeut, 88fi RADIATOR SPECIALIST
We build
aallon demounts! steel tank, suitable
special radiators for speedsters, nut
for us an wagon or truck for hauling nf new
core In your old one, or repair It.
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 488.
We do welding.
Guarantee Auto and
arch cushlois Radiator Company, at O. K., McCabe,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and
.
A( 4 218 North
lira- - all
I.,,.- -.
Third, phone 1870-troubles, II, Thomas T. Keleher. Leather
FOR SALE 1820 model 8
light six
mono iooi-- .
Co.- -. 808 west central,
Bulck, In perfect condition I this tar
ROOF PAINT.
ASBESTOS
was only six wseks old when stolen and
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal is now for sale by Insurance company;
lon.
The Manzano Co., 110 soutlt run only a little over 8.000 miles; brand
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up new tires all around; oar osn be seen
CoaL or call 1650-at 720 West
for
roof, will last as long as the bulldlPT.
details. .. -

FOR

Terms.
FRANKLIN '& OOMPANT,

'alue. Easy terms.

Dieckmann

fFl

lo-

R.

reson-ablCONCORD grapes, Bandy's Rnnch, 2408J3 FOH RENT Three-roohouse,
close in,' Phone 852-J17
SALE
Cheap, dirt for filling. South Arno.
343.
FOR RENT Four rooms, sleeping porch,
FOR BALK Bet double trarneae, at Be II s
nicely furnished, Areola heating system.
Livery Barn.
1608 East Gold.
TK BUDDY 8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN FOR RENT Five-roorurnlshed House,
Phone 241S-Rtwo ecreened-i- n
Se per
porches,
BALE Manure by load or by moaili. munin.
foil
Appiy st izz Bouth Arno.
'
114 John atreet.
FOR KENT Cottage In rear, two rooms,
FOR SALE Water motor. Inquire at
two porches, $30, water and light paid.
820 South Broadway, phone 1S78-Morning Journal otflce.
FOR SALE Small tractor, Dew condi tUK HtNI Modern
three, lour and
Co.
five-rootion. J. 'Korber
apartments and houses, some
W. H. McMillion, 208 Weat
FOR SALE A Bradbury piano, good as furnished.
Odd.
new, at 621 South High.

FOR

HOME IN HIGHLANDS

furnished

$3,800. Four rooms, bath, glassed-in
sleeping porch, exceptiona'

MR. SICK 'MAN
want to get well. Let
this new five room
a
with
glassed sun parlor
home,
that will furnlsn you sun baths an
day and a front porcft that commands a view of city and country,
$750 Cash and Monthly
Of course you
us show you

--

Five-roo-

J

SEWING MACHINES
Rakes; nit

Company

ol three rooms. FOK

629 South Arno.

YVJEo

&.

Four-roo-

FOR

WO

SELLS 'EM"

A, L, Martin Co., Realtors
Heal Kstatc, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phono 156.
293 W. Gold.

J

Come in and talk it over at

& CO.

FOR SALE

"SHELLEY

Second and Gold Ave. Phone 640

BARGAIN PRICES
On these lots for a week only
Located on East Silver avenue. Just
on top of the hill. South Fronts.
See

after

STREET RANCH.

Give special attention to newcomers In our city.
Our office and salesmen put
forth a special effort to show
you about the city and help you
get located.

Five rooms, nicely furnished,
hardwood floors, furnace heat,
fireplace, large sleeping porch.
Double adobe garage and storeroom on rear.
A real home or Investment.
Has been rented continually for
Apply
$85r per month.
820 V. Silver. Phone 1486-y-

pOUKENTApartment

modem bungalow,
with hardwood floors, all th
n
built-ifeatures, built-i- n
late
laundry tubs; lot 60x300 feet,
with garage and good outbuildings. It Is a real home and in
Acondition. If you are looking 'for something good, let us
show it ta you.
Five-roo-

-l

Leverett-2ja- pf
J

80S W. Silver Ave.

FOR RENT

REAL HOME FOR SALE

A

SMLUEIKEALTICo.

FOR SALE

IiEVERETT-ZAP- F

hard-woo-

five-roo-

paved road. Priced to sell.
GILL AND WOOTTON,
Phone 72B-115 S. Second.

T. K7NGSBURY,

210 V(. Gold.

d
RANCH HOMES
'
house,
Must sell
floors, built-i- n features, fire2
acres,
gargood stucco Adobe, all
place, basement, large porch,
age, this is a wonderful buy must kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
houses and yards, barn. This Is
be sold. See
'
an Ideal country home and can
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
be bought worth the money on
'
Insurance
130 S. Fourth. good terms.
Phone 414.

Cosy, modern home, five rooms and

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we may
have It.

REAL ESTATE,
Loans and Insurance.
98I--

SHEIXEY'S BUIXETINS.

OUT OF TOWN

OWNER

FOli RENT.
Illuhltinda.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished:. .$85.00
apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
apartment
,.."
furnished
apartment.
$3Z.0O
furnished

SJ

gj

$5,-00- 0,

George McManut

By

V

with good terms.

RANCHF.S.
We have some very ftne ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can ho bought on
very good terms. If in the market for a rood ranch, either
large or small, let us show ou
what we have.

WHAT

vr

A REAL BARGAIX.
Eight rooms, modern: furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
In good repair. This house is
located close in, In Third ward,
and can be bought tor only

D,
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WHS

Train.
No.

1

No. I
No. J
No, I
No. W
No. 17
No.
No,

I
4

No. I
No. to

1

BOUND

Scout...

Dally.

Arrive.

Depart

T:80 pm 8:80 pm
Limited 10:40 am 11:10 am
Fargo Fast 11:10 am 11:46 am
The Navajo. II 48 am 1:11 am

The

Calif.

El
El

SOUTHBOUND.
Paso Exp.

Paso Gip.

EASTBOITND:
The Navajo.. 1:16
Calif Limited 1:00
S. F
Eight.. 7:11
T:!0
The Scout
BOUTH.
FROM
From El Paso
From El Paso I 00

No. 18
No, 10
. No.
10 connects

...

10:10 pm
11:10 am

"
pm
pm
pm

am

1:46
1:40
1:00
7:61

pro
urn

tun
asa

pm

am
at Beiea with No. 11
Valley, Kansas City sad

for Clovia Peea
Gulf Coast
No. It connects at Belen with No. II
south
from Clovia and points east at
of dorlj.

j

i

,

PRE-WA-

FOR WALL TINTING and all
Phone
v

That luscious fruit salad in large cans

,v5v.

FOR RENT

Med-

furnished
house,
Sycamore. For

Three-roo-

ao North

will

PHONE

We do not think our small Sweet Pickles at 20c per doz. can
he duplicated in this part of the country.
Bananas are now in fine shape again.
Green. Beans, Tomatoes, Extra Largo Watermelons, Cantaloupes, tec.

3

it

1342--

44c

STUFFED OLIVES
Seven different size bottles to choose from.
ium sized Olives to large ones.
Several more gallons of the Ripe Olives
go out today at 25c per pint.

t 2 Vr

.

HERBERT

Jeweler.

V

r

s'

T

81S Marble ATenos

iY

A

will reduce our rates Sept.
15th, to $60 and $B3 per month.
Make Reservations Now.

ROBERT JONES

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We
Sell

R

O

O,

613 West Gold.

....-

Phone

Dli

C A S A

Coal and Sooth Walter
- S76
Pbone

-

other Macaroni Product

f
'

FOR SALE
m

Room or Sleeping Porch
furnace heated, in new
home in lowlands. Breakfast if desired.

AIR COOLED.

Phone

He makes two laughs grow where one grew before

in "I DO"

LLOYD

HAROLD

will speak '

coal. The
superior fuel for any purpose. The
best kitchen range coal on the market. Maximum In heat,
minimum in ash and absolutely NO CLINKERS.
A

Sept. 12, 8 P. M.

all-rou-

We will

in genuine

put

COMPANY

SUPPLY

COAL

and Hear the Facts.

Fifteen Days Only

ADMISSION

in

COAL

GALLUP

Monday Night,
Let Every One Come

With Wedgwood Nowell

MARY GLYRNE and DAVID POWELL

at

3

"The Mystery of Himerals 813"

PRESENTS

S. SENATOR

ARMORY

rooms, glassed sleeping porch,
bath, garage. All conveniences
of private home, now vacant.
422 W. Coal, Apply After 5 p. m.

PARAMOUNT

A. A. JONES

R

FURNISHED APARTMENT

On the same bill an Arsene Lupin story by
Maurice Le Blanc

REGULAR

2372--

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Albuquerque Stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.
Phone 188
Corner Broadway and Central.

U.

FOR RENT

OTHEATRE'

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY

Highly Improved Ranch, 12 2
acres; alfalfa, orchard,
brick house, barn, sheds
and chicken houses.
562. City.
r. O. Box 2107-JPHONE
4
five-roo-

C. SCHTJLTZ.
107 S. Fourth St.

1 doz: Palmolive Soap
90c
.....48c
Ainsleys Fruit Salad, large size
.55c
Ainsleys Fruit Salad, small size, 2 cans.
48 lbs. Boss Flour
$2.30
24 lbs. Boss Flour
.$1.20
48 lbs. Diamond M Flour
$2.05
24 lbs. Diamond M Flour
t$1.05
15 bars P. & G. Soap
.$1.00
$1.00
15 bars Sodate Soap
Just received a shipment of National Biscuit Company's Cakes and Crackers

We)

i

Edna Thomas will conduct
a school for upper grades at the
English Lutheran Church, Sixth
tnd Silver, beginning
SEPTEMBER 6TH.

LAST TIME TODAY

To Healthseekers.

GRESCENT6R0CERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

Private School
Mrs.

v

'

1073--

Notice

PRICES

R

TEN DAY SPECIAL.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .82. 50
Commercial Watches Cleaned S1.50
Expendable Work. Factory Method

kinds of painting call WIUGI1T

FRUIT SALAD

iff

September 10, 1921.
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4

PHONES

5

to Your Home

Bring; Comfort

Let Our

Factory-mad- e

Main Springs and guarantee
them for one year for
$1.00

Wiseman's

LOCAL ITEMS
Phone 4 and 6.
The Pythian Sisters will meet toP. hall at' 8
K.
of
night at the
o'clock sharp.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Burgln,
421 South Broadway, on Friday.
September S, a girl.
N. M. Pratt, manager of the
Piggly Wlggly store, who has been
looking after his oil interests at
Wichita Falls, Tex., the past two
months, has returned to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Kaseman and
Miss Trexler have returned to Albuquerque from Santa Fe, where
they were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. E. Unding."
Home cooking sale at Palace
drug store Saturday morning.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
' Mrs. It. M. Hackenbull of Albuquerque is now at the Hotel Alexandria in Los Angeles, Calif., and
is being widely entertained. Among
the festivities in her honor was a
tea given at the Hotel Alexandria
on September 5.
George Everett and son Arthui
have just returned from a two weeks
on the Pecos. Mrs. George Everett
left Tuesday for Long Beach, Calir
where she will spend the coming
month, as the guest of relatives.
Four dollars, full wagon load
amount.
limited
factory, wood;
jHahn Coal Co. Phone 91.

INDIAN

Coaj Supply Co.

1

ft

.'.

"

UNIVERSITY

?

Music and Jewelry Store

JELKE'S
Phone

five-roo-

Let Us Send a Man
I'o replace that broken window
glass Albuquerque Lumher Co.
423 North First
Pbone 421.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire

m

ALL RAZOR
Blades left at the White Elephant
for sharpening, call at Ruppe'f
Drug Store for them, and where
they should be left from now on
Have your straight razor honed
and set by experts. All work
guaranteed.
KOHZA BROTHERS
At Ruppc's Drug Store.

""

"jBITTNER

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 221-H South First.

JOURNAL

1918

Studebaker

Dort, $250. Class

ster.

511

Six,
C

By ladles of Mrs.

PEP

Blblo Class.

E
SERV1C
Phone

1300 Nftrth

First.

Trunsfer Co

Albuquerque
Phone 542.

One gallon and half gallon lots
of Ice cream packed for city

delivery.

Thomas Creamery
31.1

38c lb
Springs
280 lb
Hens
5
Jve Springs, over to one party
30c lb. Delivery anywhere.
SEVERAL FINE Pt LLETS
Phone 852-VLBI QI ERQI E POLLTRY CO
317 South A mo.

DANCE TONIGHT

Colombo Hall

Teacher's Certificates from University, of Illinois and American
Conservatory. Chicago. Special
work at Sherwood Music School.
Chicago. Children's classes will
be organized,
Studio:
Rooms
Whiting Building.
25-2- 7,

EI.KCTR1C
SHOE SHOP
SIS Snath Second,
free Call Bud Delivery.

Vfc

158

Potatoes
Potatoes

.

.50c

.,...$1.00

SPECIAL TODAY ONLY
12 Cans Armours Carnation or Libby's Milk. .$1.50
We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

only.............

Step Lively
Syncopators

Ar. Estancia
Ar. Mountainatr
Lv. Mountainatr
Lv. Estancia
Ar. Albuquerque

First St.
$2.68

$1.95
Army Fleld.Shoes
Reclaimed O. D. Smrts. .$1.0(
to
Mall
Attention
Orden
Prompt

Liberty Army
Supply Co.

12 Noon
1 a. in.
9 a. m
12 Noon
Transier Co.

......

WILLY-NILL-

Phone 199
For Your

320 ACRE

J. A. Skinner
We

Sell

Skinner

'

205 South First Street
The Highest Grade Macaront
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

....

Played by a superb cast headed by
MILDRED HARRIS
ALSO, "SEVEN BALD PATES"
Christie Comedy
A
REGULAR PRICES
rt

Signet Corn, dozen cans, $2.00
Wisconsin Peas, per can.. 15c
Wisconsin Peas, doz. ians $1.70
45c
Best Butter
. .40c
Fresh Eggs
.-

FORMIIALS'

Buy Our School Shoes

GROCERY

1124 South Edith
We Deliver the Goods

Phone 1517

School Shoes are now in demand and we are ready
for the call.
,
We are well versed in the art of providing the right
sort of School Shoes, and know exactly what the
strenuous school children require in the way of

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We

other Macaroni Products

Sell

'
i
footwear.
We have all sizes in low, medium and high cuts,
in calf, gun metal, vici kid and Russian calf; lace,
button or Blucher styles, and every pair guaranteed
to give satisfaction.

Round, Loin or
Nice Pot Roast, lb
ne

New Mexico.

201

Phone

North First Street,

Phono 109
Cs Your Order We
Will do tne Rest.
'

WeSeUfaMHEIS

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY.

,

Phone

Steak,

VEAL

Call Us TOM

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:4S
Arrivese in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone

AND PORK

and

.43c

25c
Phone your

CHARLIE

TAXI
SINGER
Ctenr Store,
Office
Singer
210 West

Central

JOIN OUR PRIVATE INSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT
s
Course at a very reasonable cost. Speed Diction, Bookkeeping
and other classes just starting. We guarantee satisfaction.

A

high-clas-

ifeU.:

WfajpS.

to 11

1
'

SHOES
to 2

from $2.15 up

212 to 512
from $2.25 up

GIRLS' SHOES
212 to 7
Illa to 2
from $3.10
from

from $2.15 up
$2.50 up
up
While our School Shoes' are made as strong as
shoes can be made, they are not clumsy or uncomfortable. If you turn the School Shoe proposition
over to us, you will notice a marked decrease in
the yearly cost of shoeing the children. "

.20c
.11c
...25c
........ .35c

am
am
pro
pm

600

812

...:...15c
.

Estancia Butter, lb
;
Fancy Tomatoes, 5 lbs. for
We deliver to any part of the city.
orders early.

the highest grade Macaroni,

25c

other Macaroni Products.

817--

9 to 1312
from $1.95 up

839--

lb.......

Hamburger Steak, lb.
Plate Boiled, lb..'...,..
Faultless Calas, lb
Good Breakfast Bacon, lb.......

-

Warehouse

or

,

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY

Fruits

111 West Copper Avenue

BOYS'

No. 2
421 South Broadway

1

North First
Phone 29-- J

and

Wm. A. Hauser

S

MARKETS

K.

501

is cultivated, original cost can
be made in one year's crop.

Phones 4 and

0.
No.

res under eul'.ivation.'all
fenced, with house can all be
cultivated $4,800 cash. Will
sell on terms. If enMre ranch

Superior White
Lime Company.

"HABIT"

cyelorama of hearts that human habit wrecked.
Not just a drama, not just a romance, but both and a
gorgeous style show ns well.
A cyclonic

35c per lb.
47c per lb.

Skinned
Star BACON by the slab

Groceries

115 t.

Fresh', No Slake, No Core. Any
Quantity,
Prompt Deliveries.

in Louis B.

Wives Will See Themselves

:

EIGHT
RANCH FOl. SALE
MILES FROM MOCNTAINAIR.

LUMP LIME

TO 11 P. M.)

Mayer's Big Presentation:

Fresh Meats

Albuquerque.

t

IT MIRRORS MOST OF US

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Y

Many

20c Per lb'

. .

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY
Shall we pity or blame the girl who made luxury
a habit?
who married and missed it?
and who sought the woman's way out.

STAGE

r.

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

208 South Second

Concord Grapes, 20 lb.
box
Armour's
Milk Tall
$1.40
cons, dozen
35c
3igr.et Corn, 2 cans

PRICES

LYRIC THEATER I

BROTHERS

Good BACON by the slab.
Whole HAMS, Armour's

Estancia Stage Co.

.

"The Son of Tarzan"

home.

20c
30c
35c
30c

Springers,
per' lb
Hens,
per lb..

or boxes.

7:80 a, m
10 a. m

hone 43

,

Phone 470

SPECIAL
Reclaimed O. D. Blankets

A NCI
QUERQl'E Packard Stage Service
Dally Except Sunday.
Lv. Albuquerque. Springer Trans
fer Office. 104 west uoia

Bacon,
per lb
Veal Roast,
per lb

Veal Stew,
per lb
Veal Cutlets,
per lb

35c
23c
35c
25c

Cooking Apples for sale
at 324 North Third St.
Please bring your sacks

117 North

ALB

Skinner Hams,
per lb
Sugar Cured Ticnio
Hams, per lb

MARI

LIBERTY ARMY
SUPPLY CO.

STAGEEST

ADDED ATTRACTION

TODAY

FOR

SPECIALS

APPLES

Medicated Turkish Bath,

M7--

The big human
story of young
married life and its
struggles to build
called
a
place

No Deliveries

Inc.

Tickets of six Saths, Including
body massage, for $10. for bal
Trained
ance of this month.
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TFRR
DEAMER, Prop
W. Central. Phone 685-508

Mary Glynne and David Powell in a sccne rfotw
The Paramount Picture, 'AppedrancesV

805-- J

$3.00 ORDERS DELIVERED FREE INSIDE CITY LIMITS
Are you from Indiana or Iowa? If so call from 2 to 4 Saturday
afternoon and get 25 per cent off on your goods purchased.
03c
Special on Home Grown Watermelons, lb
23o
Cantaloupes, extra nice ones, 4 for...
0c
Cantaloupes, smaller size, but good,
80c
Brooms made in Albuquerque, only...
These are $1.00 brooms and we can't get any better
10o
Sweet Potatoes from Las Cruces, lb
Ranchers we will pay. you 45c dozen for fresh eggs.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE VS.

REGULAR

Teacher of Piano
nnd Theory of Music.

Dressed Poultry.

Office Springer

Rear of 315 S. Second. Phone

Phone

612 North 'Fifth'

Miss Gertrude Thompson

310--

Adams Brothers.

I'lione 434.

Company.

Rickey's

BOSWELL GROCERY CO.

Cnll Our "Jiffy Wagon" for
Groeeries at Reasonable Prices.

$4001917
Ford Speed-

25 Cents

Call

AT

Music by

.......

i

TOD

$225.

West Central.

Home Cooking Sale
A

Otwell's Drug Store

Always best for dancing.

Albers Flapjack Flour, small pkg
22c
Alber3 Flapjack Flour, large pkg..
42c
This is a dandy Pancake Flour and if you are looking for the best in this line we ask you to try this.
Carnation Mush Oats, small pkg
..16c
Carnation Mush Oats, large pkg
,..36c
17c
Large Corn Flakes, pkg
.... .17c
Large Post Toasties, pkg
.11c
Campbells Full Assortment, per can.
$3.15
Fancy Colorado Potatoes,
per cwt
.
25c
lbs. Potatoes..--

M

Special Chicken Dinner Sunday.
Corner FonrtP and tent rut.

Your Trunk Hauled for

CITY

7Va
15 lbs.
31 lbs.

BRACY'S

We Are on the Job

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Taxi & Baggage

O F F I C 1. f

FOR SALE

GENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, SanJose,
Skinner's, Ideal and Pappc's. Price
C5 cents.

158

Free Delivery.

2198--

d

CAFETERIA

LICK

GOOD

OLEOMARGARINE

:

rhone

917-- J

HEIGHTS

The Superior Mill and Lumber
company has begun the construcCaltion of a pretty
ifornia type bungalow on Harvard
avenue for Hiram V. Barker.
Arthur B. Scott has lust purchased a choice lot on Stanford
avenue and will immediately begin
building a California type bungalow.
- Hoag & Snell are doing a fine
business In their new store. They
carry an excellent stock of groceries, vegetables and meats and deliver to any part of the Heights
upon call.

EAT AT

GROCERIES

D0!?5S

1319

Phone

Hand-Engrave-

Rings.
122 South Fourth Struct
Phono 903-- J
Opposite Postoffice

We Have The

Roth man's
St.

FOGG the JEWELER
Wedding

At Reduced Prices

First

Shop

18k White and Green Gold

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

117 S.

Watch

215 South Second Street.

"

.

